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Virzini to be
speaker for
MSU student
convocation

Herndon says
Attic
to
help families

MU Public Relations
Murray State University
adopted the Freshman Reeding
Experience in 2002 inviting
bedew to read the same book
and be milady for discussion at
Great Beginnings. The goal of
the program is to find somethins dist abodents can relate to
and luoie in common when they
arrive on campus.
This year's featured selection
is. It's Kind of a Raney Rimy.
by author Ned Vireei. Inspired
by the author's own experience,
It's Kind of a Pussy Story tells
die story of Craig Gilner's
accaptasee into a prestigious
trod competitive pro-pmfessional school and his subsequent
response to overwbehning presPhoto by Beene Mils Spy
sure. When Craig becomes PICTURE PERPECE This ooloslui setting teeming a bulks* anN blight lowers, was manly spotted in the backdepressed and then suicidal, be yowl of a Ledger & Times reader. Many photographs are supillad each week by subeorbem for our Saturday
checks himself kao a psychi`Scene In the Community' page. To submit your pictures, e-inell them to oompoekiglImunsyledger.com.
atric wing of a local hospital
and in die process, rediscovers
abilities and options be didn't
realize be had.
The Nee/ Yost noes Book
Review roves, 1...mighter is one
way to cope with preset% and
•
that's what Ned ViZtilli'S
insightful and autheolic new
novel_tU4
.11Aket4t
out Mffer
Leader pay Hoyers office to be law- he trouidal vote'for a bill that edit to
face in a suooess-oriented socie- Aettediteed Pedis Mew
the deficit. He also said he wouldn't
mikes wawa emesdans.
ty that values product over
At a crowded community college in sopport a bill that emends coverage to
LEBANON, Pa. (AP) — leers and
process, scores over scholar- taints drowned out Democrats calling Pennsylvania.
Republican-turned- illegal immigrants. None of the bills in
ship, and extracurricular over for a health care overhaul at town halls Democratic Sen. Arlen Specter heard Congress would provide health insurextra innings."
Tuesday, and one lawmaker said a from speaker after speaker who accused ance to illegal immigrants.
On Monday, Aug. 17, a book swastika was spray-painted at his office him of trampling on their constitutional
One woman tried to make it persons'
signing featuring Vizzini will be as debate turned to noisy confrontation rights, adding to the federal deficit or for Specter, alleging that the Democrats'
held in, the Clara M. Eagle over President Barack Obama's plan. allowing government bureaucrats to plan would not provide cue to a man in
Gallery, located on the sixth The president himself was treated more take over health care.
his 70. with cancer. like Specter had.
floor of the Doyle Fine Arts respectfully.
"You're here because of the plan we
"You'll be gone, by God the bureauBuilding, from 1:30-2:30 p.m.
have now," she said.
The bitter sessions underscored the crats will still be here," said one man.
Vizzini will be the keynote challenge for the administration as it
Specter, 79, who has battled cancer
"My children and grandchildren are
twice since 2005, showed some heat at
tries to win over an increasingly skepti- going to pay for this," said another.
•See Paw 2A
"One day God will stand before you that.,
cal public on the costly and far-reaching
judge you!" shouted a man before
and
health
nation's
the
'11%11. you're just not right." he said.
task of revamping
lefl
he
and
security
approached
guards
called her claim a "vicious, malllie
hardena
stop
to
Desperate
system.
care
WEA1kR
doss" minor.
ing opposition. the White House created the room.
Specter gamely tried to explain his
The podium di the crowd illustrated
a Web site to dispel what it says are
smears and House Democrats set up I positions — and on occasion medals
health cart "war room" out of Majority among shouting constituents — saying III See Page 2A

Unprecedented need,
*Wad by officials
for back-to-school

Lawmakers face angry crowds on
th care at town hall meetings
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Sy The Asseelalad Prase
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
Highs In the upper 80s. North
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednasday night...Pertly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 60s.
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the mid &Os.
night.. Mostly
Thursday
clear. Lows In the upper 60s.
Friday...Mostly clear. Highs In
the upper 80s.
Ridgy night...Moetty clear.
Lows In the upper 60e.
sunny.
Saturday.. Parity
Highs in the upper Ws.
night.. Mostly
Saturday
deer. Lows in the upper Ws.
Sunday.. Parity sunny. Highs
In the upper 80s.

NEIMINEB 11181SUE
OM %Nor
lio* Attic will work nut week Ititf:
hsip stripljag famibes deal with
their bask-to-school needs.
The *GIS available at the coasignment
shop are'beady heavily discousted. but _.
Dolma Herndon said everything on doe
sales floor will be half price on Firidny.
Mg.21,from II &m.to 5 p.m. She said
dui Julie Stows oldie Murray Family
Resource Center and lboia Casey from
Need Line had repotted the these was an
unprecedented need for bech-te-school
help in die 000110111111C &Malik 90 Angels
Attic decided to address those needs.
With the prices es Ivo as they will be.
just about wpm will be ebb fmd
wbat they need,die said.
"Passe dame would just about pay to r•
Met*kid." as said.
Honda said Bs mom wanted to make
to mast drammd,so
was8104
iipi..muss and Angels
MIN
ANS sweasigegibisincreased dansIn dews of Weis.sualt;
apesomicomplra
ss elast**
outembas arise stook the
AllktOlitresttaw. bertiereserally asM a repleeisti takty quickly
becauee of the caremmay's grosresity.
Herndon said that Murray ledependent
Schools are encomagiag asyose to drop
off outgrown clothes or any other items at
Angels Attie, while Calloway Couoty
Schools will accepting drop-offs themselves until Aug. 19, which will be picked:
up later. She also said that if anyone has
anything left over from yard sales, they
can call Angels Attic and someone will
come pick then up. U people have ripped':
or otherwise unusable clothes, they can
also beg them to be recycled and bring it
to them. She said Angels Attic gets two to
three cents a pound for recycled clothes.
Angels Attic was founded seven year,'
ago with the help of St. John's Episcopal
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Whitfield pushes support
of community covenants
Sy MN WIRY
Staff Wear
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield is
encouraging Kentucky COMMUnities to renew commitment and
support for mcrabers cZ the
United States Armed Forces
through the signing of the Army
Community Covenant and he
may be getting ?ome support in
Murray-Calloway County.
Whitfield, R-Hopkinsville,
said the covenants are an initiative started by the U.S. Army to
recognize the service and sacrifice of military members and is
a way to engage local communities.
"Members of the United
States Armed Forces and their
families have dedicated their
1ii fa to the safety and security
of our nation." Whitfield said in

a news release.
"For this, they
have more than
the
earned
unwavering
support of their
local communities and comto
mitment
their
well
WhIMIladd
being.
Community
Covenants have successfully
partnerships
built lasting
between many communities and
military installations and contributed to the readiness of our
L0UGH4Led & Tbrisik
service members and their fiunilies. I am pleased to do all that I GRANT RECEIVE*, The Arthritis Aquatics class at the Murray-Calloway County I•bspitstli
can to support this initiative Center for Health said Wellness ram* received a 81,500 grant to promote &Mitts programwhich benefits our troops, their ming. The grant was clilloovered and applied for by members of the Alpha Omicron Pi social
sorority at Murray Slab University. Pictured am class participants and instructors Including
alumnus.
Stephanie Duncan,third from left, fitness supemisor and MSU and
•See Page 3A
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VFW to host
new officers'
ceremony
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Post 6291 has recently held
elections for new officers for
the coming year and will host a
ceremony installing and honormg their selection at 7 p.m.
Thursday during the post's regularly scheduled monthly meeting.
Post officials request the
attendance of all members for
the ceremony which will be
held at the 438th Army
Natioual Guard Armory on 121
North. Anyone with questions
or wanting more information is
asked
to
contact
Bob
McAllister, steering committee
facilitator, at(270)759-9070 or
by
email
at
Corvettebob6 I @murrayky.net.

III Angels.

••

From Front
Church to fund the Angels
Community Clinic and
Herndon said it has been a
huge success, providing 85 percent of the clinic's funding.
She said that since its beginning, the store has raised
$737,000 for the clinic.
Herndon said the store
employs people with special
needs and provides community
service opportunities for
church groups, Murray State
University students and minor
criminal offenders. She said
other free clinics in the state
have since modeled themselves
on Angels Attic and established
thrift shops to provide their
funding.
The store will be closed the
day after the sale for a semiannual floor stripping and waxing and will reopen on
Tuesday. Aug. 25 and will display fall and winter merchandise. She said there might be
another similar sale during the
fall or winter.

Kentucky

News in Brief
ACT math scores post slight hnprovement
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —Kentucky's public high school juniors
show a slight improvement in math scores on the ACT test in 2009,
while scores in other subjects are flat or show a slight drop.
The state Department of Education says the test results released
Monday show that 46 percent of the juniors taking the ACT in 2009
are ready for college-level English composition courses — the same
level as the prior year.
The 2(X)9 results show that 21 percent of the students are ready for
college-level algebra classes and 16 percent are ready for college
biology courses, both up slightly from the previous year.
The state says 43,511 Kentucky public school juniors took the
ACT this past spring.
The overall math score for the 2009 juniors was 18.2, up from the
18.1 score the previous year. But overall scores in reading and science were down slightly from 2(X18. The overall English score was
unchanged.
AP Photo/The Daly Independent John Ravel
CAMPAIGNING: U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, left, campaigns this week for state Senate hopeful Jack Ditty, in Flatwoods, Ky. Ditty is the Republican candidate in an upcoming special election for the Kentucky 18th Senate District.

•Lawmakers face angry crowds ...
From Front

abortions. One man was arrested after allegedly
ripping a sign from a woman that showed a picthe problems for Democratic lawmakers around
ture of Rosa Parks sitting on a bus and read,"First
the country as they try to use the monthlong
Lady of Civil Rights."
August recess to promote Obama's agenda.
"I don't understand this rudeness," McCaskill
There's not a single plan to promote, which
told
the crowd at one point. "I honestly don't get
Specter later told reporters made his job harder,
along with the complexity of the issue. The House it."
Someone shouted out that they didn't trust
bill is more than 1.000 pages.
And, Specter said, —The objectors have gotten McCaskill.
"Beg your pardon ... you don't trust me?"
ahead of the curve." Asked why, he cited talk
McCaskill said."I don't know what else I can do."
radio, among other factors.
In Georgia, Democratic Rep. David Scott's staff
One participant, Mary Ann Fieser of Hillsboro,
arrived at his Smyrna, Ga., office outside Atlanta said elected officials owe it to citizens to allow
on Tuesday morning to find a large, black swasti- them a forum for showing their displeasure with
ka spray-painted on a sign out front bearing his the health care plan.
name. The vandalism occurred roughly a week
"If they don't let us vent our frustrations out,
after Scott was involved in a contentious argu- they will have a revolution," she said.
ment over health care at a community meeting.
Though his popularity is slipping in polls,
Scott, who is black, said he also has received Obama himself is repeatedly
trying to make the
mail in recent days that used N-word references to
case to the public for passage of comprehensive
him and that characterized Obama as a Marxist.
legislation this year to bring down costs and
"We have got to make sure that the symbol of
extend coverage to many of the 50 million uninthe swastika does not win, that the racial hatred
that's bubbling up does not win this debate," Scott sured. He made that appeal at his own town hall in
said in a telephone interview."That's what is bub- Portsmouth, N.H., where he hardly faced the
bling up with all of this. There's so much hatred tough crowds greeting other Democrats.
Specter said that in a long life in politics he hadout there for President Obama."
In Hillsboro, Mo., a frustrated Sen. Claire n't seen anything like what he witnessed Tuesday
McCaskill admonished a rowdy crowd of some and at a town hall last weekend that turned even
1,500 at a town hall where she was peppered with
questions about health care for veterans, seniors
"There is more anger in America today than at
and illegal immigrants and provisions funding any time I can remember," Specter said.

NEW 0B-GYN
Dr. Corey Forester
Personal&
Compassionate
Now Taking Appointments!
Obstetrics
• Routine and High Risk Care
Gynecology
• Annual Exams,Pap Smears
Cancer Screening
Gynecologic Surgery
• Laparoscopic Surgey
• In-Office Procedur*
Family Planning
• Contraception,
Menopause,
madder

ebs incs
Dr. Matthew Price
Dr. Corey Forester

1000 SOU I 1112TH STREET
MURRAY, KLISITUCKY

•Speaker ...
From Front
speaker at the New Student
Convocation at 4 p.m. in Lovett.
Students, faculty, staff and community members are invited to
attend both events.
Vizzini began writing for The
New York Press at the age of 15.
At 19, he had his first book,
Teen Angst? Naaah..., published and his second book, Be
More Chill, was the first young
adult novel ever chosen as a
Today Show Book Club pick as
well as one of Entertainment
Weekly's Top 10 Books for
2004. Vizzini has won multiple
awards for his writing including
the Abe Lincoln Award, the
Golden Lufti and honors from
the Chicago Public Library,
New York Public Library, Read
America! and Book Sense.
Additional events during the
academic year will address the
issues of mental health, academic pressure, and definitions of
success and happiness explored
in the book. For more information about Ned Vizzini, It's Kind
of a Funny Story, and the
Freshman Reading Experience,
visit the Freshman Reading
website
Experience
at
http://www.murraystate.edu/freprogram.htm.

Governor requests disaster aid after flooding
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Steve Beshear has asked
President Barack Obama to declare a major disaster for Kentucky
following last week's severe storms and flooding.
The request sent to Obama on Tuesday is for individual assistance. The governor's office says officials are still working to
complete assessments for public damages.
Louisville sustained heavy damage at some hospitals, the
University of Louisville, Louisville Free Public Library and
Kentucky Derby Museum. Individual losses have prompted thousands of loads of debris to be taken to drop-off sites in the city.
Up to a half-foot of rain fell within a couple of hours Aug. 4
when a storm that also packed hail and high winds stalled over the
city.

Report Pitino tells cops he paid for abortion
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville men's basketball coach
Rick Pitino told police he had sex in a restaurant six years ago
with a woman now accused of trying to extort millions of dollars
from him. And when she told him two weeks later she was pregnant, he gave her $3,000 for an abortion.
The Courier-Journal of Louisville reported on its Web site
lliesday that Pitino told police he had been drinking in a
Louisville restaurant and had consensual sex with Karen Sypher in
August 2003. The police report said the 56-year-old coach denied
Syphcr's allegations that he raped her after the restaurant closed
and at another time somewhere else.
Sypher reported the rape allegations to police last month, but a
Kentucky prosecutor said the complaint wouldn't be prosecuted
because it lacked supporting evidence. Sypher, 49, has pleaded not
guilty to federal charges of lying to the FBI and trying to extort
$10 million from Pitino, who is married.
About two weeks after meeting Sypher at the restaurant, Pitino
told police she called, told him she was pregnant and he had to be
the father. Pitino told her when they met again that he had five
children and she had four, and that he didn't know what he wanted
to do, according to the report by Sgt. Andy Abbott, commander of
the sex-offense unit.
Pitino said Sypher told him she was going to have an abortion
but didn't have health insurance, so he gave her $3,000 for the
procedure done in Cincinnati, according to the report.
Pitino's lawyer, Steve Pence, said the story is about Sypher and
not his client.

McConnell campaigning for GOP candidate
GRAYSON, Ky.(AP) — U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell interjected
himself Tuesday in what has become a bitter contest to claim a
vacant state legislative seat.
McConnell campaigned alongside Republican Jack Ditty, a dermatologist from Russell seeking to replace former state Sen.
Charlie Borders who resigned in July. They visited hospitals and
health care facilities in the sprawling northeastern Kentucky district in advance of an Aug. 25 special election in six largely rural
counties.
Democratic Gov. Steve Beshear lured Borders out of the legislature by appointing him to a position on the Kentucky Public
Service Commission, a job that pays more than $100,000 a year.
Giving Borders the job was widely seen as a broader initiative by.
Democrats to wrangle control of the Senate from the GOP.
Republicans now hold 20 of the Senate's 37 seats, but other
GOP incumbents are considering leaving, including Gary Tapp of
Shelbyville who announced he won't see re-election next year.
McConnell's campaign stops reflect the importance the GOP
places on the northeastern Kentucky matchup between Ditty and
Democrat Robin Webb, a longtime state representative from
Grayson and the Democratic Senate nominee.
See photo above.

TS= Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Calloway County Parks and Recreation
Board of Directors is scheduled to meet at 6 p.m. on Monday,
August 17 at the American Legion Building on North Fourth
Street. On the agenda for the meeting is Director Matt Martins'
report and reports from board committees.
•The Murray Independent Board of Education is scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. on Thursday, August 13 in the central office
boardroom of the Carter Administration Building on S. 13th
Street. On the agenda for the meeting is consideration of a
proposed 2009-10 tax rate, approval of the 2008-09 financial
report and an amendment/extension of Superintendent Bob
Roger's contract. A public hearing will take place at 6:30 p.m.
to provide information and allow questions from taxpayers
concerning the proposed tax levy.
•The Calloway County School Board will meet in regular
session Thursday, August 12 at 6 p.m. at the Calloway County
Day Treatment Center, 2003 College Farm Road. Included on
the agenda is the levy of tax rates for school year 2009-2010.
II The Murray City Council will meet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday
at City Hall and will have the second reading of ordinances to
increase the price of city stickers and to amend the current
budget for building improvements that were not finished in the
last fiscal year as originally planned.
Chip Adams, an attorney from Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, will talk to the council about the Murray Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare. Bobbie Bryant from the Kentucky
League of Cities New Cities Institute will also provide information on steps to be taken for the long range plan recently proposed by the Long Range Planning Committee. The council
will also vote on a resolution authorizing the mayor to sign
documents for $214,000 of funding for a Calloway County
Middle School sidewalk project through Safe Routes to
School.
•The Murray Public Works Committee will meet at 5:15
p.m. Thursday at City Hall and will discuss and review bids for
a bucket truck for the Street Department. The allocation is for
$35,000 The Health Insurance Committee will then meet at
5:30 p.m. and will discuss wellness benefits and a proposed
contract with Peel & Holland There will be a presentation from)
Keena Miller of Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center for
Health and Wellness and Peel & Holland's Gregory Carlton.
•To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916
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II Whitfield pushes support ...
From Front
families and all Americans kept
safe and free because of their
sacrifices,"
The initiative

By Merry McCabe
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY, Ky. - During
Fall

2009

Murray
State
University (MSU), along with
13 other organizations, will

conduct a piiot for a MultiBand Radio (MBR) Project
funded by the Department of

and scicore was

ling

nation involved include the
2010
Olympic
Security
Committee, Amtrak, Boise Fire

:d

y, a der:n.

Department,
Canadian
Interoperability Technology
Interest Group, Customs and
Border
Patrol,
Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency, Hawaii State Civil
Defense,
Interagency
Communication
lnteroperability
System,
Michigan Emergency Medical
Services, Phoenix
Police
Department and
Arizona
Department of Emergency,
Texas National Guard, U.S.
Marshals
Service,
and
Washington Metro Area Transit
Authority Transit Police.
"Murray State was selected as
a player in this project due to its
national
reputation
in
Telecommunications Systems
Management research. It is not
only an honor to take part in the
project but to be the only university involved," commented
Jim Gantt, director of MSU's
Center for Telecommunication
Systems Management (TSM).
The center will be the lead in
Murray State's part of the project, organized through the
Program of Distinction in
TSM. Projects like this give the
:university and the TSM program national recognition.
Information on the project has
already been featured on wellknown online news sources,
such as Slashdot.
Murray State's involvement
in the MBR project sets it apart
from other universities and
TSM programs, and provides
the opportunity for individuals
in the TSM program to participate in cutting edge research.
"This opportunity allows the
university to have access to the

als and
ky disly rural

newest emergency communications equipment in the world.
Having access to the MBR
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relatively

review the programs recommended by Rep. Whitfield, discuss projects with local military
and veterans and participate in

nation. County Judge-Executive

those that have substance and
would honor our soldiers."

Larry Elkins said Calloway has

Mark Kennedy. a spokesman

always supported the efforts of
the military - particularly the
438th Military Police Company
of the Kentucky Army National
Guard located in Murray.
"Our community has and will

for the Veterans of Foreign Wars
Post 6291 agreed.
"It

may

be something

equipment

and

research," said Gantt.
The need for the MBR project
became necessary when trying
to find more efficient ways for
emergency response agencies
to communicate and swap

would be interested in doing."
Whitfield said he has introduced a resolution in the House
supporting the ideals of the program.

The

federal

Army

for American Legion Post 73
said he also has not heard of the

Community Covenants program
was established April 17. 2(X)8

program, but said post veterans

and is intended to encourages

would likely support and sponsor local adoption.

cities, counties and states to
develop programs and initia-

Bob McAllister, a spokesman

tives that aid military members

DEWALT

only function within a specific
frequency: the MBR,comparable in size and weight to existing portable radios, provides
users with a more modern and
efficient means of communication possibilities.

Campbell and initiatives such as
the Kentucky
Youth

Warrior" program

National Guard

supports as well as assistance to
surviving spouses.

Eagle

Program

Christian

County
Salutes

Hopkinsville

Whitfield said his resolution
the
sense
that

the

Camp,

Ambassador

in
and
Fort

Week for demonstrat-

expresses

Campbel I

Congress supports and encourages covenant signing cere-

dents of the Commonwealth

ing the strong commitment resi-

monies between local communities and local

military

have for the Armed Services and

units

its members.

throughout the United States.
Kentucky
has had
three

For more information about
the

Army

covenant ceremonies, including
one at Fort Campbell in August

Covenant.

2008.
Whitfield
applauded
groups like Citizens for Fort

ty_covenant

Community

go

online

to

www.acsim.army.mil/communi-
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was
$114.each

7/16" x 4' x 8'
2" x 4" x 8'
OSS Sheathing
Treated Lumber
*Used for wall and roof
*12 prime grade lumber
sheathing applications 012212
048905
for commodity items may vary duo to market conditions - we reserve
Pric

BUY ()NF

5/8" x 5-1/2" x 6 Treated
Dog-Ear Fence Picket
•Pressure-treated for long life
ftP02922

6-Gallon Air Compressor
Nailer Kit
.3-tool kit included if253002

I ONE

FREE

awarded $6.2 million contract
to Thales Communication to

ner agencies despite the radio
band. Currently, radio bands

"Wounded

VALSPAR 2000
INTERIOR
valspar
PAINT

TOOLS AND
ACCESSORIES

information. The DHS Science
and Technology Directorate

-orchestrate a first-ever MBR
that allows emergency responders to communicate with part-

we

McAllister said this morning.

dents, faculty and staff to be
involved with the best and most
modern

ther

is

unknown in many parts of the

Homeland Security (DHS).
Murray State is the only university to be selected as a part of
this pilot study.
Other agencies across the

from the

continue to support our armed
forces," Elkins said. "We will

and their families including educational. employment. family.
financial, state government and
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Outdoor Extension Cord
•15 amp rating #68O5671664
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OVVENS CORNING
FIBERGLASS
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DOORS
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3' X 5' X 1/4"
HARDIBACKER®
BOARD
#11640
1/2" X 3' X 5'
DUROCK #11729
Available tnrough Special Order in
some markets Offer valid 8/12/09
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The prototype will be able to
access primary public safety
bands between 136-174 mega
,hertz(MHz)and 380-520 MHz
,as well as in 7(X)MHz and 8(X)
MHZ bands. These capabilities
along with others, when author.ized, will allow federal agencies to communicate with local,
tribal, regional and state counterparts. Priced at approximately $4,000-$6,(XX) the MBR is
comparable to current high-end
portable radios and is the first
multiband to be designed for
government agencies and first
responders. according to the

DIIS.
For more information,
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visit

the Center for TSM website at
www.murraystate.eduitsmicts

For the Lowe's nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com

m.

For Best Results
Place Your Ad
With Us
Can 763-1916

Details on our policies and services: Pnces may vary after 81 7.09 it there are market variations "Was' pnces in this aclvert,sement were in effect on 816'09 and nay van based on Lowe's Everyday Low
Price policy Sen
more tor details regarding product warranties We reserve the flirt to limit quantities "Ask for 10% Oft your 'est single.receipt .n-store purchase charged to your ,leA Lcme s AL- co us ReceNanie
or Lowe's 8./srless kcbu, •
when you open your new account in any I owe's store arid make your first purchase between 812'09 • 511/09 Coupon must be Presented at time of purchase and cannot be used in coniunction with any omer coupon or
discount This coupon is good 'or a stogie receipt purchase of any in-stock or Special Order merchandise only up to 15000 iMaximum discount is001 Coupon is not redeemable 'or Cash is qontransterable
and cannot be
replaced 14 lost or stolen Void if altered copied, transferred or sold through any on-line auction lirrirt one coupon per nousehold or business Not valid On sales
owes corn prevkhis sates, purchase o' services or
cards Oft" mast be requested at the lime & purchase 00fer is subteCt to credit approval Coupon valid 'or one time oce only O'er a not valid 'or acr otrits opened prior to 812'09 1 xcludes Lowe s Core; irner Credit
Accounts lowe's Protect Card'"' Accounts arid all Lowe s VISA' Accounts While Lowe's strives to be accurate uninte,
tional errors may oci ar We reser. 'le right to ,,orrect any error Prices aid promotions apply to
US locations only (02009 try Lowe s* All rights reserved I owes and the gab* desig^ are registered trademarks of LE LL.0 10908911
nni.orvar),
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IN OUR OPINION

City stickers not
such a bad deal
When it came time to vote
on the City of Murray's budget for 2009-10 back in June,
all but two city council members voted in favor of it.
Those voting against it cited
plaits within the budget to
increase the price of vehicle
license taxes - commonly
referred to as "city stickers" from $35 to $50. At the July
23 meeting, the council voted
on the issue by itself and voted
to raise the prices on the first
reading. They will vote on the
second reading of the ordinance Thursday.
These vehicle license taxes
take the place of payroll taxes,
which are used in many municipalities. Although no citizens
have attended a Murray City
• Council meeting to express concern over the raising of city
• sticker prices, there seems to
considerable discussion around
town. To claim that city officials are acting greedy - or
that what amounts to an extra
$1.25 a month will be an over• whelming burden for families
in these difficult economic times
- is beyond hyperbole.
In Mayfield, the city collects 2 percent of gross wages
from every worker employed
in the city. This 2 percent rate
also applies to Paducah.
If someone were to make
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$20,000 a year before taxes,
he/she would pay $400 annually to either of those two
cities. If the person made
$25,000 a year, the city would
collect $500 a year. That
amounts to eight or nine times,
respectively, the cost of what
Murray citizens/workers will
pay next May for city stickers.
As Murray's finance director, Alan Lanier has pointed
out that city stickers would
cost more than $60 by now if
they had been raised in accordance with the rate of inflation. For a system that was
set up in 1988, city officials
should be commended for holding the price down for this
long.
Many argue it is always a
bad idea to raise taxes during
a recession. But local governments are struggling as much
as state governments, and are
thus being faced with the challenge of bringing in additional revenues in order to continue providing the levels of
service expected of them. It
seems that $15 is not likely
to break anyone's budget. Any
way you look at the numbers,
those who work in Murray are
getting a good deal compared
with the more widely used payroll tax system.
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'The Big Read' a chance in a lifetime
Ask most people what they
did during the ice storm this
past winter and the answers
are likely to have something
to do with clearing fallen limbs
or finding ways to stay warm.
Not so for Mary Katz, Education Manager at the Carson Center in Paducah. As the ice
storm raged and its aftermath
wreaked all kinds of havoc,
she was desperately working
against a deadline to complete
a grant application for something called The Big Read.
"I kept thinking it could not
be done," Mary admitted as
she described the process, "but
something kept driving me."
Mary's efforts paid off
recently when the National
Endowment for the Arts
announced 269 grantees for this
round of The Big Read grants.
Totaling more than $3.7 million, the funds are being distributed to arts groups, libraries,
science organizations, colleges
and municipalities from coast
to coast.
The Carson Center is one
of seven grantees in Kentucky,
and the only one in the western region, unless you count
Bowling Green, which most in
the Purchase Area do not.
A program of the National
Endowment for the Arts, The
Big Read is focused on creat-

ing a nation of readers by
bringing communities together
to read, discuss and celebrate
one of 30 selections from American and World Literature. The
Carson Center's choice was
Harper Lee's "To Kill a Mockingbird," a classic that celebrates its 50th birthday in 2010.
Besides reading the book,
people in the region will also
have the opportunity to attend
a staged version of "To Kill a
Mockingbird" at The Carson
Center on November 5. Earlier that day, school groups will
see parts of the drama staged,
including the riveting trial scene
that features the memorable
country lawyer, Atticus Finch,
making an unforgettable argument against injustice based on
race.
The kick-off event of The
Big Read is Saturday, September 26, featuring Mary Badham, the actress who played
Scout opposite Gregory Peck
in the 1962 film adaptation of
the Pulitzer Prize-winning
novel. Five-hundred copies of
the novel will be distributed
to attendees of the September
26 celebration.
The Big Read initiative grew
out of needs identified in a
2004 report by the NEA entitled "Reading At Risk: A Survey of Literary Reading in

America."
the Gateway Museum Center,
Findings of
is thrilled about the second grant
that study
because of the impact the projrevealed,
ect has already had on the
"not only is
community. "Recent surveys
literary readconclude that literary reading
ing declinis slowly increasing," Dawn
ing in Amertelltatented, -and our nation's
ica among
Big Read initiative has no doubt
all groups,
played an important role. Last
but that the
year's Big Read was a learnrate
of
ing
for the MuseMain Sind um experience
decline has
and for the community.
By
Constance
accelerated,
What we found," she continAlexander
especially
ued,
"was that our area welLedger & limes
among the
comed a community-wide proColumnist
young,
gram, so our job was made
according to
easier by their enthusiasm and
the NEA Website
willingness to participate! It is
Maysville, Kentucky, on the a privilege to be given a Big
Ohio River in Mason County, Read grant, and we will do
is in its second year of The all we can to give our comBig Read. Last year their pick munities the benefit of our
was Edith \Wharton's "Age of award."
Innocence," and this year it is
For a calendar of events for
"The Great Tales and Poems The Big Read in Paducah, see
of Edgar Allan Poe." The guid- www.thecarsoncenter.org. Addiing light for the Maysville proj- tional related activities for the
ect has been the Kentucky region are in the planning stage.
Gateway Museum Center, with
For more information about
inspired support from a range The Big Read, log on to
of partners, including the Ohio http://www.nea.govinews/news
River Valley Artist Guild. Past 09/big-read-grantspartners were the local com- 200902010.hunl.
munity college, Maysville PlayRead Main Street online at
ers, the newspaper, public www.murrayledgercom. Conlibraries, and various high tact the columnist directly at
schools in their region.
constancealexander@newwave
Dawn Browning, director of Comm.net.

Health care reform debate must not be rushed
We can all agree America
needs healthcare reform, and
an important debate is taking
place in this country about how
to best achieve that. I think
answers can be found in the
story of the government's "Cash
for Clunkers" and stimulus programs. The problems with these
programs show why Americans
are right to be skeptical of a
government takeover of health
care.
Congress set aside $1 billion this June for Cash for
Clunkers,encouraging people to
trade in their older cars for
newer, more fuel-efficient models. That amount was supposed
to last for several months—
until it ran out in just one
week, prompting Congress to
rush a $2-billion extension
before anyone even had time
to figure out what happened
to the first billion.
Many of the same folks told
us earlier this year that we
had to rush to pass a $1-trillion stimulus bill with the promise that it would "save or create" millions of jobs. Instead,
we've lost two million jobs
since it was passed. Now the
same people who brought you

Cash for Clunkers and the tril- ical-liabililion-dollar stimulus have anoth- ty lawsuits
er idea. They want to go down can lower
the road towards a government costs.
takeover of America's health
Most
care system.
insurance
Getting the cost estimates plans pay
for Cash for Clunkers wrong
for
care
wildly wrong was just embar- when peorassing. Getting health care ple
get
wrong. however, could cost tril- sick
but
lions of dollars, add to our don't do
unsustainable national debt, enough to
force Americans off the health encourage U.S. Sen. Mitch
insurance they already have them
to McConnell. Rand like, leave them paying stay
Kentucky
more for worse care than they healthy.
now receive, and lead to the Programs
same kind of denial, delay, and that provide incentives to do
rationing of care we see in things like exercise regularly
other countries.
or stop smoking can drive down
But there are some positive costs. Any healthcare reform
steps government can take that Congress enacts ought to proshould be easy for everyone vide these incentives.
to agree on and that would
Many Americans want to
make health care less expen- make sure their insurance will
sive and more accessible.
cover treatments for their preJunk lawsuits on doctors and existing health conditions. We
hospitals drive up healthcare should work to provide those
costs and limit access to care protections, without unnecessarin many places, including Ken- ily raising the costs on miltucky, by
forcing
these lions of Americans who have
providers, in many cases, to coverage today. Congress can
limit the care they provide. Plac- also fix unfair tax laws coning reasonable limits on mcd- cerning health care Right now,

companies that provide health
insurance to their employees can
deduct the cost of those premiums from their taxes. But
individuals who buy their own
coverage cannot. Congress
should change that. We should
also not burden small businesses with new taxes or mandates that will kill jobs.
These are common-sense
ideas that both Republicans and
Democrats could meet in the
middle on. Then Congress could
enact healthcare reform that all
of us want—and that all Americans could embrace.
In hindsight, it's clear the
Cash for Clunkers and stimulus programs were rushed
through and not well thought
out, and certainly did not deliver as advertised. We can't make
the same mistakes with America's health care- -it's just too
important.
Congress anti the president
ought to work together to come
to agreement on sensible, bipartisan reform. And we need to
be sure to listen to the American people and pass the kind
of reforms that really work. Otherwise, we could end up with
a real clunkei.
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NATO commander sees victory in Afghanistan

Homer Wade Ahart
The funeral for Homer Wade Ahart will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Luke Puckett will officiate. Pallbearers will be Brian Wallace, Ryan Morton, Joseph Russell,
Shawn and Colby Culver, Chad Lyons, and Kenneth,Cary and Brent
Ahart. Burial will follow in the Gary W. Ahart Memorial Gardens at
- Dexter Church of Christ. Visitation will be at the funeral home after
5 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Gary W. Ahart
Memorial Gardens Cemetery Fund, c/o Harvey Puckett, 95 Walnut
:St., Dexter, KY 42036. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller.com.
Mr. Ahart, 72, Almo,died Tuesday, Aug. II, 2009, at 1:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was an equipment operator
:for Ahart Gravel & Sand and a member of Dexter Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Betty Lou Ahart, and one
:son, Gary W. Ahart. Born April 24, 1937, in Golden Pond, he was
; the son of the late Pete and Ethelene Scott Ahart.
.; Survivors include one son, Kenneth Ahart and wife, Shirley, one
daughter, Rhonda Culver and husband, Shawn, and daughter-in-law,
Debbie Ahart, all of Almo; seven grandchildren; three foster grand'children; seven great-grandchildren.

Carolyn Fay Woo* Scott
;

The funeral for Carolyn Fay Wooley Scott will be today
(Wednesday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Pastor Richard Beck will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray
, City Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral home. Online condo.knees may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
; Mrs. Scott, 62, Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 9, 2009. at Vanderbilt
; University Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn.
: Preceding her in death were one daughter, Cynthia McElrath, her
father, Kay Wooley, and her mother, Helen Saltzgiver Wooley. She
was born July 26, 1947.
,: Survivors include one grandson, Sean McElrath, and son-in-law,
t Tommy McElrath, both of Murray; three brothers, Robert Wooley
':and wife, Phyllis, and Paul Wooley and wife, Joyce, all of Boaz, and
James Wooley, Vancouver, Wash.; one sister, Manic Rachel, North
. Dakota.

Mrs. Emma J. Hutson

MONS. Belgium (AP) -NAT() may face tough losses as
Taliban guerrillas gain ground in
the
escalating
war
in
Afghanistan. but ultimately the
alliance will win. NATO's
supreme commander said this
morning in his first interview
since taking charge.
U.S. Navy Adm. James
Stavridis, 54, said he did not
know if reinforcements will be
required from European allies.
They have grown increasingly
reluctant to commit more troops
to the eight-year conflict.
"I am confident we will win
in Afghanistan. There will be
some good days and there will
be some bad days, some big
challenges," Stavridis - the
first Navy admiral to command
NATO's military headquarters
-said in an interview with The
Associated Press.
Stavridis said force levels
will hinge on a set of recommendations expected later this
month from U.S. Cen. Stanl:y
McChrystal, appointed in June
as the top NATO commander in
Afghanistan.
Forecasts of McChrystal's
recommendations range from a
few thousand to more than
20,000 involving a potential mix
of Afghan, NATO and American
units. McChrystal's predecessor,
Gen. David McKiernan, previously called for an extra 10,000
troops to arrive next year, but
that recommendation has been
set aside.

AP
NATO's Supreme Allied Commander Europe, U.S. Navy Adm. James Stavridis, gestures during an interview with The Associated Press in Mons, Belgium, this morning. Stavridis said the
alliance ultimately will win the escalating war, but will face more "bad days."
Some European contributors
But providing security to Stavridis said the key to victory
to the NATO force in Afghanistan's 33 million people lay in deploying sufficient numAfghanistan,
particularly amid an active insurgency in bers of adequately trained
Germany, already have empha- mountainous terrain with few Afghan soldiers and police.
sized they will not provide rein- roads has many limitations.
"I'm extremely encouraged
forcements.
Others
have
In an interview published by
the
work
General
declined comment or expressed Monday in The Wall Street McChrystal is doing in training
skepticism. More than 100,000 Journal,
McChrystal
said Afghan security forces, " he
American and NATO troops are Taliban militants are gaining said. "At the end of the day, the
already in Afghanistan as well as momentum as they move way we will win in Afghanistan
175,000 Afghan soldiers and beyond their strongholds in ... will be through training the
police. They face an estimated southern Afghanistan to other Afghan security forces."
15,000 Taliban guerrillas.
regions. Reacting to that report,

The funeral for Mrs. Emma J. Hinson was Tuesday at I p.m. in
- the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Steve
Gallimore officiated. Pallbearers were Derrick Melton, Michael I
'Lowe, Austin Cooper, Taylor Charnock, Paul Glisson and Corey I
Jones, active, and Matthew Hensley, honorary. Burial was in the I
McRae Chapel Cemetery, Big Sandy, Tenn.
WASHINGTON (AP) - not return to healthy levels until percent of them added to their next
year,
Sophia
said
: Mrs. Hutson, 84, Paris, died Saturday, Aug. 8, 2009, at her home.
Employers who have cut jobs 2013.
work
forces
in
the
second
quarKoropeckyj,
managing
director
She was a retired factory worker in Chicago for many years and a
over the past year are in no hurry
Companies have been slash- ter of the year, while 24 percent for Moody's Economy.com.
member of Maplewood Baptist Church. Her hobbies were garden- to start
hiring again just because ing workers' hours, squeezing cut jobs. At the Three Monkeys
"It's got a long way to go:
ing, reading and sewing.
the recession is tapering off.
inure work out of the employees restaurant and bar in St. Louis, The recession has eliminated 6.7
She was married July 8, 1944, to Thomas Joe (T.J.) Hutson Sr.,
From a North Carolina who are left and relying on customers show up more often million jobs, and 14.5 million
who died Nov. I, 1968. Born Aug. 24, 1924, in Big Sandy, Tenn., machine maker to an Oregon
cheaper temporary staffers to fill for the Sunday brunch buffet workers are unemployed and
she was the daughter of the late John Thomas Henderson and Mary heating-and-cooling company, the gaps.
and for drink specials. It's a lot unable to find work.
Ann (Molly) Robertson Henderson. Also preceding her in death small business owners say they
Employers
wiped
out better than last winter, when
.•
When the economic crisis
were three sisters, Minervia Henderson, Linda Barnes and Aline need to see several months of 247,000 jobs in July, far fewer
people were canceling parties struck last fall, many employers
Burnette; and three brothers, Ray, Elbert and Thomas Henderson.
rising sales before they start than any other month this year. and staying home. Still, it would steeled themselves for the worst,
Survivors include three daughters, Nancy Melton and husband, adding staff.
The economy shrank in the sec- take about 25 percent more busi- laying off workers, cutting
. Donald, Paris, Lindell Glisson and husband, Paul, Henry, Tenn., and
Because labor is the biggest ond quarter at a much slower ness for owner Stephanie hours, imposing unpaid fur• Melisia Lowe and husband, Kenny, Murray, Ky.; two sons, Thomas expense for most companies, pace. And businesses are seeing Demme to consider adding
to loughs and cutting benefits.
. • Joe Hutson Jr., Paris, and James Ronald Hutson, McKinney, Texas.; that kind of caution is typical at real results of a warming econo- her staff of 40. Otherwise, highNow that economy is begin• one sister, Mary Alice Freeland, Paris; 15 grandchildren; one step- the end of recessions. After the my. But that doesn't translate er payroll expenses would cut ning to recover,
some companies
-. grandchild; 15 great-grandchildren.
last one, in 2001, unemployment into job creation.
too deeply into profits.
will find there are cheaper alterkept rising and didn't peak until
William Dunkelberg, chief
"Wir'ver been doing well, but natives- on brining in new fullAirs. Robbie Castimnaellarty
June 2003-19 months into the economist for the National then again there -inreen't been 'time workers. For example, they
The funeral for Mrs. Robbie Castleman 'Ikrry will be Thursday at economic recovery.
Federation of Independent any big gains," Demma said. --caminerease the hours worked
11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
This time around, some econ- Business, said a survey of small "We're staying steady."
by the employees they already
Mayfield. Rev. Rick Hatley and Rev. Al Cobb will omists say unemployment may businesses found only about 7
Hiring should start again late have.
officiate. Pallbearers will be Larry, Jim and Chet
Martin, Chad Wooley, Russell Turnbow, Randall
and Steven Terry and Ron Collins. Burial will folM %RI I NI PHI I
low in the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4
p.m. today (Wednesday).
1};').4
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WASHINGTON(AP)-The gers were allowed to go inside
Mrs. Terry, 80, Mayfield, died Sunday, Aug. 9,
2009, at 6:27 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Obama administration has an airport terminal. Two and a
opened an investigation into half hours after disembarking,
Paducah.
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Regions Financial _...-4.77 + 1.01
Dew
Foods
+ 0.09
said in a statement. "We are
DOT officials want to know
children; 16 great-grandchildren.
Schering-Pionn
.--- 21.85 + 0.22
investigating the incident and who was responsible for the
Won-Mobil
+ 0.99
Sears Holding Corp
77.70 + 2.11
will do whatever we can to make well-being of the passengers Ford Motor
.7.91 + 0.10
sure passengers are not subject- Continental or ExpressJet, the
Tint
Warner
+ 0.25
General Electric _____.14.1k + 0.17
ed to such situations in the regional air carrier that operated
US
Bancorp
-22.11
+
0.01
GlazoSmitbKline ADR...39.06 + 0.47
future."
the flight for Continental -and
WeliPoint Inc
51.59 + 0.24
Goodrich
_35.27 + 0.38
The department has sent why the flight remained on the
Wal-Mart
54 + 0.78
Goodyear
.......l7.4
+
0.25
Continental Airlines a letter ask- ground as long as it did, LaHood
HopFed Bank _...-..11.l0 B 12.00 A
ing for details on Continental said.
GENEVA (AP) - China's and thorough destruction of Express Flight 2816, which left
Officials also want to know
Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi nuclear weapons and a nuclear Houston at 9:23 p.m. Friday but what procedures the two airlines
• , called this morning for interne- weapon-free world have become didn't arrive at its destination in have in place for deplaning of
Financial Consultants (1.-R)
. . tional diplomacy to avert an widely embraced goals," Yang Minneapolis until after II a.m. passengers on diverted flights if
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
said. He appeared to be referring Saturday.
• . "arms race in outer space."
airport security personnel aren't
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
Space should be reserved for to President Barack Obama's
,• .
In between, the small airliner present.
270.753.3366 I 800•444.1854
,• peaceful purposes, Yang told the call in April for a "world without spent nearly seven hours sitting
Continental spokeswoman
8:00 a.m. :00 p.m. MIConference
on nuclear weapons."
65-nation
on a runway in Rochester, where Julie King said the airline has
"We welcome these develoo- it had been diverted because of received the letter and is cooper• Disarmament in Geneva.
NEW Lycno I mobil Rolm In Ns Mod wept,intaigsd IAldlbul rionwion wit* On Nowa NW FDIC Wowed No
"Outer space is now facing ments," Yang said.
thunderstorms, before passen- ating with DOT's investigation.
Bonk Gumbo Noy I ow *No Swabia And howl,ii I Hirt WI l'or• Lk(' i likryft NYSE FINRA I SiPC Ct20(113
danger
of
looming
. the
said.
weaponization,"
he
RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT
• "Credible and effective multilat, eral measures must be taken to
forestall the weaponization and
race in outer space."
arms
.
.
OC
China and Russia have been
•
•
....
- t
• vocal advocates of a global
treaty against space-based
. weapons and argue for this to be
• included in future Conference of
Rear Tine Tiller
ac
Disarmament negotiations.
•
Drain Rooter
Sod
Cutter
Floor Buffer
The United States has dismissed the criticism as designed
to block its plans for a missile
1461
• interceptor system - while
CC
leaving untouched Chinese and
•
Russian ground-based missiles
•-••
••••••
that can fire into space.
"Countries should neither
Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
LIM
•
Over Seeder
• develop missile defense systems
Pressure Washer Stump Grinder
CC
Aerators
Rollers
&
John
DeereT1'actor
&
Power Rake
strategic
global
that undermine
•
• stability nor deploy weapons in
outer space," Yang said.
5He added that China welcomed moves to rid the world of
CC Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 o.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-I2:00 p.m. • www.murrayhomea
ndauto.c •
nuclear weapons.
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"The complete prohibition

Recession easing, but jobs slow to come

White House investigating
report of stranded fliers

Chinese warn of 'arms
race in outer space'
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COMMUNITY
Thomas will be
honored Sunday
The daughters of Nerene
Thomas will honor their mother
with a party in celebration of her
90th birthday on Sunday. Aug.
16, 2009, from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
at her home on 1098 Knight Rd.,
Murray.
All relatives and friends are
invited. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mrs. Thomas is the wife of
the late Mason Thomas.
Her daughters are Wanda
Suiter and husband, Larry, Betty
Haley and husband Jimmy, and
Shirley Thomas, all of Murray,
and Judy Madura and husband.
Jack, Springfield, Ill.
Mrs. Thomas has nine grandchildren and 20 great-grandchildren. She is a member of Elm
Grove Baptist Church

Soccer Foundation plans Meet
the Lakers/Alurnni Night

(Annzi)ersary

Calloway County Soccer Foundation will.:
host Meet the Lakers/Alumni Night on
Saturday. At 5 p.m. a fund-raising BBQ
ner for $5 per plate will be held at the CCHS
Athletic Complex. A brief board meeting will
be held at 6 p.m. followed by fun scrimmages.
between both the women and men alumni
players.
If you played soccer at CCHS or were a
parent of a former player, you are
proud
Jo's
Invited to come and support this year's
Datobook teams. For more information contact Sheri,
By Jo Burkeen
at:
president,
foundation
Erwin,
Community
293calling
or
by
sberil.erwin@holmall.com
Editor
6937.

Concerned Taxpayers will meet
Active Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway County (non-partisan)
will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. in the big room at the Callowax
County Public Library. Continuing of plans for the Freedom Tea',
Party to be held in front of Brandon's Auto World Building oti
Saturday, Sept. 12 at 10:30 a.m. will be made. All interested persona.
are invited.

Norone Thomas

Foundation to host annual
golf tournament Sept. 28
teams, as well as contest hole
winners. Prizes include smart
phones. St. Louis Cardinals
tickets, golf GPS systems and
cash.
The event raised almost
$50,000 last year, with more
than 150 golfers participating.
Donations from last year's tournament, along with more than
$6.5 million raised over the last
seven years, have been used to
purchase medical equipment,
enhance hospital facilities and
expand patient services.
The scramble is limited to 40
players.
four
teams
of
Registration and payment are
due Sept. I. To see if tee times
are still available. contact Laurie
Latham at (270) 575-2871.

PADUCAH, Ky. — Western
baptist Hospital Foundation's
4nnual golf tournament will tee
dff Monday, Sept. 28, at the
Country Club of Paducah.
Each player receives lunch
ind a gift. Prizes are awarded
or first, second and third place

l
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New fall fashions jar keep roll* The Ace•
full of your ferrite lamas as well as miry era ors
that you'll love.
The key looks are Ira from the runway to the real
weed.
Dynauy-stk hold shoulders. one shoulder chesses, sculpted duns,amid prints pba& lather vtis
sad jackets a wtil as turn re blurt thsrors.
The Germaa based Europeaa Tread loth* fETI)
has come up with foar km loots for WOMB fir fill
aid worn 20090010. They have been categorized
as Realsoc. Smarm,Magscal air Expressive.
—A combratioa of sub* neutrals aid
glossy metallic provide labia cbk. Sil rad Andy
provide femiraily rid large p•aphic pslcsai4ton
a softer look. The IMAM Necklace plays am
important pun with thiny artalhes and varaished
anaments pond* an-deco taltheace.
Sonkg — Yolsorioas cosy fabrics in warn'Ed
dusty tows. Omer coats take ou a semi-tromputat
quality, roll with light flames. That rich velvets
in soft parer awl seductive lace
Magical Warn forest-inspired tones of Immo
rid forest pea. Math and chats with & modem
twist sod mind Arts.
faximas — Edectic mil of folk, neolippie and
any prints ia =mai cold/warm commits. Darr
tweeds sad chocks provide a sprth of rich color
Rich. vihniat colors aboimd this seam
Fall 2009 is about buying to lavesuner pieces.
casts. blazers sad tops are the staples for fall.
Nov reversible haodbags are here as well as more
Spans for smooth mad wrung. Alberto's relish, boot
rubes and Cormodyn tan rowels.
/out as for our TGIF. Sale Friday.
Congratulations to Jan Fuqua who won the door
Prue
All retooling summer merchandise has hem
reduced even more. There still is;or of wann weadia no there.
Sim toed to nen reek's hal & Fashion
report

TOPS Chapter will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hopkins
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hopkins will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, Aug. 15. A reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. at the Oaks Country Club. All relatives and friends are invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins were married Aug. 14, 1959, by Rev. Jack
Jones at the home of the bride's brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and
Mrs. Rob Ray of Murray.
Their attendants were Nettie Weatherly, sister of the bride, and
Ronald Hopkins, cousin of the gloom.
Mrs. Hopkins, the former Ginni Weatherly, is the daughter of the
late Roy and Lucile Weatherly.
Mr. Hopkins is the son of Mrs. Maudie Hopkins and the late
Fuqua Hopkins.
Their three daughters are Lisa Betts and husband, Chuck, and
Lunette Kingins, all of Murray, and Leslie Denham and husband,
Mark, Franklin, Tenn.
Their six grandchildren are Matthew Morris and wife, Ashleigh,
Chloe Betts, Christopher, Jared and Daniel Denham and Trice
Ktngins.
Their five great-grandchildren are Jeremiah, Jackson and Joseph
Morns and Keira and Jordan Denham.

Arts & Crafts festival planned
GRAND RIVERS, Ky. — The Kentucky
Tourism Council has selected the Kentucky's
Western Waterland 34th Annual Arts & Crafts
Festival as one of Kentucky's 2009 Fall Top 10
Festivals & Events.
Held September 5-7, the Kentucky's Western
Waterland 34th Annual Arts & Crafts Festival is a
three-day event including artisan and craftsman
booths, artist demonstrations, food and more. It is
in Grand Rivers, off of 1-24, Exit 31, South three
miles and follow the signs.
A panel of impartial judges selects the
Kentucky Tourism Council Top 10 Festivals &
Events for each season. Criteria for selection

Aluminum cans
needed for drive
WATCH Center at 702 Maw
St., Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project.
Peggy Williams, director, said,
"These may be taken to the center during regular hours: or persons may drive through the
driveway on the west side of the
center and place them in the cotton wagon there anytime day or
night; or may be donated at a
Make A Difference Day at
University
State
Murray
Stewart stadium parking lot."
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Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

I .1111 Is

Ass()x

include popularity of the event, its impact on the
local tourism economy as well as cultural and historical significance.
For more information, refer to www.kentuckylakebarkley.travel or 270-928-4411.
Kentucky Tourism Council is a 600 member
statewide association representing all sectors of
the state's tourism and travel industry. The
Council's mission is to unite Kentucky's third
largest industry through governmental interaction,
communication and education. For more information on KTC: www.tourky.com, ktc@tourky.com,
or 502-223-8687.

, nv nouncerrien1
Greg and Tiffany Lassiter
Linville of O'Fallon, Mo., are
the parents of a daughter,
Magdaline Taylor Linville, born
on Thursday, July 16, 2009, at
St. John's Mercy Hospital, St.
Louis, Mo.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
7 ounces and measured 20 inches. A sister is Katherine
Elizabeth Linville. 2.
Grandparents are Jimmy and
Cindy Lassiter of Murray and
Donnie and I.ydia Linville of
Paris, Tenn. An aunt is Jessica
Lassiter.
Great-grandparents are Rudy
and Manic Tripp and Anna Mae
Lassiter. all of Murray. and
1.ewis and Laurine Jackson of
Paris. Te1111

(270)753-1737
Pcoetcsi,oisesializt.? apt-M(n it ((jots ii(ds_
in 14(
)
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Lodge meeting Thursday

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m_
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

1

A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway County.
Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and will.
assist in filing claims. For more information call toll fire at 1-800772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-247-8095.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. in the high school media
center. The public is invited.

Adult & Youth Bowlers wanted
Join a USBC certified bowling league by signing up at Corvette
Lanes. Youth League sign-ups will be Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to
noon; Sunday Mixed Couples will sign up Sunday at 6:30 p.m.;
Men's League at 6:30 p.m. Monday; Thursday Mixed League on
Aug. 20 at 6:30 p.m. For more information call Donna Darnell,
Murray USBC association manager at 759-9246 or e-mail
bowl@murrayusbc.org.

Calloway County historic homes are needed for the Ilth annual
publication, "Preserve the Past...Image the Future" which will be
inserted in the Murray Ledger & Times this fall by Murray Main
Street. For those who own a historic home in Calloway County and
have documentation with stones of interest, please call Murray
Main Street at 759-9474. House pictures, inside and outside, will
also be needed. The homes chosen to be included will be published.

CCHS Class of 1989 planning reunion

FREE
Counted Cross Stith Class
and Needlework Exhibit
Drop in between 12:00 and IWO p.m.
Murray Calloway Library

Calloway County High School Class of 1989 is planning events
for its 20-year reunion. On Friday, Aug. 28. a tent will be set up at
the Murray-Calloway football game at Murray State University
Stewart Stadium prior to game time. Everyone is invited to The Big
Apple after the game for an informal gathering. On Saturday, Aug.
29, a golf scramble at the Murray Country Club is being organized.
The reunion dinner will be that night at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club. For more infortnation contact Betsy Whitfield at 270519-0961 or Stefan' Billington at 270-752-1624.

All are welcome. Come and bring a friend!
Class supplies provided free.

T&J'S DINER

Sponsored by
Western ICY/TN Stitchers
Embroiders'Guild of America
Murray Chapter

Free Dessert wlMeal Purchase.

For more information:
Terri 270-436-5588 or Carla 270-753-9331
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Narcotics group will meet

County historic homes needed
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Woodmen of World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Coldwater Barbecue, US Hwy.641 North, Murray. All members are
urged to attend.

A Free Counted Cross Stitch and Needlework Exhibit will be
Monday, Aug. 17, in the event room of Calloway County Public
Library. Drop in between 12 and 2 p.m. The public is invited and
class supplies are free. This event is being sponsored by Western
KY/TN Stitchers Embroiders' Guild of America - Murray Chapter.
For information call Carla at 753-9331 or Terri at 436-5588. Persons
are urged to attend, bring a friend, learn a new skill and share the joy
of stitching.

• 11 ii •(
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Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai's Pizza.
For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

Cross Stitch Class scheduled

Monday,August 17,2009

•

Rotary Club will meet

Magdaline Taylor Linville

•

• 01

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunnngham at 753-664.6.

SS representative here Thursday

VOTED MURRArN
FAVORITE.
(WINING STORE'
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CCMS Council will meet

l'oupm moist iummpam,

Hours: Monday - Friday (5 am-2 pm)
Friday Night Fish (5 pm -8 pm)• Saturday (6 am-11 am)

Hwy.94 East (Formerly sand/vs fro • Murray, KY
(270) 753-4826
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MCCH to host Hospice
fundraiser on August 22
clel to the Lnciger
Sli
Murray-Calloway County

"This event is a perfect opportunity for the comHospital's Hospice munity to support funding for a Residential
Program is hosting a Hospice House Fundraising Hospice House that will benefit all of Western
Dinner on Saturday, Aug. 22 beginning at 6 p.m. at Kentucky," said Keith Travis, Vice President of
the Murray Woman's Club. Tickets may be pur- Institutional Development.
chased in the 2W Conference Room of the hospiAll proceeds from the event will be contributed
tal.
to the building of the Hospice House; which will
Join us for a lovely evening of exquisite food, be matched by an anonymous donor.
elegant piano music by Donnie Hendricks, crack Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Hospice
tainment provided by Janet Miller, and an auction House will be a I2-bed, residential facility.
filled with items for everyone — all to support a Designed to provide patients with limited life
wonderful cause.
expectancy. and their families, a nurturing, homeThe ticket price includes a dinner consisting of a like setting; a hospice house is a place where life's
wonderful pork loin with an apricot and cranberry journey can end peacefully and in dignity, surglaze; new potatoes with rosemary and thyme; rounded by family and friends.
fresh, seasoned green beans; spinach argi strawThe Murray Residential Hospice House will be
berry salad; roll; and lemon icebox pie with a fresh the first in the region, serving western Kentucky
berry and whipped cream topping for dessert.
and neighboring sections of Tennessee and southFollowing dinner, John Dale, pulpit minister at ern Illinois. For more information, or to purchase
Photo provided
Glendale Church of Christ, will speak about the a ticket, contact Keith Travis, Vice President of
Pictured is Keith Travis (center), MCCH VP of Institutional Development, accepting a $5,000
importance of Hospice to families in our region.
Institutional Development, at 762-1908.
check from Joe Siggins and Jeff Barrows with Bridges Healthcare.

MCCH receives Bridges Hospice donation
Special to the Ledger
Bridges Healthcare recently donated $5,000 to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Endowment
for Healthcare. Their donation will be combined
with a $5,000 donation from the hospital's Home
Health employees to purchase a room for the
future Residential Hospice House.
Each individual, or business, that participates
in purchasing a room with the naming opportunities program will be recognized with a personalized plaque located outside of the room when the
Hospice House is complete.
• "Joe Siggins and Jeff Barrows, with Bridges

Healthcare, are recent additions to the MCCH
family of providers; we are so appreciative of their
early commitment to the construction of the
Residential Hospice House," said Keith Travis,
Vice President of Institutional Development.
All donations made to the Residential Hospice
House will be matched by an anonymous donor. If
you are interested in learning more about naming
opportunities available with the expansion of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital or the
Residential Hospice House, please contact Keith
Travis at 270-762-1908.

Wellness Center exercise class
accredited by Arthritis Foundation
Special to the Ledger
Instructors of the Fit For Life
Exercise class have recently
been certified by the Arthritis
Foendation to teach the chair
exercise classes, and to stay upto-date with current exercises
for those ages 55 and older. The
Arthritis Foundation Exercise

Program was developed by the
Arthritis Foundation for arthritis
patients, but is a great exercise
program for all people ages 55
and older. This program promotes self-management of
arthritis through low-impact
exercise. The class meets every
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday

from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. at
the Center for Health &
Photo provided
Wellness. For more information
I FOUR-GALLON DONOR: Pictured are Beth Wiggins, Blood Donor Center coordinator, and
abour
the
Fit
For
Life
exercise
.
.
class, or nay Group Fitness Mike Cathay, a four-gallon blood donor. Mike Cathay recently donated his fourth gallon of
Class held at the Center for blood to Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Blood Donor Center. Cathey, a Murray resident;
Health and Wellness, call 270- has been donating blood to Murray Hospital since 1982. 1 give blood to save a life," he said:
For more information on Murray Hospital's Blood Donor Center, call 762-1119.
762-1348.
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Are you tired of your propane supplier price
gouging you with S2 a gallon propane gas
every time it gets cold?
You don t have to take it or pay it. give us a
call we can furnish you a new tank. free
swapout and a much lower gas price.
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TIRED OF YOUR
PROPANE SUPPLIER
PRICE GOUGING YOU?

Our annual Childbirth
Fair is the perfect stop on
your journey to parenthood.
Whether you're already pregnant,just thinking about
it, or have recently welcomed a little one to your family,
Western Baptist's Childbirth Fair is a fun and informative
stop. Meet our team ofexperts who can answer your
questions, and tour the Birthing Center and OH suites.
Learn about our StorkCentra/ classes and programs.

Saturday, Aug. 15 • 10 a.m. to noon
Atrium of Doctors Office Building 2

Calloway County Propane Gas, Inc,

For info, phone the Stork/line at

3040 State Highway 94 East
Murray. Kentucky 42071
(270) 7485 • (270) 753-8011

(270)575-BABY

-11 am)
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westcrithaptist.com
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News in Brief

Former soldier pleads
guilty to threat
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— A former Fort Campbell sol-

Investigators maintain focus on Jackson doc
LAS VEGAS(AP)-- Investigators in the Michael Jackson case
continue to sharpen their focus on the personal physician who was
with him when he died.
Dr. Conrad Murray has emerged as the central figure in the
ongoing probe into Jackson's June 25 death. And on Tuesday,
local police and federal drug agents searched a Las Vegas pharmacy and uncovered evidence showing Murray legally purchased a
potent anesthetic from the business, according to a law enforcement official who requested anonymity because the investigation
is ongoing.
Murray told investigators he administered the anesthetic propofol and multiple sedatives to Jackson in his rented Beverly Hills

dier

has

pleaded

threatening

an

guilty

Army

to

major

general.
The

Tennessean

reported

that David Alan Williams, a

officer, entered
his plea Monday in federal

former warrant

court in Nashville to a charge
of interstate communication of
a threat.
Williams is accused of sending an e-mail to the former

mansion in the hours before he died, the official told The
Associated Press. Propofol is normally used to render patients

commanding general of the

unconscious for medical procedures and only is supposed to be
administered by anesthesia professionals in medical settings.

the general was stationed in

Through a spokeswoman Tuesday, Murray's attorney Edward
Chernoff said he had no immediate comment.

Federal agents said in an

Murray has talked to detectives but has not spoken publicly
since Jackson died. Chernoff has said Murray gave Jackson nothing that "should have" killed him and specifically said the physician did not give Jackson the narcotic painkillers Demerol or
OxyContin.

101st Airborne Division while

Afghanistan.

affidavit that Williams admitted
to sending the e-mail
said that he

was

and

he

upset over a

military promotion that didn't
happen and a retirement he
considered forced.

Police search for man in bridge shootings

A

sentencing

hearing

is

scheduled for Oct. 9.

Photo prOvideb

AWARD GIVEN: Dr. Terry Darting, center, professor of biology at Murray State University, was
recently awarded the Dr. Neil V. Weber Award for Excellence. The endowed award was established by 1964 MSU alumnus Jesse D. Jones of Baton Rouge, La., to recognize the accomplishments of Weber, right, former dean of the MSU College of Science, Engineering &
Technology (CSET). The $2,500 annual award is given to an administrator or faculty member
in the CSET who displays outstanding service. Last year's recipient was Dr. Torn Kind, former
chair of the MSU Department of Geoscience. Also pictured is Dr. Steve Cobb, left, Dean of
the CSET.

RICHMOND, Calif.(AP) — Authorities were continuing their
search Wednesday morning for a man suspected of firing a shotgun at the entrance to a busy San Francisco Bay area bridge,
killing a toll collector and one other person.
Nathan Burris, 46, was seen driving away from the RichmondSan Rafael Bridge toll plaza in an airport van with "Western
Express Shuttle" written on the side, the California Highway
Patrol said.
The shooting at about 6 p.m. Tuesday left shattered glass and
delayed evening commuter traffic on the bridge north of San
Francisco.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzeneggees office said one victim was 51year-old Deborah Ross, who worked as a Caltrans toll collector
for eight years. Police said Ross and Bums shared a house in
Richmond, and neighbors said the two had been having financial
problems.

Gonzales says he would 'do some things over'
LUBBOCK,Texas(AP) — Former U.S. Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales said Tuesday he wishes he could "do some
things over" from his years with the Bush administration, citing a
memo he wrote that human rights groups contended led to the
Abu Ghraib prison scandal in Iraq.
Gonzales said hi made a mistake by using the words "quaint"
and "the Geneva Conventions" in the same sentence in the 2002
legal memo about prisoner-of-war protections covered under the
treaty, which he said did not apply to enemy combatants in the
war on terror. •
Gonzales, who at the time was former President George W.
Bush's White House legal counsel, said people used the memo to
paint him as not supportive of the document's principles.
"Now looking at it ... I would not have done that," Gonzales told
The Associated Press in an interview. "At this level you make
mistakes. And if you think this president, this attorney general,
this administration isn't going to make mistakes, you're living in a
fairy-talc land."
"I wish I could do some things over,' Gonzales said. He did not
elaborate or provide more examples.

0 ADD A LINE WITH
FAMILY TALK
$

99

GET ROLLOVER

Disabled Dallas woman rescued from buck
DALLAS(AP) — Police say a developmentally disabled Dallas
woman who was rescued from the back of a locked box truck had
been beaten and left for more than an hour in 100-degree heat.
Police say 2I-year-old Latisha Morris was dehydrated and suffering from heat exhaustion when police and fin-rescue workers
found her Monday afternoon. The truck's rear sliding door was
padlocked and had been hammered shut with at least 10 nails.
Police say 50-year-old Harvey Ray Moss locked Morris in the
truck with fresh wounds from what appeared to be his initials
carved into her flesh.

Felicia fizzles to tropical depression
HONOLULU (AP) — After a week of hoopla, a once furious
Felicia finally staggered into the Hawaiian Islands on Tuesday,
exhausted from its passage across the Pacific Ocean.

REE1A7F

AFTER MAIl

Tuesday morning with maximum sustained winds of 35 mph.
The Central Pacific Hurricane Center canceled a tropical storm
watch that had remained in effect for Oahu and Maui County. A
flash flood watch issued for anticipated torrential rains was also
canceled.
A high surf warning was replaced by a high surf advisory, with
waves along east-facing shores expected to range form 8 to 12
feet.
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The storm that once boasted Category 4 hurricane force winds
of more than 140 mph was downgraded to a tropical depression
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HELPING HANDS: Representatives from Kough Equipment,
from left, Cassidy McAlpin, owner Patrick Kough, Katie Wiles,
and Chad Nolin recently presented a check to Make-A-Wish
Foundation of Greater Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana volunteer
Ryan Oakley at Kough Equipment. Murray State University Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity (Pikes) had asked Kough Equipment
of Farmington, NAPA Auto Parts of Murray, and Falder's
Farm Equipment of Mayfield to help them raise money last
March to help grant wishes to children.The groups raised
$6,000 and a Montana 545 tractor was given to the recipient
of the winning ticket.

Offer asoiltle on select phones
is not available in all areas See c ureage map at stores for details
ails lawiltakime altar Other conditions I restrictions pply See contra
rate pun
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be available from indeperxlent retrAers Early Terminetion Fes None if cancelled m the first 30 clays, but up to 535 restocking fee may apply to equipment returns. thereafter up to $115 Some
agents impose midi fees Onited voice tantat Unitd VOICP ?ors are provided solely for live dialog between two individuals No additional dtscounts are avallabte with untanned plan Offnet
Usage: If your mins of use (including unttd svcs) on other carriers networks roffnet usagel dune; any two consecutive months exceed your offnet usage allowance. AT&T may at its option terminate
your wc, deny your contd use of other carriers' coverage, or change you plan to one imposing usage charges for offnet usage Your offnet usage allowance is equal to the lesser of 150 mins or 40% of
the Anytime mins raft] Mth yoaar plan Idea offne usage allowance is the lesser oft MB or 20% of the KB mord with your plan) ATILT Promotion Cardr LG NEON price before AT&T Promotion Cards.
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registered svc mot of Delaware Valley Cellular Corp, an AT&T company 2-year wireless ow agreement required C 2003 2008 Napster Napste To Go and the Napster logo are registered trademarks
of Napster
hollow Motet Unused Anytime Mins expire after the 11th baling period Night & Weekend & Motile to Noble inns do not roll over 02009 AT&T Intellectual Property Servke
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Chorus to hold auditions
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The Region's only young person's chorus to perform regularly with a professional orchestra
will hold auditions this week.
The Paducah Symphony
Children's Chorus and Youth
Chorus will hold auditions
Thursday from 6 to 7:30 p.m.,
Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon
and next Thursday, Aug. 20,
from 5 to 6 p.m. The Children's
Chorus is for grades 3-7 and the
Youth Chorus is for grades 8-10,
with seventh grade students
admitted by an additional audition.
Auditions must be scheduled
in advance and will be held at
First Presbyterian Church of
Paducah. With the exception of
seventh and eighth graders
wishing to join the Youth
Chorus, returning students are
not required to re-audition.
Rehearsals will be Thursdays
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, starting
Aug. 20.
Bradley Almquist is Director
of Choruses. Almquist earned
the bachelor and master of
music degrees from the
University of North Dakota,
Grand Forks, and was awarded
the first Doctor of Musical Arts
degree in choral conducting
from Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge. Before coming to
Murray State University, Dr.

Dr. Bradley AhnquIst
Almquist taught choral music,
general music, music education,
and studio voice at Columbus
High School, the University of
Wisconsin Center MarshfieldWood County. and Eastern
Michigan University. His choirs
regularly perform around the
state and region, and have performed in England, Scotland,
and Wales. In addition to his
professional teaching, Dr.
Almquist serves as an adjudicator, clinician, and guest conductor throughout the mid-west and
southern United States. He currently serves as President-Elect
for the Southern Division of the
American Choral Directors

Association. Dr. Almquist has
been Director of the Paducah
Symphony Chorus since 1997
and Children's Chorus since
2004.
He is assisted by Professor
Amy Aucoin, a faculty colleague
at
Murray
State
University, and pianist Mrs.
Devonda Treece, Children's
Chorus Accompanist.
The Paducah Symphony
Orchestra expanded its educational opportunities in the 1990s
with the addition of the
Children's Chorus. Since then,
the chorus has expanded too
include singers in grades 3-10 in
two choirs. The young singers,
who must audition to be accepted in the group, have twice
toured Europe and have sung at
a variety of Kentucky locations,
including an appearance at a
recent
Kentucky
Music
Educators Association conference. The chorus members are
from ten counties in Western
Kentucky and Southern Illinois.
The highlight of our 2007-2008
season was the invitation to perform at the Inauguration of
Kentucky's
Governor
on
December II, 2007. If you are
interested in joining this ensemble or attending performances,
please contact the Paducah
Symphony at(270)444-0065.

Fox network to air `Octomoin'special
NEW YORK (AP) — The Fox
network said Monday it will air a
two-hour special on the life of
"Octomom" Nadya Suleman,
based on footage bought from an
online company that paid for
access to her life.
Called
"Octomom:
The
Incredible Unseen Footage," Fox
has scheduled the show for 8 p.m.
EDT Aug. 19.
Suleman, already a single moth-

er of six, gave birth to octuplets
Jan. 26. Curiosity about Suleman
turned to some outrage after it
became clear that the single,
unemployed mother had been
using student loans and Social
Security disability payments to
help pay for her children's care.
Last month, a California judge
appointed a lawyer to oversee the
estate of the octuplets, saying he
wanted to make sure they weren't

exploited by paid ventures like
reality shows.
Footage of Suleman caring for
her children was shot by
RadarOnline, which struck its
own deal with the mother for
access. RadarOnline sold access
to the footage to a production
company, Pilgrim Films &
Entertainment, for an undisclosed
fee, and Pilgrim made the deal for
the special with Fox.

Photo provided
MILESTONE REACHED: The Purchase Area Development District Commodity and Food
Bank program reached a milestone this year by distributing 1.2 million pounds of food and
non-food products to area food banks, needlines and community kitchens. Pictured is Jamie
Hall, a customer of the Mayfield First Assembly of God's food ministry.

Brooks & Dunn to 'call it a day' after 20 years
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Brooks & Dunn are done.
Best-selling country duo Kix
Brooks and Ronnie Dunn posted
a message on their Web site
Monday saying they agreed to
"call it a day" after 20 years of
making music together.
"This ride has been everything
and more than we could ever
have dreamed ... We owe it all to
you, the fans," they said in the
message. "If you hear rumors,
don't believe them, it's just
time."
Brooks & Dunn will release a
greatest-hits album on Sept. 8
and tour one last time in 2010.

The duo's many hits include
"They've been to the moun"Boot Scootin' Boogie," "My taintop and they've accomMaria," "Red Dirt Road" and plished everything that two
"Cowgirls Don't Cry" with human beings joined together
Reba McEntire.
musically can do in a career,"
The men's label, Arista said Brian Philips, president of
Nashville, said the group has Country Music Television.
sold more than 30 million "They've had every kind of hit.
albums.
Literally, they've explored
Brooks, 54, and Dunn, 56, every musical texture and tempo
were struggling solo artists and style and flavor."
when Arista's Tim DuBois
CMT is scheduled to tape
urged them to join forces in Brooks & Dunn performing and 1990. Together they've scored discussing
their
music 23 No. 1 hits.
Wednesday f4ar an episode of the
They've recorded 10 studio show "Invitation Only" to air in
albums, the latest 2007's October.
"Cowboy Town."

Catch the MHS Tigers'
First Game of 2009
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Friday, August 21st
at 7:30 PM
(270) 753-5312
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ADVENTISM:KEW FOR BIDS
1. INV1TATIQN
Sealed proposals for the following work will be received by the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District,
351 Almo Road, Alma, Kentucky 42020, in the manner and on the date hereinafter specified for the Brinn
Road Water Main Interconnect Project as Net forth in the specifications and as shown on the drawings
under the terms and conditions of this Invitation.
Pailara_DESCEDnaigl
Project consists of the construction of 2,682 If of 10-inch PVC water main, 185 lf of 18-inch Steel Casing
Pipe (Bored and Jacked) and all related work along Brinn Road north end south of KY Highway 80.
3. METHOD OF
Bids will be received from Prime Contractors on a Unit Price Amount for the total project, All phases ofthe
work shall be submitted in the manner herein described and on the official proposal form included with
the conditions and specifications and shall be subject to all the conditions as set forth and described in the
Bid Documents.

HALL !MAK LINLL,
(AN ,LIOtSP .1 4nc. fent

2.

Bids shall be submitted only on the Form of Proposal supplied by the Owner. Failure to comply with the
foregoing requirements will be cause for invalidation of hid.
4.

MEILEULIZAWAILD

Final award ofContract will be made on the basis of the lowest, responsive and responsible bid which ofrers
the best value.
5-

SUEntairillETBIXECT
Substantial completion,80 calendar day* from issuance of, written work order.
Final completion, 90 calendar days after the date of substantial completion.

6. &MING
All bids shall be accompanied by a bid guarantee of not less than five(5%) percent of the amount of the
base bid. A ;00% Performance Bond and 100% Payment Bond shall be furnished by the successfW bidder.
All bonding and insurance requirements are contained in the Instruction to Bidders and/or General
Conditions.
7.

Consistent with Its ongoing growth. PTL is
seeking enthusiastic, career minded individuals
torn positions in several ems within the
Murray corporate headquarters in entry to
interniediate level, full-time positions. Past
exposure to the transportation industry is a
plus, but, not required. Applicants with
computer(Word & Excel) and telephone skills
and experience in customer service, and/or
marketing are preferred. Most positions require
attention to detail and ability to wort with
management and decision makers. Successful
employees typically demonstrate a strong work
ethic complemented %r superior organizational,
written and verbal communication, and
analytical sidle. We offer a competitive
compensation and benefits package.

ritasASILDMECIELCAZIDNISILEKIEW

Specifications, Plans, and Contract Documents may be examined at the following places:
1. Dexter-Almo Heights Water District, 351 Almo Road, Almo, Kentucky 42020
8. WITAININOPIANS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Mena and Specifications may be obtained hum the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District, 351 Almo Road,
Almo, Kentucky 42020, upon receipt of a check in occordance with the charge schedule below. All checks
shall be payable to Dextar-Almo Heights Water District.(HOURS TO OBTAIN PLANS AND
SPECIFICATIONS ARE 8200 A.M.TO 11A.M. MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY.)
Qneettores &boat obtaining plans and apeolfioations may be directed to Kathy Wyatt,Prefect
Adaakishrtrater, Dexter-Almo Height* Water District at(270)7504101.
CONTRACT DOCUMENT FEE
The nonrefundable fee of $25.00 will provide the contractor with one(1)set of Specifications, all addenda,
and bidding documents.
9 AID SilfillarrTail,
Contractors must submit their bid in a sealed envelope and the envelope must contain the following
information on the outside lower left-hand corner, or.
SEALED S1D:SELNKAINW.WitinillialLitacatiniCE
BID OPENING DATE: :I
4.0IC .
. I 1. C01
Bids received after the 'scheduled closing time for reception of bids will not be considered provided
legal and accepted bids have been received on said referenced Invitation.
10 AID WITHDRAWAI,
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of sixty (80)days after the date set for the opening of bids.
Clerical errors and omissions in the oomputation the lump sum shall not be cause the withdrawal of
the bid without forfeiture of bid bond. Bide may be withdrawn in person only, prior to the closing date
for receipt of bids.
11

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
ADMINISTRATIVE OPPORTUNMES
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Dexter-Ahno Heights Water District is committed to increasing the participation of minority business
enterprisesen construction projects, and encourages the use of minority subcontractors and material
suppliers. For assistance in identirying minority vendors and subcontractors, the contrectors may
contact the Kentucky Office of Minority Business Enterprises, 2329 Capital Pleas Time Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601, Thisphons no.(502)584-2084 and Louisville Minority Business Development Center.
811 W. Main Stanek Louisville, Kentucky 40202.
12- Slillit.M.li&LEGI
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District reserves the right to reject any and all bids and to waive all
formalities and/or technicalities where the best interest of the Owner may be served.
13. GSKSBALIMQ11.111=Q11
A. The Listing of major subcontractors, unit prices, and material lista are to be submitted with the bid.
B. Only those Prime Contractors who have obtained Plans and Bid Documents directly from Dexter"
Almo Heights Water District will be eligible to submit•bid for this project.
C. A prime bidder is to have a responsible authorised representati.e at the bid opening for post bid
review of the apparent low bid that follows immediately after the opening and reading of the bids.
Failure to comply with this requirement may be cause for rejection of bid.
14. EaraiaraarkgriliCE

A pre-bid conference will be held on September 1, 2009 *4:00 p.m. prevailing central time, at the DexterAlmo Heights Water District, 351 Almo Road, Almo, KY 42020. Decisions and clarification's discussed
at this meeting will be incorporated into the bid documents by an addendum issued no later than five(5)
calendar days prior to bidding.

Submit resume to:
Human Resources
Poached Truck Una*,Inc.
P.O. Box 111119
Niurrri, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
MCA is hiring for a Part-time Transit
Drivers 7ani to 7pm
Monday - Saturday
We are looking for a person that has- integrity, a
good work ethic, sense of responsibility.
CDL and Non-CDL positions
Qualifications are:
Must be at least 21 years old
-Valid KY Driver's License
•High-School Diploma or GED
ablo moving (traffic) violations in the past 2 years
•No drug or alcohol charges within 7 years.
•All qualified applicants must pass a pre-employment testing before being considered any further.
•DOT Drug sad Alcohol Test
•DOT Physical
•CPR and First Aid
•Criminal Record Check
TITLE VI NOTICE OF PROTECTIONS
AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
Those inamill application at Murray Gateway
Dam* Authority locaaad at 1111 Transit Way.
7534725

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806
Kenhdre foods. a Kroger-owned dry mix and nut
processing private label manufacturer. is now
accepraig applications for an Accounting Lead

ACCOUNTING LEAD

The City of Murray Sanitation Department will
receive waled bids for ons front loader refuse
collection truck body and one 40 cubic yard front
load tras reams pecker application. Specifications
are available at the City Clerks office located at
104 N. 5th Eh, Murray, KY 42071. Sealed bids shall
be marked Mid-Truck h Packer and delivered to
the Clerk's office by 2:00 p.m. local time on
Wednesday,August 19, 2009. The City of Murray
reserves the right to accept the lowest or beet bid
or reject tuty and all bids.

BECK'S Oyster ear
Grill. Lake Hwy 79
Paris, TN. Carrie
Humphrey's playing
Fri & St nights.
Starting at 6:00
(731)644-9720
KINDERMUSIKRegister now for Fall
classes. Classes available
ages
for
Newborn- 5-years old
Register by calling
or
(270)753-3763
(270)978-1960
STATE UNE
Ranch & Home
Hwy 641, Hazel
Is proud to announce
that Mike & Alicia
Elkins has registered
with our baby department

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
II Times will be
responsible for only
one Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be
reported Imrnedlatiely so corrections can
be mada.
THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk.
Although
persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities

OFFICE & house
cleaning, weeidy or biweekly, references.
$15.00 an hour. 2275944

possess experience in

written connwnication sliNk
• Workless knowledse of AS400 systems.PRISM
a plus

• Solid oral

DISCLAIMER
Trilliii
I

imams
Item,*
og4,0fero DFNUATt
alEYCOMIC
ItaltOne MOW
MOM AT INC KM
lininden
(270)345-4412
MUM

Variled
LOOKING
for
a
mature, responsible
person to share a
home
in
Hazel.
Background and credit
check will be required
Call for more information. 293-7533.

MARKETING
Pleasant voices for
easy phone work 25
positions available.
No selling.
Full/Part-time
Work Monday-Friday
$7.25-$16 per hour.
Paid Weekly
762-9900

When accesaing the
"help wanted" unction
on our classifieds
webPatle at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobeetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as•notional
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration Is now
opsn class begins on
Sept. 12,200t
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, snowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohlederitsLao
m Of call our office
270-442-0258
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

Requirements:
- 2 years ca college. technical or equivalent
experience Associate decree is preferred

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3558

•flendblbry in work schedule
• Microsoft

Office I Lotus Notes

Foods offers a coaionve wale and benefit
pecloge. including mediul and dental Insu Cl.
retirement savings account - 401K pion. vacation and
paid holidays
Quelalliee mounts *eta/ road resume end solar,

-OWNER Finance"'
16x80 38R, 2Ba on
3.5 acres. $2,950
down, $545 a month.
3380 Guthrie Rd.,
Paris. 270-753-1011
1994 16x80, 3-bedroom, 2-bath.
$12,000. 293-7567 or
436-2569
1995 16x80 Atlantic,
3BR/2BA,4-acres,
Kiricsey area.
(270)559-2861
1998 14x70 Oakwood
Home new carpet &
pad, central air. Deliver
& set. $13,995. Please
call 731-584-9429.
LARGE
•
SELF( TI ON
Wslr
APPLIAN( Is
WARD tIKIMS

!110) 753 1713

ELECTROLUX, Kirby
& Rainbow vacuum
cleaners, discontinued
models, save big,
Jerry's
Sporting
Goods, Mayfield
li
lt A Gras
HUSOVARNA lawn
mower, Mr cut, 20HP
Kohler, used very little
$1,200.
Deton lawn mower,
14HP Kohler, 40" cut.
$500.00.
Homemade trailer built
In 4'W-8'L-6'H.
$600.00.
Call-753-0955

7740 Ford Tractor, 4ws
and loader. 293-6989

2002 Clayton 16x80
vinyl siding, 313R, 2BA.
excellent
condition.
270-489-2525.
98 16X80 Clayton,
$10,000-obo.
270-226-3021.
MOBILE home on 1/2
acre w/porches, outbuildings & carport, 2
miles from Murray.
(270)293-5670
REDUCEDIl 999
16x70 Fleetwood 2811.
2BA, all appliances
included, garbage disposal, covered porch,
metal storage bidg,
carport located Fox
Meadows.
731-247-3046.

16X80 3BR, 2BA, all
appliances furnished
including w/d, on private lot Close to town
& school. $450/mo
plus deposit.
753-7930, 293-1781.
NICE doublewide 7
miles north. $400 plus
despoit. No pets.
753-8582, 227-1935

1111
IE
Lli
DEPENDABLE loving
childcare. 293-9794.

the followles areas:
•General ICCOUllt.111(
• CON accounting

Nike

WANTED: Part-time
bookkeeping for middle-size to small business. Proficient In
General
Ledger,
Accounts Receivable,
Accounts
Payable.
payroll, monthly financial
statements,
monthly, quarterly and
annual reports to the
federal government as
well as the state.
The work can be done
In the office of the business or in my home
office.
Computer
knowledgeable. Can
bring records up from
previous
years.
(270)753-8947

E.E.O.

Ideal candidate would

INVITATION TO BID

PULMO
Dose
Pharmacy is now hiring for a Full-Time
Warehouse
Lead.
The Warehouse Lead
is responsible for
assisting in warehouse
operations
and
responsibilities as necessary per Warehouse
Manager's delegation.
Experience in maintenance
and
shipping/receiving is
required. Ability to
multitask and manage
time will be qualities of
our successful candidate.
All positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
equivalent.
Please
notify us of your interest by °mailing us at
resume.pulmodoseOr
otech.com or you can
stop into our facility to
complete an application, M-F 8am-5pm,
at120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray, KY 42071. We
are
an
Equal
Opportunity Employer.

iilteUuy

Motorcyle
helmets,
jackets, boots, saddle
bags.
Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY.

Jerry

PEARL snare & bel
kit. Perfect for student
Stands, rollIngcase &
practice pads. $200.
270-293-4332.
PIANO lessons for
children age 4-teens.
$10.00 per 30 minute
lesson. Contact Kristin
(731)336-1787
STUDENT saxophone,
$200. 293-3565 after
5:30pm.

1 & 2 Bdrm Apt, very
close to MSU. Laundry
on site. Furnished
units
avail. Contact
978-1123.
1 BR apt, various becations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1BR 1.5 blocks from
University. $225/mo.
753-5992
2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2, 38R available.
Various locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9898

Kenlake

Ithaers toe

Keigehe Foods
Attn: Human Resources
lee North LP. Paler Street
Mures,ItY 12011
Or awned ten shortransoeilikroser.com

.
4 !O. 5wnop li.-se in Woman a

RN - Full Time - Days M - F
RN - Full Tim- Afternoons U - F
We offer competitive wages and an ex
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Banton
2807 Main Street Benton, KY 42025
EOFJAAE
reili4a

Read
All About
It!
I

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004

subscribe to the

BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999

LOZER&TEHEs

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Moo
......--$10“91
Delivery
Load Meal
(Pliewert
3or..........106.1011
3
ma
..--$31116
6imsr....414.03
-...$610
I yr.
I yet -.--31111.011

GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters.
elec. rang*, refrigerator, storm windows,
stc.753-4109

Midis
Por
CAST Iron fireplace
Wood Burning Insert
w/ Blowers - Must Be
Removed
Call 270-227-0386
Asking $450
CRAFTSMAN
tractor.

lawn

FRESH Milk co-op
293-6989

I

osutEZIN
3
ya

AI Mier Ma
3-.....Pia
use.--.1013.110
1 yr..-...-41410

I
Money Order
I Check
I
Name
I
1 S1 Address
1
City

Visa

WC

I

I State
Zip
I
Daytime Ph
I
Mail this coupon with payment to:
I
Murray Ledger & Times
I
P.O. Box 1040

e

Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

I
I
I
- I
I

I
-I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1

a
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HOUSE FOR SALE

hap.ex Nei

RE.

1512 DUDLEY REDUCED TO $144,000

www.murraykyapartments.com

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

FOR lease 48x40
metal building, 12ft.
walls, Insulated, gas
heat. Located at 406
Sunbury
Circle,
Murray. Call
270-446-2935
Retail Store in Hazel.
5000 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch.
Really nicel Great for
antiques,
reetaumreretall, etc.
$1200.00/month 1
yaw leas,
270-492-8211
South Center office/
business for rent.
1,000 sq.ft, , 700 sq.ft.
753-0008

II
Mince*
2Ba on
$2,950
a month.
rie Rd.,
3-1011
3-bed-7567 or
antic,

Oakwood
carpet &
k. Deliver
5. Please
a429.
n 18x8O
8R.2BA,
;ondition.
Clayton,
1.
eon 1/2
ss, outirport, 2

19 )
cod 2BR,
*fiances
bage disxl porch.
bldg,
ited Fox

5.

INN Mat

2BA, al
furnished
I, on prie to town
$450/mo

3-1781.

'wide 7
400 plus
eta.
7-1935

Farfled

'sots very
.Laundry
.urnished
. Contact

rious beman RE.
re days.

clot from
I225/mo.

ler MSU.
le days.

2BR Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259

38R very nice, carport.
hardwood floors. Also
4BH, 2BA. Coleman
RE
753-9898

4 BR, 2 BA. all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

NEAR
Southwest
school, 3 BR, 1.5 BA,
garage, central gas
heat/ ac, hardwood
floors, ceiling fans, no
animals, lease, rent &
deposit.
(270) 293-0247.

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
ONE or two bedroom
appliances,
C/H/A,
house for rent in counwater, sewer, and trash
try. Comes with applipick-up furnished. 1
ances, one bath and
small
indoor
pet
carport. One year
allowed. $675 mo.
lease, one month
293-7404
deposit, no pets.
HAZEL Apartments
$575.00. Call 270Now taking applica753-2905.
tions for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
,Imp AM*
Mobility impairment'
accessible.
Phone:
A&F Warehousing
492-8721. Mon &
Near NISU $20-50.
Thurs
10-12am. TOD No.
753-7668
1-800-648-6056.
Equal
Housing
Opportundy.
LARGE 38R apt,
newsy remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696, 2934800
G4C
NICE 2BR, 113A
STORAGE and
Duplex, stove, ref.
PROPANE
W/D hook-up.. 5 min
119 E. Main
North of Murray. $325
(270)753-6266
deposit, $325 rent.
Cell. (270) 293-4183
(270)293-3761
, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
KEY MINI
We accept Section
WAREHOUSES
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
1850 St RI
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Muiroy. KY 120,')
Wednesday, Friday.
270 7c-i3
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
\MS ill \
Opportunity
\( .1
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Horse
boarding
S125/rno. Stall or pasture. Located 10 miles
east of Murray. Call
270-293-7314 or
270-293-7315.
Straw for sate.
293-6989
1111
Yost NI

ESTATE SALE
790 FAIRLANE
THURS & FRI
AUG 13 & 14
10:00AM-4:00PM

os Fee ids

MOVING Sale: Pool
table, conversion pingpong top, foosball
table,
equipment
included. Prim negoUable.
293-3912.
Desire irnmediate sale.

Ng.
Murray Lai*,& Times Fair
Houlimag Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
it subect to the Federal Fair
Hauling Act which makes it
Illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrunination based on race, cola
sex, handicap, familial status or national origin or intention to make any such preferewes, limitations a discrimination.
State laws fcebid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on tartan in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept.any
advertising tor real num which
is not in vIolation ol the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that at dwellings advertised me
available on an equal opportunity basis.

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE 720 S.4TH ST.
Career of 121 S. &G4

10113 848
(270)436-2321
(270)293-6906

10X10 825

COMMERCIAL prop

orty 1 masonry building 1,200 soft wit,'
attached office & batiiroom, 1 steel buildin
witl
sq_ft.
2,000
attached storage & gas
heat, 1 building 2,500
with attached
sq.ft
shed on 1 acre east of
Murray. Right on Old
1.7
Newburg
Rd.,
miles on right. Phone
436-2727.

tonirwhor• to
dor, your siur

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whltnell Ave.• 753-3853

fliffarriEl
HALEY Reel Estate
APPanslril
270-759-4218

4.4 acres on 121South, 4-miles from
7.rurray (Fox Rd)
492-8283
fir Ode
2.5 story house on 8
acres with barn. With
picturesque view. East
of town, less than 1P2
mile from courthouse.
$199,500. 293-7252.

2005 Yamaha Zuma
scooter, 991-miles,
$1,200. 2004 Yamaha
Zurna scooter, 10,547
miles, $700.00.
(270)210-3237
(270)227-5861
2003 Yamaha
Roadster, 1600/cc,
SiNeradc, garage
kept. 9,700hniles,
$8,500/obo. 7599305/227-2098

USED TIRES
1

227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Additions
*Decks
Porches
*Pole Barns
*Laminate Floors
*lite
-Mobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
-Underpinning
Larry Nimmo
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

4BR. 38A brick home,
2 car garage, approx.
2,300sq.li. 1523
Oxford Drive in
Canterbury
Subdivision. $155,000
293-8210.
Construction
NEW
2216 Quail Creek Dr
38R, 2BA 293-1881

LEDGER&TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071
Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(270)753-1916 • dassifiedlitmurrayledgencom

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

Photo providec

till Si

Rt

11N

753 8087

Mk.

HANDYMAN
Do you need We? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933
DNS HOUSE
CLEANING SERVICE
The deepest dean
around! Call tor
tree estimate

(515)69442110
(270)0704733

2002 Grand Prix SE
Sedan, 74,xxx miles,
3.1 liter V-6, $3,995.
270-293-6186,
270-767-9793.
1965 El Camino,
Fisher Body, Roadster,
327 motor bored 40
over, Dart heads,
Elderbrock intake &
carb, MSD ignition
box, HFI distributor. 2
yr. old transmission,
low miles on motor,
Griffin 4 core radiator.
Auburn gear limited
slip(308 Gear),$8,000
in the motor, $2,500
firm. 270-978-2111 for
more into.

Vies
NEED a handi-cap
van?
Call Ruthie at
753-2222

2007 Dodge Ram
1500, reg. cab, 5.7L,
V8, hemi, 4x4, Rhino
bed liner, running
boards, 27,000 miles.
$17,500 neg.
(270)978-1566
1993
Ford
E350
Ambulance,
7.31.
diesel, 109,000 miles.
Ideal for contractors
and farmers, air conditioning break MOM.
$5,500 obo.
270-978-2111.

McCoy's
Lawn Service
Quality work at
a great price!
.Mowing •Trimming
-Yard Clean-up
'Free Estimates'
(270)2134004

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377
436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, junk

[1( 011.0,

& tree work.

k`.+1'11 I I
\lilt hull Ulu..
1/12.

.

••

MOON MOWING
SERVICE
Affordable lawn care

--t.1.53ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping.
978-0404

with negotiable
prices. Call Daniel

(270)970-2778

II Al
I 1 1I
,.

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, docks presand
washed
sure

stained 436-2228.

1

JONES
ROOFING

Licensed & insured
Free estimates

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

20' model with air.
bath, stove, retrigera
tor, microwave,
awning, sleeps 6
$1,800 obo. 293-2161.
759-1642..

KEN S
CONSTRLIC I ION

Mors
1986 Stratus 150hp
Evinrude,
trolling
motor, new custom
cover, looks & runs
great
$4,250 obo
270-376-2741,
270-841-1586

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
i.I7())2., I (16.1)
I210);10 01

TAT Lawn Care

Call

24/7 270-293-0468

kv laceslies Naar
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday,Aug. 13, 2009:
This year, doors open up through a greater commitment to organizations, groups and key causes. Often, you could become entangled in
personal situations. Let go of those needs to look at a more universal commitment. Frequently, people push to be part of your life.
Establish stronger boundaries. As you are a figure who is seen often,
many want to meet you. Opportunities for a relationship vary
according to your needs. It you arc attached, making a greater commitment to a cause or hobby will draw you closer as a couple. TAURUS enjoys seeing you on center stage.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

Since 1986
24 moue =MRCS
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

75 -9 62
2007 Chrysler 300C
Herni AWD, loaded,
83k, $17,000
293-1200

DONATION MADE: Pictured is Kevin D'Angelo of Knights 01
Columbus Council 6897 and Fourth Degree Assembly 2866
making a donation to Jean Bennett for the 2009-2010 class o1

Leadership Tomorrow.

Hill Electric

Censers
38R. 2 BA new con5truction,1318
Larkspur, Campbell
Estate. $229.000.
Call for appt.
753-3966, 293-9747.

was used in a classified special section,
you may come by our office during our
business hours and pick it up.

VOUR
OULD Ht
MK" tOtt
L1f
00
SiOs III
(All 7i3.1416

Call 753-5606

Foe bather assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rent P Milans,(703)6411-1000.

GET THIS 111
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

M

EVERYTHING
MUST GO!

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
38' Sea Going houseboat, new hull, rebuilt
engine, outdrive,
plumbing, electrical,
new ac, carpet, new
paint inside & out,
paid slip, at The
Breakers, must see,
cute-cute cute!
$25,000.
(270)435-4776

If you haven't picked up a picture that

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa &MasterCard Accepted

Call 293-4676 or 293-8699

1BR on KY lake. 2-car
garage, den, sun
porch, deck, washer &
dryer.C/H/A, refrigerator, stove, furnished Of
DOG Obedience.
unfumished, deposit
(270)438-2868.
6300. Available now.
(EAT Pyrenees pup436-5459.
pies, 8 weeks old. 2
2BR, carpet, storage male, 2 female. 850
building. 407 S. 10th each.(270)534-4062.
St. $300 security
deposit, $425 rent, no MALE blood hound, 7
pets. Ideal for couple. months, papers, $500.
270-227-9827.
759-1987,
270-226-3470.

NICE 2BR duplex,
C/H/A, washer, dryer,
deck & shed.No pets,
1 yr laase,
deposit/$450,
rent/$475. 1811A
Ridgewood. Phone
753-7991 or 226-9001
*4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease,
$760/month. deposit.
*2 BR stove, refrigerator. W&D, no pets, 1
year lease, deposit, 5
miles from town in
Almo $375. 753-4937

THREE bedroom 2
bath duplex with double garage. All appliances, one year lease,
one month deposit, no
pets. $750.00. Call
270-753-2905.
TOWNHOUSES for
rent. 4 BR 2.5 BA,
refrigerator,
oven.
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $650 a
month. Call 270-3480458.

plus detached garage/storage, located on
1-1/2 lots, bonus rooms

BEAUTIFUL stately
home, 48R. 2BA in
town, great neighborhood, $189,900.
Judith Gupton,
Campbell Realty
978-0859

David's Hoene
loprovement
Waler Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Jonas
Remodeling & Plumbing

3 BR, 3 BA, 1850+ sq. ft., 2-car garage

ALL NEW Happy Jack
XyMcids: AM-Fungal
shampoo for dogs &
hones prevents ring*goon and bacterial
skin infections without
steroids, Dementia
Farm a Home Skew
(270)759-8150
vnwt.happyjackInc.co

bie.

'
,ut'
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Don't Forget!

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Dealing with finances and others' sensitivities takes poise
and interest. Your energy remains high. As a result, you might be
tempted to take on too much! A meeting could reveal even more
options. Knowing when your plate is too full is important. Tonight:
Your treat.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** You are all smiles. Mow your creativity and high energy
out. Use care with spending, even though you can justify what you
are doing. Be more in touch with your community and career needs.
You might not be aware of how many people look up to you. Tonight:
All smiles.
GEMINI(May 21-Juna 20)
*** Slow down. Many ideas are coming forward, causing a change
of direction. You certainly have a sense of direction and energy, but
time is your ally. Information or another's perception could be off,
which could impact a situation or project. Tonight Avoid too much
excitement, and call it an early night.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
***** Meetings, groups and networking move up as priorities.
You are able to make an enormous difference. Your ability to move
past problems is marked by an ability to understand others and make
their goals a high priority and possible. More often than not, someone
will defer to you. Tonight Start the weekend early.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Understand that you have what it takes. Whether you step up
to the plate and take action depends on you. Recognize that what
others want might not be as important as what will work. A partner
acts in a very strange manner. Just step back. Tonight: A must
appearance.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
**** Seek out family with an eye to the future. How you handle
someone could make a big difference. Your ability to move in a new
direction will come from backing off your present course, as well as
looking at other possibilities. Tonight: Let your imagination choose.
UBRA (Sopt. 23-Oct n)
***** Observe what is happening behind the scenes. Realize that
news needs to be forthcoming. Your imagination bubbles with possibilities, making it difficult to stay anchored on a project. A partner
could cause a lot of upheaval if he or she does not feel your support.
Tonight: Start thinking "weekend."
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Though you might not be in agreement, the end results will
be OK. Dealing with someone in a more direct manner becomes easier, as this person also becomes more forthright. Disagreements are
just that. Do not demand more from someone than he or she can
give. Tonight: Survey suggestions first.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
*** You can accomplish a lot more than many people. You don't
hesitate to ask for help and feedback. Outside events might get you
off track. Whether you realize it or not, your plate is full. For now, don't
take on anything else. Tonight: Easy works.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** The stable Goat often can be a source of some very unusual creative ideas. Introduce that dimension into the work and emotional arenas. Others want to express stronger feelings than they
have in a while. Tonight: Let your hair down.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Stress comes out where you least anticipate it. If you can
work from home. do. Understanding evolves from a discussion with a
very exacting person. He or she sees things with a different perspective. Celebrate you. differences. Tonight: Mosey on home, though a
slight detour is OK.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Discussions go full circle, returning to the very premise of
the discussion A partner expresses strong feelings. Do you feel
restricted by this person? Return calls and schedule meetings.
Tonight: Swap war stones with a pal.
BORN TODAY
Cuban leader Fidel Castro (1926). singer Dan Fogelberg (1951),
singer Don Ho (1930)
•••
Jacqueline Bluer Is on the Internet at www.jacquellnebigar.com.
(c) 2009 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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WO.Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Alison Purcell, client services director of Life House Care Center, accepting a donation from
Dennis Norvell, pastor of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
Also published is a picture
of Felisha Prescott, Kara Henson, Kayla Henson and Brandi
Melvin, all freshman, talking
before class started at Calloway
County High School. The photo
was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Lee Barnett will be married for 50 years
Aug. 13.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Home & Auto Store CoOwner Rick Burgess inspecting
damage to the roof door that
burglars apparently used to enter
the store on Aug. 9. More than
$10,000 worth of merchandise
were reported missing. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Mark
Cooper.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Lyles,
July 18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy Starnes, July 24; a boy
to Deborah and Walter Harlan,
Aug. 7; a girl to Sandra and
Howard Duncan, Aug. 8; a girl
to Ann and Harry Elliott, Aug.
9.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of some
of the 170 golfers checking in
for the Murray Shrine Club Golf
Tournament held at the Murray
Country Club on Aug. 11.
Also published is a picture
of winners of the Oaks Country Club Junior Golf Tournament. The arc Chad Caldwell,
Michelle Caldwell, Terry Lamb,
Lisa Covey, Benji Bogard, Jason
Sammons, Kelly Steely, Mark
Boggess, Michael Boggess and
Darren Hooper.
Births reported include a boy

to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Rogers,
Aug. I.
40 years ago
United States Air Force Staff
Sgt. Jack A. Caldwell, son of
Mr. and Mrs. R.M. Caldwell of
Hazel, is on temporary duty with
the 4258th Strategic Wing at the
U-Tapao Airfield, Thailand.
Published are pictures of the
Kirkscy High School graduating
classes of 1949 and 1950 at
their 20th and 19th class reunions
held together at a joint dinner
at the Holiday Inn, Murray.
Bro. Winford Clairborne of
Dalton. Ga., is the speaker at a
gospel meeting at Almo Church
of Christ.
50 years ago
Four local teachers were
among 90 selected from 15 states
to attend the eight weeks Science Institute at Murray State
College. They were William B.
Taylor, Murray College High
School, L.B. McDaniel, Lynn
Grove High School, C.R. Adams,
North Marshall High School, and
Anne Thompson Wood of New
Concord High school.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Houser, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Esker
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
F. Pickard.
60 years ago
James 1-1. Starks, machinist
mate of the United States Navy,
is serving aboard the attack carrier, USS Whitley, with the Alllantic Fleet.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Pierce,
Aug. 5; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John Newberry, Aug. 7; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Onis Roberts,
Aug. 8.
"Adventure Mountains" is the
title of the story, written by
Joctte Lassiter in the Children's
Corner Column this week.

Kennedy, was killed with his copilot when their explosives-laden
Navy plane blew up over England.
In 1953, the Soviet Union conducted a secret test of its first
hydrogen bomb.
In 1960, the first balloon satellite — the Echo 1 -- was launched
by the United States from Cape
Canaveral.
In 1962, one day after launching Andrian Nikolayev into orbit,
the Soviet Union also sent up
cosmonaut Pavel Popovich; both
men landed safely Aug. 15.
In 1978, Pope Paul VI, who
had died Aug. 6 at age 80, was
buried in St. Peter's Basilica.
In 1981, IBM introduced its
first personal computer, the model
5150.
In 1985, the world's worst single-aircraft disaster occurred as a
crippled Japan Air Lines Boeing

DEAR ABBY: I was 11
when my father left. I'm 16
now and it is still very difficult for my mom and me. Dad
was involved in my life until
he met his 28-year-old girlfriend. He's 54.
I
have
told him I'm
not comfortable around
her and I
don't want to
be in her
company.
It's embarrassing
when they
hold hands
and hug in
By Abigail
front of me
Van Buren
and
my
'blends. I spend one night a
week at Dad's and I want him
all to myself. Even when I'm
there he locks himself in his
room and spends all night talking on the phone with her. I
have asked him to pay attention to me, but he doesn't get
it.
Last year, he told me he
"had a dream" that I was going
to get a little sister or brother. He asked how I felt about
that, and I was honest. I told
him thinking about him having sex with a woman so young
makes me sick. Dad doesn't
see that she's using him for
money and a green card. I
want him to be discreet and
keep his private life private.
I live with my mom six
nights a week, and I think that
gives Dad plenty of time to
spend with his girlfriend. What
can I do to get him to focus
on me on our one night a
week together? -- MISSES MY

Dear Abby

747 on a domestic flight crashed
into a mountain, killing 520 people.
Ten years ago: Los Angeles
County prosecutors charged white
supremacist Buford 0. Furrow
with murder and five counts of
attempted murder, all filed as hate
crimes, in the wounding of five
people at a Jewish community
center and the shooting death of
a Filipino-American mail carrier.
(Federal prosecutors also charged
Furrow in the postman's slaying.)
Five years ago: In a stunning
declaration, New Jersey Gov,James
E. McGreevey announced his resignation and acknowledged that
he'd had an extramarital affair'
with another man. The California
Supreme Court voided nearly 4,000
same-sex marriages sanctioned in
San Francisco between February
12 and March 11, 2004.
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AND SHE'D PROSAOLY SE REALLY
TICKED OFF IF I TOLD YOU, BUT
IT'S TOO 6000 TO KEEP
TO MYSELF!

FA'IF I E.I.. ID('?)
OUR Neic/HeoRV- INTERESTING, Si-ire QUITE
MRS FEENY
Ti-if GARDENER
YARP

WHO'S
THAT?

(a

'Z

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
32-year-old tall, slender woman
with no major health problems.
During high-school sports. I suffered from a lot of bilateral
knee pain because of multiple
patellar dislocations. My kneecaps would
slip to the
outside
of
my
knees,
and I would
put
them
back
in
place, causing the backs
of them to
chip. During
my
late
teens. I had
By
four different
Dr. Peter Gott
arthroscopic
surgeries to remove loose bodies.
Now I suffer from osteoarthritis in both knees. I have a difficult time sitting and standing.
Stairs are not even an option
because they cause too much
pain. My hips are starting to
hurt because of the stress I try
to keep from my knees. I try
to walk for exercise, but end
up stiff and sore with fluid on
my knees. At the orthopedist's
office, I had several Hyalgan
cartilage injections with some
relief, but they don't last.
If the condition is already
this painful, I can't imagine what
it will be like when I am only
40. I am also sure that my overall health will deteriorate if I
can't even walk for exercise.
Do you have any advice?
DEAR READER: I wish I
could offer a more positive
approach, but from my point of

DAD IN RHODE ISLAND
DEAR MISSES YOUR
DAD: Your father's girlfriend
may make him feel like he's
16 again, but that isn't an excuse
for him to act like it.
You have communicated
clearly to him that you need
more of his attention than he's
giving. The next person to
deliver that message should be
your mother. Perhaps he will
pay more attention if he hears
it from another adult.
In two years you will be
18 and gone. The time he has
with you now is precious and
he should recognize that fact
and stop squandering it.

Dr. Gott

•NI

DEAR ABBY: My children
are grown and gone. The
youngest left more than four
years ago. For the last several years I have asked them to
remove their stored items from
my house, which is still
crammed with their stuff I'm
not supposed to move.
I have finally scheduled a
Dumpster for a two-week period convenient for me and let
everyone know they need to
"claim it or lose it." One daughter, "Lynette," has decided that
because I won't change the dates
to suit her schedule -- of which
she isn't even sure -- she will
consider me "dead" to her.
Obviously this has hurt me
deeply. I realize that Lynette
thinks the world revolves
around her, but don't I have
the right to clean out my home
at my convenience? Do I owe
her more notice, even though
most of the items have been
here eight to 10 years?
I thought being assertive prevented people from walking
all over you. It pains me that
my daughter will no longer
speak to me. She has also
taken steps to keep other family members away as well.
Her older sister says she is
overreacting and will come to
her senses, but I'm not sure.
I'm divorced from her father,
so there is little support there.
Should I proceed with my
plans? -- IN A MESS IN VERMONT
DEAR IN A MESS: Being
assertive will prevent people
from walking all over you only
if you stick to your guns and
don't give in to emotional blackmail. Lynette's reaction is calculated to hurt you.
In addition to showing some
gratitude for your patience in
keeping her old things for so
long, she should make it her
business to come over and collect those items that are still
important to her. But if she
chooses to sulk and not cooperate, do not allow her to force
you into changing the schedule.

view, considering your age, you
don't have many options. If you
fail to remain active, your knees
will continue to be painful and
your ability to exercise will deteriorate dramatically. Then you
will be looking at bilateral knee
replacement. From my perspective, this appears to be a certainty, however, it may not be
a bad thing. I know several people who have had successful
bilateral knee replacements and
continue to lead normal, active
lives. The surgical procedure is
common.
The cartilage injections you
received were given to relieve
pain and prolong what for you
is probably inevitable knee
replacement. As you have discovered, the injections do not
provide lasting relief. Another
consideration might be over-thecounter glucosiunine and chondroitin. Before beginning the
regimen, run the idea past your
primary-care physician or specialist for a second opinion.
Osteoarthritis is commonly
diagnosed in older people. When
it occurs in young people, it is
often the result of sports or
other injuries. When the condition begins, the surface of the
cartilage softens and becomes
frayed, pitted and cracked. Some
areas of cartilage may wear away
completely over time. This exposes underlying bone, damages it,
and makes joint movement
painful.
Treatment is aimed at controlling pain, maintaining movement, and preventing joint deformity. Medication, rest, exercise,
joint protection and, in some
cases, surgery are appropriate.

ellilifilet Bridge
North dealer.
essentially a tossup. If West has the
North-South vulnerable.
queen and East the ace, the winning
NORTH
play is to lead to dummy's jack.
46K 85
With this crucial guess looming
A7
on the horizon; South decided he
•K J4
could add greatly to his chances by
4K 192
laying a trap for West. After winning
WEST
EAST
the heart lead, he cashed the A-K of
4674
•9
trumps and continued with four
K Q1082
11.19643
rounds of diamonds, carefully dis•9 6 3
•852
carding dummy's last heart on his
4A104
*Q763
last diamond.
SOUTH
The heart discard did not in itself
•AQI0632
increase the number of tricks
V5
declarer could take, but it planted the
•A Q107
• seed firmly in West's mind that
•85
South had started with two hearts
The bidding:
and that the heart discard from
North
East
South Mew
dummy was vital.
I NT
Pass
3*
Pass
Since declarer was known at this
4+
Pass
6*
point to have started with six spades,
Opening lead — king of hearts.
four diamonds and presumably two
This deal occurred many years hearts, he could have only one club.
ago in a national pair championship. Consequently, when South next led
The South player who bid the hand the club eight, West rushed up with
as shown certainly vindicated his the ace, thereby relieving declarer of
optimistic leap to slam by a rather the guess. The specter of losing his
ingenious succession of plays.
ace and allowing South to make
When dummy came down,South seven — an important consideration
saw that the slam was in the bag if he at matchpoint scoring
had done
could avoid losing two club tricks. West in.
Looking at all four hands, it's easy to
When the hand was over and
see that the winning play is to lead a West saw how neatly he had been
club toward dummy at some point swindled, he could not help but feel a
and, if West follows low, play the sneaking admiration for the way
king.
South had duped him, and congratuBut with the East-West hands lated him on his imaginative line of
concealed, how to play the clubs is play.
Tomorrow: Partnership defense.

•
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Surgery may be in store
for young woman

Daughter complains that dad
only has eyes for girlfriend

Teem Is Illstsrv
By The Aisociated Press
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 12,
the 224th day of 2009. There are
141 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 12, 1909, the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, home
to the Indianapolis 500, first
opened.
On this date:
In 1859, poet and English professor Katharine Lee Bates, who
wrote the words to "America the
Beautiful," was born in Falmouth,
Mass.
In 1867, President Andrew
Johnson sparked a move to impeach
him as he defied Congress by
suspending Secretary of War Edwin
M. Stanton.
In 1898, fighting in the Spanish-American War came to an end.
In 1944, during World War II,
Joseph P. Kennedy Jr., eldest son
of Joseph and Rose Fitzgerald

Murray Ledger & Times

1 Slimy vegetable
5 Muscle used in
push-ups
8 Tpks.
12 Horse color
13 Sigh of content
14 Funny
Bombeck
15 Clingy fabric
16 Stage signal
17 Objectives
18 Forest clearing
20 Seaweed
21 Boxed breakfast
24 Fiber- — cable
27 Project
28 Opposing force
31 Saharan
32 Rock's —
Leppard
33 Squeakers
34 Charge
35 Tampa Bay pro
36 Deal with
(2 wds.)
37 Necessitate
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39 Hate the
thought of
43 Situate
46 Cravings
47 Meter reading
49 Scolds
51 Peter Gunn's
girl
52 Wahines
welcome
53 Mashed potato
serving
54 Pop-top
beverage
55 Kind of student
56 Movie lioness
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1 Sitcom planet
2 Hong —
3 Locomotive
must
4 Tummy soother
5 Harness-racing
horse
6 — de cologne
7 Ernesto
Guevera
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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8 Not imaginary
9 Advanced
math
10 Ms. Bovary
11 Letter end.
19 Holiday mo.
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HEY, FISH! DON'T LET
HER FOOL YOU ! THERE'S
A HOOK ON TNE END
OF THAT LINE !

BE QUIET,
MARCIE

SNE'S OUT TO
6ET YOU! RUN
WHILE -1.00 CAN!
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20 Neighbor of
CTRL
22 Cockpit button
23 —
Wiedersehen
24 Lummox
25 Before, in
combos
26 Overtime reason
28 Hamlet's oath
29 Autumn mo.
30 Fair-hiring
letters
32 — and
Bradstreet
33 Hodgepodge
35 Flower plot
36 RSVP word
38 Plant parasite
39 Does Easter
eggs
40 Change decor
41 Phillips
University
town
42 Yachting
44 Ring up
45 They often
clash
47 Dutch carrier
48 Tiny
50 Fitness center
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Double
Trouble
RACER SOCCER,
VOLLEYBALL PICKED
PRESEASON NO. 1
By OK Spots Informaden
Murray State has been picked
to win the 2009 Ohio Valley
Conference women's soccer and
volleyball crowns as voted on by
the league's head coaches and
sports information directors.
The Racers soccer squad, who
won their first regular-season title
in 2008, received 12 of the 18
first-place votes and 124 points.
Morehead State and UT
Martin each picked up two firstplace nods and 102 points while
Eastern Kentucky earned the final
two first-place votes and 98
points. Tennessee Tech is selected
to finish fifth with 63 points followed by Southeast Missouri
(64), Jacksonville State (44),
Fastem Illinois (34) and Austin
Peay (27).
Lodger & limes fife photo
After being on the cusp last season, Murray's 15 seniors, the largest class in school history, hope to make a run at a region
Racer soccer is coming off its
title in 2009.(From left) junior Alex Bokeno and seniors Michael Orr, Jordan Benton and Ryan Greer will all be integral parts first OVC regular-season title
after going 7-1-0 in conference
once again.
action and posting a 12-4-3 overall record. Beth Acreman enters
her fourth season as the head
coach of the Racers and will have
eight starters among 15 players
returning from last year. Among
the top returnees are junior goalkeeper Tara Isbell and sophomore
midfielder Rachel Wright. Isbell
was named the 2008 OVC
Defensive Player of the Year after
leading the league with eight
shutouts last year. The Mayfield,
Ky., native was also second in the
OVC with a 0.91 goals-against
average. Wright, a product of
Normal,111., ranked among league
leaders with six goals and 46
shots.
By TOMMY MUM
The 2009 soccer season will
Murray
COMING
Sports Writer
see
a change in the league's tourAt
A
Glance
&
&
TOMORROW
ill Hudson doesn't have
nament format. In the past the first
Coach: Jim Baurer (6th year)
to dig to justify lofty
CALLOWAY COUNTY LADY LAKERS 2006 Season: 11-7-2(6-3-2, 2nd District)
round games have been held on
Who's Back: Dillon Ward (Sr), Jeremy Cud (Sr.),
goals for his team's
the
campus sites of the No. 3 and
Lady Lakers hope teamwork,
MiNer
(Sr),
Ryan
Ryan Greer (Si). Wheel Mangold
4 seeds, with the regular-season
2009 season.
(Sr(. Michael On (Sr.), Kuken Batthnop (Sr.). Mark
attitude upgrades will lead
Stubblefield (Sr.), Matt Hines (Sc). Jordan Benton
champion hosting the semifinals
All Murray's senior
(Sr.). Zech Lambert (Sr). John Cahoon (Sr.), WIN
to more wins
and finals. This year the entire
goalkeeper has to do is
Doran (Si). Will Hudson (Sc), Landon Russell (Jr.),
tourney will be held on the camevoke history.
Nathan Kennedy (Jr.), Alex Bokeno (Jr.), Darius
region runner-up Marshall County to overNabavi (Jr.)
pus of the regular-season champiAs eighth-graders, the Tigers' 15 seniors time before bowing out of the postseason in
Who's Now: Saler Ardebdi (Sr.), Niko Siktual (Jr.),
on. The three-day event will take
went undefeated and won a district champi- the district tournament.
Robbie Deboer (Jr.). Kyle Lewis (Jr.). Steven Arnold
place Nov 5-6 and 8.
onship. So it follows, naturally, that they
(Jr.), Brandon Kipphut (Jr.)
The upcoming season, which begins
Outlook: With 15 seniors and nine juniors, Murray
The season gets underway on
should expect nothing less in their final year Tuesday at Madisonville-North Hopkins, is
has never had a more veteran team, nor one with
Aug. 21 while conference action
of high school, right?
the final chance for the largest senior class in
more talent The Tigers can challenge for a region
starts Sept. 25.
"There's definitely a hunger, especially program history to make a push at regional
title, but they'll need someone to step into a leadership role
The Racer volleyball program
since we have that eighth grade year to look glory and beyond.
was
also picked to win the 2009
back on," Hudson said before a steamy
TIGERS SCHEDULE
Head coach Jim Baurer doesn't hesitate
Ohio Valley Conference volleyAug. 18: at Madisonette-North Hopkins. 20: at Maylteld. 22:
afternoon practice earlier this week. "We to call the 2009 Tigers as talented as any
at Lexington Christian. 23: at Bardstown Bettaehem. 25: at Si
ball title after finishing as the rundon't want to stop with a regional champi- he's seen in his 15 years with the program.
Mary, 27: al HopkirevIlle
ner-up in the league's tournament
Sap. 1: at Community Christen. 3: Mayfield, 8: at Graves
onship. We want to advance in the state tourThey're unquestionably the most experiCo . 15: Marshal Co. 17: Calloway Co. 22: et Calloway Co
last
year.
nament."
24: Christian Co 26: at Marshall Co . 29: Graves Co
enced. Nine juniors follow 15 seniors to
Racers received nine firstThe
Paducah
Tilghman
Oct
For Hudson and his classmates, their prep compose a varsity roster entirely void of
place votes and 142 points in precareers have been littered with almosts.
underclassmen.
"From top to bottom, there isn't that season balloting by the league's
Murray was on the cusp of advancing to
Nearly every member of the senior class much difference with the seniors," he said. head coaches and sports
informathe region title game last season, before has received significant playing time over "The nine juniors
are all in the same boat, tion directors.
falling to Heath in a hotly contested semifi- the past two seasons and seven are returning too. We don't really have a
weak link in
It's predicted to be a close race
nal match.
starters. According to Baurer, parity runs either group."
at
the top as Morehead State.
In 2007, the Tigers pushed eventual rampant in both classes.
which is picked to place second,
•See TIGERS, 2C
earned 136 points with five firstplace votes followed by Southeast
Missouri with two-first place nods
PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP
PREP GOLF ROUNDUP
and !25 points.
Austin Peay picked up a pair of
first-place votes for 123 points to
be predicted to place fourth while
reigning OVC Tournament champion Tennessee Tech garnered the
final two first-place votes to place
fifth with 115 points.
Jacksonville State (85 points),

SENIOR
CITIZENS

HUGE CLASS HOPES TO LEAD TIGERS OFF CUSP, INTO REGION TITLE

Lady Lakers post Smith leads Tigers to
first win of season win over Marshals
CCHS SWEEPS CARLISLE CO.;
EVENS RECORD AT 1-1

Staff Repot
Calloway County picked up
its first win of the 2009 season
defeating
Tuesday
night,
Carlisle County in two games at
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The Lady Lakers held off the
Lady Comets 25-23 in the first
game, then took a 25-20 win in
the second to improve to 1-1 on
the season.
Carlisle County fell to 0-1.
Lexie Watson led the way for
Calloway with 17 points, five
kills and two aces. Allison
Rogers added nine points, one
assist and a kill.
McKnight
and
Emily
Samantha Darnell each tacked

on seven points while Leanne
Luther and Brittnee Deitz tacked
on five apiece.
The Lady Lakers take the
court again on Saturday at
Livingston Central's Cardinal
Classic.
Calloway completed the varsity-junior varsity sweep of
Carlisle on Tuesday, as the JV
squad also took a 2-0 victory.
The Lady Lakers blitzed the
Lady Comets, winning 21-11 in
the first game and 21-7 in the
second_
Crystal Millard paced the red
and blue with 10 points and
three aces while Ashleigh Wolfe
added nine points, four aces and
a kill

CCHS BOYS,
GIRLS COME
AWAY WITH SPLIT
AT GRAVES
Staff Rawl
Jordan Smith tore up Benton
Country Club with a four-under
32 on Tuesday to lead Murray to
victory in a quad match against
Marshall County, Lone Oak and
Carlisle County.
The Tigers shot 155 as a
team, besting the Marshals by
four strokes. Marshall shot 159
while Lone Oak came in at 185
and Carlisle finished at 186.
Smith's 32 earned medalist
honors. The Tigers also got a
two-over 38 from Zack
Newsome. Blake Graham shot a

2009 OVC SOCCER
PREDICTED ORDER
OF HMS*
(As selected by Its OVC Women's

Hied Soccer Couches and Sports
information Directors)
1. awns"Idle(12)- 124
St Margined SIM*(2) - 102
t2. UT Martin (2) - 102
4. Easesm Kentucky (2) - 96
5. lbeinesses Tech - 63
11. Sadism. Missouri -54
7. Joalworwille Side -44
II. Emden Mole - 34
9. Austin Posy 27

2IMO VOLLEYBALL
PRESEASON *won TEMA
(As Selected by OVC Heed Volleying
Coadies and Sports inlonnalkin
Directors)
Paw Taus
tads Mellert, Tanagers Tech
&dna Whalen, JacksonyMe State
Stephanie Chmemine, Austin Prim
Kellen Comm,Morehead Stale
Clare Melon, Southeast kfissourt
Jade Ous,11110day Mae
Kalls Ktinfts,31preiseses Tech
lusa Hayilm,Was,IPSO
Ilossis0Ism
Lars"IN floway elsIs
Uneasy Losmilmr. Esilson Katilucliy
Kaabler Dela% Olwassist Misseurr
Kinds Schen, Morehead Stale
Cain Vatted', Jedrondlle Stale
Mods Eibllk Psalm Pool
Elea Sn illstribssel Missouri
an. Wribion, UT Mein
Opdamn appear on boll Wets due
lorilMsce_
; '
itrii
J mumu
0°VC
301pw 0110111
OF NM
(es Sanded by OVC Heed Volleyball
Coaches and Sports Information
Diresidd
1.
Ilhave,111110,(111)-142
2.
Monland Slots(5) - 136
3.
Soulhead Missouri(2) - 125
4.
Addle Posy (2)- 123
'
5.
"winsome Tech (2)-115
S.
JeCketalvile ItOsi -06
7.
UT Marlin - 59
6.
Eastern Kentucky -49
9.
lisineesse Sale -45
10.
Eastern Minds - 29

UT Martin (52 points), Eastern
Kentucky (49 points), Tennessee
State (45 points) and Eastern
Illinois (29 points) round out the
PollMurray State posted a 13-5
league record while going 18-13
overall to finish the regular season
in a tie for third place. The Racers
made it to the championship
match of the OVC Tournament
last year where they fell to
Tennessee Tech in five sets.
Murray State has four starters
plus the libero returning to the
team this season. Among the
returnees is the 2008 OVC
Freshman of the Year setter Jade
Guo. A native of DaTong, China,
Guo was third in the league with
9.44 assists per set while also
recording 2.19 digs per outing last
year.
Junior middle hlocker Sara
Hayden will also be back on the
court for the Racers this season.
The Louisville, Ky. native led the
league with a .336 hitting percente, recording 290 kills as a sophomore.
The 2009 volleyball season
gets underway on Aug. 28 with
conference play starting Sept. 18.

Today in Prep Sports
Golf
Galloway Co at Mayfield (Mayfieki CC)
4 p.m.
Murray at Lone Oak Hickman Co
(Rolling Hills CC)
4pm

41 from the No. 6 spot, while
David Vinson finished at 44 and
Brady Powell and Jay Roth each
turned in 45.
Travis Griffith shot par to
pace Marshall County with a 36.
Murray didn't fare as well on
the girls side. The Lady Tigers
shot 215 as a team and fell to
third behind Lone Oak's 159 and
Marshall County's 177.
Christina Veach led the Lady
Tigers with a 49, followed by a
53 from Earlena Sheets, 56 from
Beth Graham and 57 from
Samantha Tinsley.
•See GOLF,2C

courtesy of OVC

David Schwepker and the Murray State volleyball team are
the top pick among coaches and sports information directors
to the win the OVC in 2009.
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Barnhart hoping Wildcats finish what they start

:
.
XINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The signs are
Simple in design, plain and to the point.
.They sit above the nameplate on nearly
etiery door inside the Joe Craft Center, a message from Kentucky athletic director Mitch
Barnhart that being good simply isn't good
enough anymore.
The monikers — white with black block
numbers
read "15x15x15."
"It's simply a reminder to our staff that by
the year 2015 we want to have a top 15 pro$rditi nationally on the whole and we want to
have won 15 championships in one way,
shape or form," Barnhart said. 'That would

I

double the pace at which we've won championships in this department the last seven
years."
The push, which officially started last fall,
got off to a slow start. Only the school's rifle
program won a conference title en route to a
runner-up finish in the NCAA championships.
Dying to get 14 titles in the next seven
years when you compete in the Southeastern
Conference isn't easy. Still, after seven years
on the job, Barnhart knows it's time to start
getting ambitious,
Kentucky finished 34th in the Directors'
Cup — which measures athletic success in all

varsity sports -- in
2()08-09, up two
places from the year
before. It's progress,
but it's also barely
enough to keep up
in the SEC.
011111111M 1MM
"It's just where
s.111 NEM =Mt Mr
we are." Barnhart
wwwmurraykidger corn/sports
said. "It's a tough
test.... But you look at the fact we didn't score
any points in men's or women's basketball or
baseball and we still fmished 34th in the coontry, that's pretty remarkable."

•Tigers

•Golf
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1

Jordan Benton and junior Alex
Holes in the Tigers' lineup Bokeno will anchor the Tiger
are few and far between. Murray frontline. Seniors Jeremy Curd
graduated three seniors last year, and Dillon Ward will also see
only one of which they'll strug- time up front, but they'll likely
gle to replace.
play primarily in the midfield.
Bobby Puckett was a twoWill Doran, Ryan Miller and
year All-Region selection in the Zach Lambert will also be
midfield, and it's there that charged with helping to fill the
Hauter's biggest concern lies.
hole in the center left by
1 think right now, the con- Puckett.
cern is the length between the
Defense was a question mark
defense and the offense," he for Murray going into the 2008
said. "We may struggle to fund season, but doubts that the
an identity in the center of the Tigers' back line would hold up
field, and we may move some quickly vanished.
different guys in and out of
The black and gold pitched
there. (Puckett) is going to be shutouts in 10 games last year,
tough to replace."
many of which were won with: Murray's greatest strength is out Alex Adams, the unit's senlikely its offense. For this group, ior leader who missed time with
Baurer has forsaken a tendency a knee injury.
to run a more possession-cenWith the exception of Adams,
tered attack, giving his small but every defensive starter returns to
speedy forwards free reign to the unit, which will be anchored
outrun opponents.
by seniors Ryan Greer, Kidlen
The Tigers may actually be Balthrop and Michael Orr.
more attack-oriented this seaMichael Mangold, Nathan
son, thanks to increased depth.
Kennedy, Landon Russell and
"We're pretty much two-deep Mark Stubblefield will also
at every position and there's not pitch in on defense.
a lot of drop-off when somebody
Hudson takes over the reins
comes in," Baurer says. at goalkeeper, replacing Nolan
"Hopefully we can really put a Jackson, but the transition
lot of pressure on other teams." should be seamless. Hudson
Seniors Matt Hines and gained starting experience in

• Hazel Summer Cruise-In
Sock Hop Dance
August 15 • 4-9 p.m.
Dance Performed Live By:

a
"Next Generation's Music DJ's"

From Page IC

goal before Baurer moved him
to defense, deciding to go with
Jackson as the team's full-time
keeper.
"I like playing in the field,
but I really enjoy keeper, too,"
Hudson said. "I'm really comfortable in the net because I've
played there for most of my
career."
The biggest thing the Tigers
will miss from graduated seniors
Jackson and Adams is leadership. Despite his roster being
dominated by seniors, Baurer
said he's still looking for several
players to become vocal leaders.
"This group has always been
a quiet group," he said. "Last
year, Nolan and Adam did an
excellent job of leading by
example and knowing when to
talk and when not to talk. I think
that's still something this group
has to develop."
In an effort to ensure his team
is prepared for a rim in the All
'A' state tournament as well as
regionals, Bower beefed up the
Tigers' early-season schedule
considerably.
Murray begins play at perennial powerhouse MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins, faces an early
district matchup with Mayfield,
then buses to the central part of
the state to take on small-school
powers Lexington Christian and
Bardstown Bethlehem.
It's the first such road trip the
program has ever undertaken,
Bawer says.
"We wanted to challenge this
team schedule-wise," he said.
—This team has so much potential. They're so skilled technically, but time will tell whether
they can transform that into success on the field."

Lone Oak's Anna Hack took
medalist honors with a oneunder 35.
Murray travels to Rolling
Hills Country Club in Paducah
today to take on Lone Oak and
Hickman County.
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Murray High Boy's Soccer
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New Life Christian Bookstore
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The Festive Touch
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Quizno's

Claire Fuller

Dairy Queen

Tim Masthay

Cheri Theatres

Adam Meloan with Kansas City
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Wizards
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Dennis & Carmletta Norvell
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A special THANK YOU to all thefamilies
and players who sold tickets and helped
with the dinner in any way.
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Both Calloway County golf
Tuesdivy's Games
Florida 9, Houston 8, 11 innings
squads split their tri-matches at
Atlanta 8, Washington 1
South Highland Country Club
Philadelphia 4, Chicago Cubs 3, 12
innings
Tuesday in Mayfield.
San Diego 13. Milwaukee 6
The Laker boys defeated
Cincinnati 5, St. Louis 4
Pittsburgh 7, Colorado 3
Heath but fell to Graves
Arizona 6, N.Y. Mots 2
County while the girls defeated
L.A. Dodgers 9. San Francisco 1
Graves but lost to Heath.
Wednesday's Geffen
N.Y. Meta (0.Persz 2-3) at Arizona
Tuesday marked the end of
(Garland 6-10). 2:40 p.m.
Calloway's early-season undeL.A. Dodgers (Jet.W•aver 5-4) at San
Francisco (Lincecurn 12-3). 2:45 p.m.
feated streak, which peaked at
Houston (Norris 2-0) at Florida
five matches.
(Nolaaco 6-7), 6:10 p.m.
On the boys side, Graves
Washington (Starnmen 3-6) at Atlanta
(0 Lowe 11-7), 6:10 p.m.
shot a 145 behind Eli Towery's
Philadelphia (P.Maninez 0-0) at
34 and Ross Williams' 36 to
Chicago Cubs (SamardzIla 1-1), 6:05 •
p.m.
claim the top spot. Calloway
San Diego (Correia 7-9) at Milwaukee
finished six strokes back at
(Villanueva 2-9), 7:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (H.13ailey 2-3) at SI. Louis
151 while Heath came in at
(C Carpenter 11-3), 7:15 p.m.
162.
Pittsburgh (K.Harl 3-1) at Colorado
Hunter Garrison paced the
(Jimenez 9-9), 7:40 p.m.
Thursday's
Games
Lakers for the third consecuSan Diego (Carrillo 0-0) at Milwaukee
tive match, firing a 35. Ryan
(M.Parra 7-8), 1:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (CI lee 9-9) at Chicago
Butler came in two strokes
Cubs (Dempster 6-5), 1'20 p.m.
back at 37, while Austin Miles
Pittsburgh (Maholm 6-6) at Colorado shot 39.
(Marquis 12-8), 2:10 p.m.
Houston (Hampton 7-9) at Florida
.•
Connor Wagner shot 40,
(West 3-4), 8:10 p.m.
Jeremy Pruitt came in at 47
Washington (Balester 1-1) at Cincinnati
.
(Arroyo 10-11), 6:10 p.m.
and Jacob Reynolds rounded
out the Calloway contingent
with a 54.
On the girls side, Christine
Cash shot a 33 and propelled
High School boys and gide aiumni soocer games are Aug. i*
Heath to top honors and a team
610ispatAssillit gtme ni1111 be? 1111twlei the boys to follow. No orb:
Wire of 165. catiorty ft
ished at 181 white'Oravei shot
Muray•
High School will host a three-team football scrimmage with Loriel
202, but benefited from a holein-one by Logan Chavis on the Oak and Hcpldnsvile on Friday night, Aug. 14. The scrimmage is szheduiSil
K start at6 p.m. and will run und 9 p.m.. weather pemilltIng. Admission is $0.
final hole of the day.
Calloway was paced by
Katie Tindell and Madison
MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL ROUNDUP:
Connell, who each shot 41.
Chelsea Holzschuh came in at
44 while Madison Contri and
Hannah Ryan each fired 55.
Erica Rogers rounded out the
Lady Laker field with a 59.
The boys and girls teams
travel to Mayfield Country
Staff Report
kicked off the 2009 season with
Club today to take on the
The
Calloway
County two victories over Ball*
Cardinals.
Middle School football progam County on Tuesday.
The eighth-grade Lakers won
by a score of 14-8. Behind a
strong performance by the
offensive line, Zack Powell wits
the leading rusher with 84 yards
on seven carries.
Robert Pruitt led Calloway
defensively with eight tackle*
three tackles for loss and one
sack. The Lakers also returnecta
kickoff for a touchdown as Gabe
Shoemaker scampered 70 yanjs
fa
6
behind outstanding blocking.
The seventh-grade Lakars
defeated Ballard 20-6. Davon
Jernigan led the way on the
ground, rushing for 1(X) yaris
and two touchdowns. Galie
Shoemaker added another ruining touchdown.
CCMS returns to the gridirOn
on Aug. 18 when they travel to
le Child cannot turn 12 before April 1st, 2010.0
Lone Oak. Kickoff for the setenth-grade game is scheduled
For more information contact
for 5:30 p.m. with the eighth
grade to follow.
Craig Johnson at 270-559-2205

••

CCMS sweeps
Ballard to open seasori

0
•2010 11U Tryouts 0
0 Saturday, August 15th 0
0
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National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
Philadelphia
—
62 48.564
Florida
60 53.531 31/2
Atlanta
59 54 522 4 1/2
New York
52 61 46011 1/2
40 73.35423 1/2
Washington
Central Division
W LPcI 011
St Louis
63 52.548
—
58 53.523
3
Chicago
Mlhvaukes
55 57.491 61/2
Houston
7
56 58 487
Cincinnati
49 63.43812 1/2
46 86.41115 1/2
Pittsburgh
West Division
W L Pet QS
—
Los Angeles
69 45.806
Colorado
62 51 549 6 1/2
San Francisco
81 52.540 7 1/2
17
Anzona
52 62.456
San Diego
48 86.421
21

Ilisedey's Games
Baltimore 3, Oakiend 2
Cleveiand 5, Texas 0
N.Y. Yankees 7, Toronto 5
Boston 7, Detroit 5
Kansas City 14, Minnesota 6
L.A. Angels 6, Tampa Bay 0
Chicago White Sox 3, Seattie 1
Wednesdays Genies
Toronto (Ftlionvero 10-5) at N.Y.
Yankees (A.Burnett 10-5), 12:05 p.m.
Oakland (Mazzaro 3-6) at Baltimore
(Berken 2-9), 12:36 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Niernann 10-5) at L.A.
Angels (Bell 0-0), 2:36 p.m.
Texas (Torn.Hunier 4-2) at Cleveland
(Camvona 24),6:05 p.m.
Detroit(Oalermo@ 8-10) at Boston
(Beckett 13-4), 6:10 p.m.
Kenna City (tlennisier 74)a(
Minnesota(Ulan° 4-11), 7:10 p.m.
Chicago WhNe Sox (awhile 114).1
SWIM (F.Hemandez 12-4), 9:10 p.m
Thursday's Games
Texas (Feldman 11-4) at Cleveland
(Sowers 4-7), 11:06 a.m.
Kansas City (Mocks 4-9) at Minnesota
(Psvano 10-8), 12:10 p.m.
Detroit (Vertander 12-6) at Boston
(Buchholz 1-2), 12:35 p.m
N.Y. Yankees (Sabathia 12-7) at Seattle
(Snell 2-8), 9:10 p.m.

9 a.m.
Lovett Park, Benton
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American League Standings
All limes CDT
East Division
W L Pct Os
New York
70 43.819
—
Boston
84 48 571 5 1/2
Tampa Bay
61 52 540
9
Toronto
54 58.48215 1/2
Baltimore
47 66 416
23
Central Division
W L Pct GB
Detroit
59 53 527
-Chicago
58 56 500
2
Minnesota
54 58 482
5
Cleveland
49 63 438
10
44 68 393
Kansas City
15
West Division
W L Pot Oil
Los Angeles
67 44 604
Texas
62 49 559
5
Seattle
59 54 522
9
Oakland
18
50 63 442
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
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La Cosina Mexicana

University Book & Bean
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July 19th Fish Fry Fundraiser

Murray Supply Larry & Joyce Hurt
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"Befoul GIII Stogie. Place' Safe!
2009 Chevy Aveo

..._--

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

4.16••■0
rict 06
184
—
i31 31/2
122 4 1/2
16011 1/2
15423 1/2

Pat GO
105
—
149 6 1/2
140 7 1/2 •
17
156
121
21

for

60 mos.
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MSRP
Peppers Disc

Stk SITT9298

Toyota Rebate
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1ils

1 3, 12

Auto., TM,2WD,
A/C,6 Cyl.
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MSRP
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate
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t Louis
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• Heated Front Seats
•6 Passenger Seating

,•

Conannati:

$17,999
— 1,200
— 750

•Locking Rear Differential
•Cruise Control

Disclaimer:•Price is plus tax, title & license and after all manufacturers rebates and factory to dealer Incentives $149
Doc. Fee Included. Photos for illustration purposes only.

car or truck c

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2009'Toyota Ciuury LI

DUP

SOn
.•
ason with

2008 Chrysler Aspen Limited

2005 Chevrolet Cobalt

30,000 Mlles,
TIC, PW/PL, CB.
Stk. OP7031

41,000 Miles,
8 Passenger,
Satellite Radio.
Stk. #P7213

43,000 Miles,
Tinted Glass.
Stk.1P7213

95,985'

97,985°

43,276*

2005 Chrysler PT Cruiser

2008 Chevrolet Cobalt LT

2006
Pontiac GTO

75,000 Miles,
Touring Edition,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. OCC9018A
IQ

•

$6,487°

31,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL,
CD,Spoiler.
Stk.#P7100

P',^1 P

‘VVH ,f.1-,Ii n

V ?i

cltk

t.ti) 7 216

90,493*

.4w"
.

2008 Nissan Mira 2.5 SL

2006 Pontiac G6

15,000 Mlles,
Heated Leather,
Moonroof.
Stk. #P7219

(o yards

Gale
her ruitt.
:gridirbn
travel K)
- the setheduied
w eighth

• LS Package

PtP
- PFPc

with Lone
ecneduigi1
;aeon is 14

Callow*
t tacklet,
and one
-eturned;a
n as Gabe
70 yards
cking.
Lakars
Devon
I' on die

$25,645
— 1,716
—2,000

Below
Supplier Price$21 9929*

Stk OGT9185

•
re Aug.
m. No pik

ikers won
Behind a
by tbe
wvell wis
84 yards

•Power Lumbar
•28 MPG Hwy.

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

Diselalraer *Price includes doc fee of $149.00, taxes, title and license are additional. Photos for illustration purposes only
"With approved Toyota Financial Services Credit.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be

$20,966*

ak 2009 Chevy Silverado Reg.
Cab "4x4"

CASH for CLUNKERS Ends Soon!

olorado

$26,535
— 2,069
—3,500

Stk 0GC9020

La-7a $169049*

Auto., 4 CyI., NC

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

BelowPrice
Supplier

2010 Toyota Corolla LE

42,

•..

•34 MPG Hwy.

2009 Buick LaCrosse CX

.
$259976

/0.60....

it Atlanta .
•

•5 Speed Manual
Transmission

ZINO \,

$27,976
— 2,000
— 1,000

All CD 2010 Totota Tundras
oyota
$2v00
Rebate
I
. 0
Or

g .
-----grli i

•

letweukee

•Power Windows & Locks
• Keyless Entry

lak

no*

Below $
Supplier Price 11 990

Stk Of;C9146

4810 2009 Toyota Tacoma Pre Runner Double Cab Pickup
•t

o1

'

Camrys
0%

• 011
•
—
123
3
101 0 1/2
187
7
13612 1/2
11115 1/2

S.

,

•geoPm--

$15,185
— 2,192
—1,000

$211,9811*

19,891

IIIIFIII
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45,000 Miles, V-6, AHOY INhools, Moonroof,
Spoiler.
Stk. #P7187

$9,975.

2005 Ford Focus 515 ZX4 2005 Chevrolet Cavalier IS 2008Vdc:trap lee& Carnal,
71,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels,
Spoiler.
Stk.*P7211

IIIIPPIIIIIPPrir

,

1III11141
.
I
"
1
V"

ti
„Ay

90,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #CP664A

Joe'
••••••.-

$6,879°

16,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD,Alloy Wheels,
Heated Leather.
Stk. #P7233

•1

$4,972°

2006 Dodge Stratus UT

2007 Dodge Charger

66,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7197

6'6

4441V1111•‘

`111

52,000 Mlles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7200

99,876°

2003 Bukk LeSabre Custom
MUM

A/
"
1111110
"
-

71,000 Mlles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Leather.
Stk. #P7130

N
.
ow

$6,975*

12,995'

IlLi
k
ii(111.1".

$6,927.

Tascialmet. AN prices plus tax, till, and kerne additional $149 doc tee Included Sorne photos for illustration purposes

"Whatever it takes, we want to he your car or truck company."
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West Kentucky RECC announces 2009 scholarship rec

Each year, Wee Kaatucky
gond Electric Ceopennim
Corporation awe* eight
$1,000 scholanhips to member
students who will be aninabin
higher education in Sae next
year.
Two high school seniors from
each of the Cooperative's four
districts are chosen by a selection pond from a neighboring
Cooperative.
West Kentucky RECC is
pleased to award scho1arshs to
the following students in O9.
District I- Lamm McKinney
is the daughter of Bobby and
Gena McKinney of Dexter.
While at Calloway County High
School, McKinney has been the
Captain of the Junior Vanity
Tennis Team and a member of
the Beta Club and Pep Club.
She plans to attend Murray State
University in the fall and major
in nursing.
District 1 - Paige Robed, is
the daughter of Kelly and Hope
Robens of Fanning*.%Ilk at
Calloway County High Sibbol,
Roberts has been on die Student

Council and involved in the
Wedd Languages Club and
Fellowship
of
Christian
Adieus. After high school,she
plaid to Mend Murray State
University and pursue a career
in accounting.
District 2- Leslie Omen is the
daughter of Tim and Koren
Green of Arlington. During her
dee at Caddie County High
School, Green served as Editor
of the yearbook staff, VicePiesident of the ETA Club and a
vanity volleyball player. She
plans to attend the University of
Kentucky and pursue a career in
architecture.
District 2- Kayla Stephens is
the daughter of Greg Stephens
and Dana Choate and lives in
Baidetell. While at Carlisle
County High School, Stephens
has played basketball and softball as well as being involved in
PBLA. Upon graduation, she
plans to attend West Kentucky
Conununity & Technical
College and pursue a career in
Ibrensic studies.
District 3 - Ethan Bennett is

the son of Kiishedy Damn of
Nagy Para. Dunes his time at
Graves Cosily High School,
Beside bus him the Pterident
of Imaract,Them Loader for die
Redwine Maier lhorma mid
a Governor's Molar. Upon
graduation. he plias to Mend
the linivenity of Louisville and
mijor in =chimed engineeringDistrict 3- Clime Gough is
the se of Diem Gough of
Mayfield. While at Graves
County High School,Gough has
been a ember of the soccer
team, Vice-President of die
Technology Student Association
and a member of the Youth
Leadership
Proving. After
graduation, be plans to attend
Freed Heideman University to
major in accounting.
District 4- Jordan Powell is
the MS of Jerry and Monica
Powell of Reston. While at
Marshall County High School,
PoweR has been active in die
WA Cattle and Poultry Judging
Mama and the HOSA Club.
Upon graduation, be plans to
attend Murray State University

Pete pnotedl•
2009 West Kinks* RECC Scholarship Recents,from left, front row, aro Kayla
SlaPiathe,
Leak Green, Lauren McKinney and Paige Roberts; back,from left, am Zane &dyers, Chang
Gough, Ethan Dossed and Jordan Powell.
and pursue a career as a nurse time at Marshall County High President of the 4-H
lien Club.
seedbeds.
School. Salyers has been a rep- After graduation. he plans to
District 4-Zane Salyen is the resentative on the County 4-H attend Murray State Univers
ity
son of Nathan and DeAnna Council, a Purchase Area Then to major in CONNIUCti011
engiSalyers of Benton. During his Council Member and Vice- neering technoiogy.

Two areas students participate in tour
Neil nommen of Beaton and
Rebecca Crump of Murray were
minim die 80 high school sindents from across Kentucky
who participated in the 38th
amanalliantucky Rural Electric
Washington Youth lbw held
June 12-19.in Washington. DC.
Both Crump and Trammell were
sponsored by West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation.
Each year in hue, an actionfilled we provides high school
students opportunities to learn
first-hand what it is like to be
involved in politics, community
service and today's pressing
issues. The theme of the 2009
Washington Youth Tour was
"Gemoimeot
Communittl."
Highlights included meeting
with their elected reptuseata-

lives in the U.S. House and
Senate to discuss the process of
government and issues of the
day and increasing their knowledge ofcooperative electric utilities and American history.
The Kentucky Rural Electric
Washington Youth Tour is conducted by the Louisville-based
Kentucky
Association
of
Electric Cooperatives (KAEC)
CM behalf of 22 participating
Kentucky electric distribution
cooperatives. The activity is part
of a larger, nationwide youth
program sponsored by the
National
Rural
Electric
Cooperative
Association
(NRECA), Arlington, Virginia,
that brings almost 1,500 high
school students to the nation's
eapitol each year.
In addition to taking in the

)o,i I!'('

01,04ZP
11:0'eun. Latch
devaci
5-5:30p.m. Singing
Lad by TeM Sidi, owlismer

dknown

sights and sounds of the nation's
capital, the Kentucky students
joined students from around the
country for NRECA's Youth
Day on June :5 to learn front
public figures and other inspiretionsl speakers.
This year's Youth Day agenda
included Mike Schlappi, a fourtime Paralympic Medallist and
two-time world Champion
Wheelchair Basketball champion. Schlappi shares his inspiring
message for every
American, young or old: "Just
because you can't stand up,
doesn't mean you can't steed
out." As president of Mike
Schlappi Communication, be
spreads that word to audiences
imaging from studene
tillef
executive Akin,ftum rookies
to Olympic champions, and

from small gatherings to major
conventions.
Since 1972, Kentucky's electric cooperatives have sent more
than 2,000 high school students
to Washington. DC, for visits.
with their U.S.semen and represestativea, energy and vas:roots goverment education sessions, and sightseeing.
KAEC is the statewide service
organization that represents
Kentucky's 26 not-for-profit,
consumer-owned electric cow.
motives that provide elecklb
serviee to needy 2 malt*
1Ceatuckleas ia 117 oldie stanii
:
120 commies. For nese
motion about the Kentuctif
KIM Electric Washington
Youth Ibui, visit beilayouthtourleetnig.

died fi,

A special 32-page commemorative centennial booklet
has beam prepared for distribution to all in attendance
on August 16. Those unable to be with us may obtain
a copy of this booklet free ofcharge by stopping by
the church office or by contacting the church
through any of the following means:
1101 Glendale Road, Murray,KY 42071
Phase(270)753-3714; FAX (270)759-4445
grcoc(kmurray-ky.net
www.glendaleroadchurch.org

To advertise in our Picickin Preview
special .,e(- tion ca1i the
Murray Le.dqei & Times at '753 19

407 POpler'but•Murray, KY 42071

753-9500
OWAY COUNTY

Crime Deseret Pay—But We Do!

TIMES
Thursday, August 13, WS

.1-1°spice
fundraiser
planned
MWC
Special Ile the Lodger
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital's Hospice Program is
hosting a Hospice House
on
Dinner
Fundraising
Satunlny, Aug. 22, at 6 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club.
Tickets may be purchased in the
2W Conference Room of the
Hospital.
Supporters can enjoy an
evening of exquisite food, elegant piano music by Donnie
Hendricks, entertainment by
Janet Miller and an Auction
filled with items for everyone all to support a wonderful cause,
according to Allison Sloan,
MCCH marketing specialist
Following the dinner, John
Dale. pulpit Mminister at
Glendale Church of Christ. will
Speak about the importance of
Hospice to families in our
realm.
"This event is a perfect opportimity for the community to support funding for a Residential
Hospice House that will benefit
all of Western Kentucky," commented Keith Travis, vice president
of
Institutional
Development.
All proceeds from the event
WS be caatdbased to the bedding of the Hospice House,
which will be matched by an
anonymous donor.
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital's Hospice House will
be a 12-bed, residential facility.
It will be designed to provide
patients with limited life
expectancy - and their families nurturing, homelike setting. A
hospice house is a place where
life's journey can end peacefuly and in dignity, surrounded by
family,and friends, she said.
The Murray Residential
Hospice House will be the first
in the region, serving western

l

II See Page 2A
WEATHER

80s

80s

60s

60s

loftForecast
Us Assadstad Russ
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
His in the mid 80s.
night...Mostly
Thursday
clear. Lows in the upper 80s.
Friday...Mostly clear. Highs in
the upper 00..
Friday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in ths upper 80s.
sunny.
Saturday...Partly
Highs in the upper 80s.
night.. Mostly
Saturday
clear. Lows in the upper 80s.
Sunday.. Partly sunny. Highs
In the upper 80s.
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One of city's
main churches
got its start at
tent revival
er Kiln LINEN
SIM Willer
a 1909, a tent revival stirred
thirteen Murray residents to
the establishment of a
Church of Christ Fast-forward
100 years end those ceiglffiel
thirteen members have meldplied to over 1,300 that claim
membership at Olendale Road
Church of Christ.
'This Sunday the chinch will
be celebrating its centemnal
anniversary and will feature an
appreciation of the past and the
vision of the future.
The peat involves thrm different church buildings, numerous
pulpit preachers mod thousands
of members and visitors. In
1912, the first building was
established on the comer of
what was then die biaraseiion

Il

atLima and liamw Soo.That
11:Ssiey's 4Sb owl
1101.:

Kv8ER LOUGHIL•dmir a lines
Pulpit minister John Dale stands outside Glendale Road Church of Christ, which is celebrating fts centennial anniversary this
weekend. The building is the third location for the church, which was founded after a tent revival in 1909.

Common theme for protesters: No to big government
By MICA WIBWIIIIR
Associated Press Viffner
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP)
— Nancy Snyder says she kept
quiet when abortion was legalized and prayer in schools was
eliminated. Not this time.
-They did it for prayer, they
did it for abortion, and they're
not going to do it for our health
care," the 70-year-old nurse
from Philipsburg, Pa., said

In SAM

'
I ll
'
554101
7

Wednesday as she and her husband Robert, 74, a retired coal
miner, waited in a long, making
line for Democratic Sen. Arlen
Specter's town hall meeting.
"We're not standing back this
time," Snyder said.
Instead. the Snyder'and many
Americans like them are adding
their voices to a populist backlash evident in the taunts, jeers
and rants at lawmakers' health

care forums around the country born earlier this year with govin the at week and a half. The ernment bailouts and big spendcontentious sessions highlight ing bills, then found an outlet in
the difficulty for President the anti-tax The Parties in April
Barack Obama and the and has simmered in the punishDemocrats as they push for a ing recession.
In some cases, it's been nurcomprehensive remaking of the
tured by talk radio and Glenn
nation's health care system.
Many of those raising their Beck's 9-12 Project, which
voices and fists at the town halls seeks to unify Americans amend
have never been politically
active. Their frustration was II Ss.Pay 2A

"ft was called Water Street
Church of Christ and it was
used until 1950." said John
Dale, current pulpit preacher at
Glendale Road.
On Sunday, May 14, 1950,
7th and Poplar Church of Christ
—and offered expanded
space for the growing congregation. Three years later, a
created
peaceful
split
University Church of Christ,
which is now located on US
641. The dumb was estabished
specifically to reach out to the
college community. Ernie
Bailey is a current member of
University Church of Christ
and has spearheaded historical
research of both churches.
"Pew churches ever made a
more *lunatic transformation

II Sae Page 2A

Group to gather signatures
for package alcohol vote
By HAWIIONS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A Murray restaurant owner
and an attorney have started a
group to petition the city to
allow package alcohol sales
within its borders.
Boone Chambers, owner of
the Big Apple Cafe, and David
Perlow, a local attorney, have
started a group called "Keep It
Local," as well as an accompanying Web site to gether petition
and
support,
signatures
www.keepitlocalmurray.com.
Chambers said the vote to allow
sales of alcohol by the drink in
2000 inspired him to move his
business from Puryear, Tenn., to
his hometown of Murray. He
said the laws have been a major
benefit to the local economy,
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of Christ
Sunday

lip it Local
Ksepidocalmsray.com
have not contributed to
increased DUI arrests and that it
is time for Murray to take the
next step and allow liquor
stores.
Perlow said he was skeptical
of the idea at first, but after
spending much time researching
statistics through the Kentucky
Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control, he decided it

II See Page 2A
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TOM BERRY/Lodgar & Tlenoe
SOFTBALL PARK Workmen complete solely fencing and installation of new dugouts and
homeplate at Field 7 at Chestnut Park Wednesday afternoon; giving the facility Its first facelift
since it was built decades ago. Director Matt Martin said further work is planned on the field
to make ft safe and ready for use.
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Sat, Aug. 15, 2009•KentuckyIn Marina
1!1 11'1' /'1/011'
Entry Fes: 9150 per boat
Proceeds go to benefit the
American Cancer Society
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I From Front
,
1 nine values such as honesty,
tte -hope and sincerity and 12 prim.ciples. including, "I work hard
p.:for what I have and I will share
it with who I want to.
.
P.1 Government cannot force me to
"r• be charitable."
There is an element of organ. ized opposition, just as on the
1 other side unions and Obama's
political organization are (Tying
. to turn out supporters to town
E.: halls and other events. The
t.. insurance industry lobby,
'N. America's Health Insurance
:
,, Plans, is encouraging workers
L.
4. to attend town hall events to
-.... make their views known. So is
f .the group Conservatives for
;;:Patients' Rights.
another
group,
Still
r1 f Americans for Prosperity, has
.:: two buses emblazoned with the
h. slogan "Hands off our Health
,. Care!" that are traveling around
the country to rallies and town
halls, including Specter's. At
, .. the town halls, small groups of
volunteers circulate petitions
,• opposing any legislation allow. ing
government
greater
„.involvement.
,, But it's not just about organization.
t • "I don't want someone else to
v. select and say this is what you
can and can't have," Nancy
Snyder said.

Kentucky

News in Brief

it

V

State Fair judging starts tids wellhead
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(Al') — The Kentucky Stale Fair is still a
week away, but the contest pan of it gets started Saturday as
judges consider entries in the commercial wine categary.
Contests for such things as home-brew beer, baked goods and
wall hangings follow next week.
Once the fair begins on Aug. 20, competitive judging will
include such categories as beef and dairy cattle, mules, rabbits,
swine, plants and flowers.
All judging during the fair is open to the public. It will be closed
to the public for the categories judged before the fair begins.
Organizers say the fair accounts for $453 million annually for
Kentucky and the city of Louisville.

r
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II Hospice ...
From Front
4

o• Kentucky and neighboring sections of Tennessee and southern
Illinois, it was reported.
?' The cost per ticket is $50, and
includes a dinner consisting of
' pork loin with an apricot and
cranberry glaze, new potatoes
't., with rosemary and thyme,fresh,
it. seasoned green beans, spinach
and strawberry sided, roll and
lemon icebox pie with a fresh
berry and whipped cream topping for dessert.
4., For more information, or to
• purchase a ticket, contact Travis
-it- at 270-762-1908.
•P•

NI'

Finance secretary endorses Conway in race

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Lidos & Times

CORN MAZE: Kaytlynn Adams, left, and Codi Crouch make their way through the corn maze
behind Locust Grove Baptist Church on its first night Wednesday. The maze is a fundraiser
for the church's youth activities and continues Thursday and Friday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. and
Saturday from 7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., as well as the gam days and timss next week.

III Glendale celebrates 100 years ...
From Front
than did the Water Street church
when it met for the first time in
the new 800-seat auditorium,"
Staley wrote in a write-up ofthe
history of the church.
In 1989, Glendale Road
March of Christ opened its current location at the intersection
of Glendale Road and U.S. 641.
The Poplar Street building was
sold and became the George
Weeks Community Center,
which burned in 2000 and was
Malik
On Sunday, Dale will lend the
church in a centennial celebration that will include a look at
the pest and a vision of the
future. Jay Loddiart, one of the
duet former ministers still living, will be giving a sermon
entitled "Respect for the past"St
9 aim. followed by Dale's •
"Vision for the future" during
the HIa.m.Sunday School hour.

"What we're trying to do
Sunday is give appreciation to
the past but then look on to generations unborn. We need to
make preparations and sacrifices for those to come," Dale
said.
As important as the history of
the climb is, Dale said you
can't dwell too much on it.
"If you do that long enough,
that'll he all you have," he said.
As pot of the vision for the
future, Dale said he and the
Elders will be unveiling ideas of
whim they want the church to
go next. He said he couldn't
reveal too mutt beforehand, but
said he does want to see a
greater family emphasis in the
future.
Dale himself has been around
for just over 36 years. He said
there has been a lot of change
even in the time he's been at the
church.

Your Physician
Every Visit

"I came in July 1973, back
then we had just two full-time
employees, a preacher and a
custodian, and one part-time
secretary. Now we have five
full-time and five part-time
employees," Dale said. "It's
changed up a lot, especially
with organization and technology. We're trying to be innovative
in technology while commafive in our doctrinal approach."
As the church prepares to
enter into the nest 100 years,
Dale is happy to celebrate the
Past"You don't want to brag on
yourself but you do want to
emphasize the history. Nothing
in°,big but rejoicing in Qehistory and what has been seccessful,",he said.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky Finance Secretary
Jonathan Miller differs with his boss, Gov. Steve Beshear, on who
is the best candidate for U.S. Senate.
Miller supports Attorney General Jack Conway for the job.
Beshear has endorsed U. Gov. Daniel Mongiardo.
Miller, who was elected twice as state treasurer before joining
Beshear's administration, endorsed Conway on Wednesday. Miller
said he believes Conway "is the most qualified person to represent
Kentucky in Washington."
Beshear announced his endorsement of Mongiardo in March,
soon after Mongiardo began fundraising for the Democratic primary race. Beshear contends Mongiardo would be a strong voice
in Washington for the priorities and values of Kentuckians.

ResIsear to appear alongside state candidate
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov. Steve Beshear will make stops
in northeastern Kentucky on Thursday with a state legislator
engaged in a heated election campaign.
Beshear ha said earlier this week that he would lend his support
to the legWator, Democratic state Rep. Robin Webb of Grayson,
who is naming for a vacant seat in the state Senate against
Republica.11100111100 Jack Ditty, a dermatologist from Russell.
Beshear is only the latest political heavy-hitter to get involved in
the race. Republican U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell toured the district with Ditty on'Monday.
A special election is set for Aug. 25 to fill the seat Senate left
vocals after the resignation of longtime state Sen. Charlie Borders.
NI* pogo coed'Pliine's reputation
• LOULSVIILE, Ky.(AP)— In a state where
basketball is king, Rick Pitino cuts quite the fine
figure.
Designersuits, Italian dress shoes, best-selling
books on how to succeed on the court and in life,
a hit TV commercial with fellow college coaching
titans Bobby Knight, Mike Krzyzewski and Roy
Williams, a devout Roman Catholic whose priest
friend often leads the Louisville team in pregame
Pi*Yar•
On top of that, he's a winner.
Mims
His peanut challenge, however, may be saving
hi* career and reputation in the midst of a salacious scandal.
Koren Sypher, the woman accusei of trying to extort $IO million
frotnPitino, $pproa9hod,bio ip a restaurant six years ago and they
I, bad res,;thercoeFktolti police. She says it happened after closing
tillUt at a table.•,
Two weeks later, the married father of five gave Sypher $3,000
after she said she was going to have an abortion and didn't have
health insurance, according to a summary of Pitino's July 12 statement to police. His attorney, Steve Pence, said Wednesday that the
money was to help her get medical coverage, not specifically to
pay for an abortion.

Patton new president
at Pikeville College
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (Al') —
Former Kentucky Gov. Paul
Patton is the new president at
Pikeville College.
The board of trustees
announced
its
choice
Wednesday. Patton has been a
member of the board for nearly
30 years and is a distinguished
visiting lecturer in public policy
and leadership at the college.
Patton, who was governor
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from 1995 to 2003, was Pike
County judge-executive before
becoming lieutenant governor
in 1991.
Patton replaces interim president Boyd R. Buser, who is vice
president and dean of the college's School of Osteopathic
Medicine. Buser became interim president after the resignation of Michael Looney.
cl

IN Alcohol vote ...
From Front
would be good for Murray. He
said there tends to be more
DUls in dry counties than in wet
ones because residents have to
drive farther to drink. He said
what their group is proposing
would allow a 50-50 ratio of
food to alcohol sales at restaurants, rather than the current 7030 ratio. He said their main goal
was to keep people from spending money on bottled beer, wine
and liquor in Paducah, Paris,
Fulton and other places and
instead spend that money in
Murray. He said Murray residents have always drank, hut
that the revenue currently goes
to funding city services and
police protection in other communities.
"Instead of giving our money
to Paducah, let's keep it here,"
he said.
Chambers said the law
requires them to file a petition
with signatures from registered
voters that equals 25 percent of
those who voted in the last election. He said they would have to
get 1,422 signatures and their
goal is 1,650. He said the petition must be turned in to the
county clerk by September 17 to
allow a vote on November 17.
Although he said his was a
lofty goal, he said he thought he

could gather enough signatures
partly because so many Murray
State University students registered to vote in Murray for last
year's presidential election.
Chambers said MSU students
could be the key to passing the
law and he hoped to get support
from student groups and help
with registering new voters on
campus. He said he hopes to get
endorsements from a few organizations in the city, but if that
doesn't happen, he thinks he can
still get a law passed.
citizens
Chambers
said
shouldn't be afraid that this
would open the door for a liquor
store on every corner. He said
Kentucky law only allowed for
one liquor store for every 2,300
people in a community. He said
the city council would also be
able to regulate how many
stores would be allowed, what
their hours could be and other
stipulations.
cited
He
Madisonville, which has an
ordinance allowing no more
than seven liquor stores in the
city He said that if the law passes, it could also be overturned in
three years.
"It could be reversed, so let's
Just try it and see how it goes,"
he said.
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Protecting Afghans slows U.S. war progress
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DAHANEH, Afghanistan
Mrs. Pauline McCoy, 94, Murray, died Wednesday, Aug. 12,
(AP)— The British jet called in
2009, at 8:45 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
by the U.S. Marines had the
She was a retired school teacher with 37 years of service for both Taliban
position in site, but the
the Calloway County and Murray City School Districts, and was a
pilot refused to fire, a decision
member of First Baptist Church.
that frustrated Marines on the
Born Jan. 8, 1915, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of ground but one in line
with new
the late Ed Stroud and Azzie Dailey Stroud. Also preceding her in
orders by the top U.S. comdeath were two brothers, James and Crandle Stroud.
mander to protect civilians.
Survivors include her husband, Allen McCoy, to whom she was
The Marines themselves didmarried Dec. 12, 1936, in Murray; two sons, Jerry McCoy and wife, n't attack militants
shooting at
Joyce, Murray, and Steve McCoy and wife, Peggy, Florence: three them
Wednesday
because
grandchildren, Courtney Greer and husband, Jason, and Brandon women and children were in the
McCoy and wife, Grace, all of Murray, and Stephanie Webb and compound, an approach meant
husband, Blake, Florence; four great-grandchildren. Parker and to avoid civilian casualties at all
Avery Greer, Murray, and Draven and Patrick Webb, Florence.
coats.
A graveside service will be today(Thursday)at 2 p.m. at the Elm
'They did that on purpose,"
Grove Cemetery. Rev. Boyd Smith will officiate. J.H. Churchill sniper platoon leader 1st Lt.
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Expressions of sympa- Joseph Cull, 28, of Delafield,
thy may be made to First Baptist Church Building Fund, 203 South Wisconsin, said of the Thliban.
4th St., Murray, KY 42071.
"They are trying to bait us."
Gen. Stanley McCluystal, the
Mrs. Ruth Easley Harp&
top U.S. and NATO commander
Mrs. Ruth Easley Harpole, 90, Tri-City community, died in Afghanistan, has made proTuesday, Aug. 11, 2009, at 4:30 p.m at Murray-Calloway County tecting Afghan civilians his top
Hospital. She was a member of Bell City Baptist Church.
priority. 'the approach is a shift
Preceding her in death were her husband, Jewell W. Harpole; two away from a military mindset
brothers, Luther and Reese Easley; four sisters, Bernice Wright, whose traditional first response
Gladys Johnson, Mary Townley and Attic Mae Dennis; her parents, has been to kill as many miliEdward and Sally Emerson Easley.
tants as possible. By holding fire
Survivors include one daughter, Julaine Crosslin and husband, McChrystal hopes to avoid the
Robert, Sedalia; one son, Larry N. Harpole and wife, Dorothy, massive civilian casualty cases
Farmington; two grandchildren; three great-grandchildren. The of past months and years and
funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral help win over Afghan villagers.
Home, Mayfield. Dr. William Dodson and Will McSweeney will
U.S. Marines have been
officiate. Burial will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery, locked in battle with insurgents
Mayfield. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. in Dahaneh in Helmand
Friday.
province after they stormed into
the Taliban-held town early
Mrs. Loveda Salyers
Wednesday. Militants have been
Mrs. Loveda Salyers, 86, Hardin, died today, Thursday, Aug. 13, lobbing
rocket-propelled
2009, at 3:10 a.m. at Bntthaven of Benton. Collier Funeral Home of grenades, mortars and heavy
Benton is in charge of arrangements.

machine gun fire at the U.S.
troops.
The troops hope to break the
Taliban grip in Dahaneh, sever
smuggling routes and protect
civilians from Taliban reprisals
so Afghans can vote here during
the Aug. 20 presidential election, which the Taliban have
vowed to disrupt.

The Marines locked in on a
Taliban position Wednesday in a
cave in a nearby mountain, from
which militants were firing
heavy weapons. The troops
called for an airstrike against the
positien, but the British Harrier
jet that responded refused to fire
its missiles because British rules
of engagement require the pilot

himself to identify the target, not
just troops on the ground.
Each country in the more
than 40-nation NATO-led coalition in Afghanistan has its own
rules of engagement that apply
to specific battle situations, but
McChrystal's order to proteci
civilians applies to all forces in
the country.

British rip U.S. health care reform critics

iliNtuaries
Mrs. Kathryn E. lOossner
A memorial service for Mrs. 'Cathryn E. Klossner will be Friday
at 3 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Entombment will follow in the Mausoleum at the cemetery.
No visitation is scheduled. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements.
Mrs. Klossner, 72, Murray, died Saturday, Aug. 8, 2009, at 6:05
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She had retired as executive director of Family Care Inc., in Janesville. Wis., and was a
member of Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Donald
Hilderbrand, and two brothers, Charley and Millard Ellis. Born July
21, 1937, in Janesville, she was the daughter of the late Millard and
Berniece Richter Ellis.
Survivors include her husband, Albert Klossner Sr., to whom she
was married Sept. 2, 1967, in Rockford, Ill.; five daughters, Kathryn
Wetenkamp and husband, Michael, Lynn Wagner and husband,
Richard, and Dawn Oldenburg and husband, Jou, all of Janesville,
and 'Carlene Hilderbrand and Jerri Prentice and husband, James, all
of Murray; four sons, Kenneth and Karl Staack, and Ronald
Klossner, all of Florida, and Albert Klossner Jr., Janesville; 23
grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren.

Homer Wade Akart
The funeral for Homer Wade Alien will be today (Thursday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Luke Puckett will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Brian Wallace, Ryan Morton, Joseph
Russell, Shawn and Colby Culver, Chad Lyons, and Kenneth, Cary
and Brent Allan. Burial will follow in the Gary W. Ahart Memorial
Gardens at Dexter Church of Christ. Visitation is now at the funeral
home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Gary W. Ahart
Memorial Gardens Cemetery Fund, do Harvey Puckett, 95 Walnut
St., Dexter, KY 42036. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmillercom.
Mr. Ahart, 72, Almo,died Tuesday, Aug. 11, 2009, at 1:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was an equipment operator
for Ahart Gravel & Sand and a member of Dexter Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Betty Lou Allan, and one
son, Gary W. Ahart. Born April 24, 1937, in Golden Pond, he was
the son of the late Pete and Ethelene Scott Ahart.
Survivors include one son, Kenneth Ahart and wife, Shirley, one
daughter, Rhonda Culver and husband, Shawn, and daughter-in-law,
Debbie Ahart, all of Almo; two brothers, William Ahart, Dexter, and
Frank Ahart, Hardin; four sisters, Patsy Stations and Jewel Dunn,
Dexter, Reba Childress, Almo, and Gale Lowe, Paris; seven grandchildren; three foster grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

Report: NASA can't keep
up with killer asteroids
WASHINGTON (AP) —
NASA is charged with spotting
most of the asteroids that pose a
threat to Earth but doesn't have
the money to complete the job, a
federal report says.
That's because even though
• Congress assigned the space
agency that mission four years
ago, it never gave NASA the
money to build the necessary
telescopes, according to the
report released Wednesday by
the National Academy of
.• Sciences.
Specifically, the mission calls
for NASA, by the year 2020, to
locate 90 percent of the potentially deadly rocks hurtling
through space.
The agency says it's been
able to complete about one-third
• of its assignment with the current telescope system.
NASA estimates that there
are about 20,000 asteroids and
comets in our solar system that
are potential threats.
They arc larger than 460 feet
in diameter - slightly smaller
than the Superdome in New
Orleans. So far, scientists know
where about 6,000 of these
objects are.
Rocks between 460 feet and

AP
A Canadian solider with the NATO- led International Security Assistance Force is seen alert
near the police graduation ceremony in Kandahar province south of Kabul, Afghanistan this
morning. The soldiers are charged with protecting Afghan elections coming up Aug. 20.

3,280 feet in diameter can devastate an entire region, said
Lindley Johnson, NASA's manager of the near-Earth objects
program. Objects bigger than
that are even more threatening,
of course.
Just last month astronomers
were surprised when an object
of unknown size and origin
bashed into Jupiter and created
an Earth-sized bruise that is still
spreading. Jupiter does get
slammed more often than Earth
because of its immense gravity,
enormous size and location.
movies
like
Disaster
"Armageddon" and near misses
in previous years may have
scared people and alerted them
to the threat. But when it comes
to monitoring, the academy concluded "there has been relatively
little effort by the U.S. government."
And the United States is
practically the only government
doing anything at all, the report
found.
"It shows we have a problem
we're not addressing," said
Louis Friedman, executive
director of the Planetary Society,
an advocacy group.

LONDON (AP) — Britain's debunked the claim. "1 wouldn't
health care service says it is sick be here today if it were not for
of being lied about.
the NHS," he told The Guardian
Pilloried by right-wing critics newspaper. Investor's Business
of President Barack Obama's Daily has since corrected the
health care plan, Britain's editonal.
National Health Service, known
As the debate over how best
here as the NHS, is fighting to look after American patients
back.
rages on, Britain's socialized
"People have been saying health care system has increassome untruths in the States," a ingly found itself being drawn
spokesman
for
Britain into the argument. Critics of the
Department of Health said in a Obama administration's plan to
telephone interview. "There's overhaul US health care say the
been all these ridiculous claims president is seeking to model the
made by the American health U.S. system on that of Britain or
lobby about Obama's health Canada — places they paint as
care plan ... and they've used the countries where patients linger
NHS as an example. A lot of it for months on waiting lists and
has been untrue."
are forbidden from paying for
He spoke anonymously in their own medication.
line with department policy.
A
Republican
National
A particularly outlandish Committee ad said that in the
example of a U.S. editorial, U.K. "individuals lose their
printed in the Investor's right to make their own health
Business Daily, claimed that care choices." Another ad
renowned physicist Stephen launched earlier this month by
Hawking, who is disabled, the anti-tax group Club for
"wouldn't have a chance in the Growth claimed that governU.K., where the National Health ment bureaucrats in Britain had
Service would say the life of this calculated six months of life to
brilliant man, because of his be worth $22,750. "Under their
physical handicaps, is essential- socialized system, if your treatly worthless."
ment costs more, you're out of
Hawking, who was born and luck," the ad says, as footage of
lives in Britain, personally an elderly man weeping at a

woman's bedside alternate with
clips of the Union Jack and Big
Ben.
The online attacks on
Britain's health care system
have been paired with strident
criticism from Republican lawmakers.
In an interview widely interpreted here as an attack on the
U.K., Republican
Senator
Chuck Grassley of Iowa told a
local radio station last week that
"countries that have government-run health cam" would not
have given Sen. Edward
Kennedy, who suffers from a
brain tumor, the same standard
of care as in the US. because he
is too old. Another Republican,
Congressman Paul Broun of
Georgia, said that the U.K. and
Canada "don't have the appreciation of life as we do in our society, evidently."
The criticism, widely covered in the U.K. media, has
clearly stung Britain's left-leaning Labour government. The
Department of Health took the
unusual step of contacting The
Associated Press and e-mailing
it a three-page rebuttal to what it
said were misconceptions about
the NHS being bandied about in
the U.S. media — each one fol-

lowed with the words: -Not
true.At the top of the list was the
idea that a patient in his late 70s
would not be treated for a brain
tumor because he was too old -a transparent reference to
Grassley's comments about
Kennedy.
And what of Republicans'
claim that British patients are
robbed of their medical choices?
False again, the department said.
"Everyone who is cared for
by the NHS in England has formal rights to make choices about
the service that they receive." it
said in its rebuttal.
•
Then followed a fact sheet
comparing selected statistics
such as health spending per
capita, infant mortality, life
expectancy, and more. Each one
showed England outperforming
its trans-Atlantic counterpart. '
The British government
offers health care for free at Eh.
point of need, a service pioneered by Labour in 1948. In the
six decades since, its promise of
universal medical care, from
cradle to grave, is taken lot
granted by Britons to such an
extent that politicians — even
fiscal conservatives
are loath
to attack it.

Pockets of hiring rise amid easing recession
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Even with most U.S. businesses
still reluctant to add new
employees,some pockets of hiring are emerging in industries
such as accounting, information
technology and restaurants, government data show.
Signs of hope are also evident in some private surveys.
Nearly a third of manufacturing
companies plan to add employees in August, the highest proportion since October, according
to a survey by the Society for
Human Resource Management.
Still, the percentages of both
manufacturing and service-sector companies planning to hire is
down from a year ago, the group

said.
Other surveys indicate that
hiring isn't likely to be widespread anytime soon. The
Conference Board's employment trends index, released
Monday, was flat in July for the
third straight month. And it's
down 20 percent from a year
ago.
Economists caution that businesses will likely be reluctant to
add workers until they are sure
the economy is recovering.
Many analysts expect the U.S.
economy will grow in the current July-September quarter,
after shrinking for four quarters
in a row.
But the unemployment rate,

Health insurer fined for
'misleading' TV ads
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP)
A
health insurer whose TV commercials promised "peace of
mind" for just $5 a day must
stop running the national ads
and pay a fine of $700010 after
New York officials accused it of
leaving patients only with huge
hospital bills.
The American Medical and
Life Insurance Co., advertising
through an intermediary called
Cinergy, marketed health insurance as a lower cost option for
the uninsured and underinsured.
It was pitched as costing just $5
a day, or the cost of a hamburger or pack of cigarettes.
In one ad, the narrator said
the insurance is available
"regardless of any pre-existing
conditions," while the print on
the screen stated "most pre-

existing conditions accepted"
and the fine print stated there is
a six-month waiting period.
Insurance
Acting
Kermit( J.
Superintendent
Brooks said Wednesday that the
cases uncovered in New York's
two-year investigation included
a Rochester woman who had
$419 a month charged to her
credit card for the insurance,
only to have the company cover
just $1,164 of her $28,000 hospitalization.
"Many New Yorkers are desperate for affordable health
insurance," said Gov. David
Paterson. "Unfortunately, some
businesses are taking advantage
of that need to sell limited health
insurance in ways that mislead
consumers into believing they
are getting full coverage."

which dipped in July to 9.4 percent, is still expected to rise to
10 percent by the end of the
year. That's partly because more
people are expected to rejoin the
ranks ofjob-seekers as the economy recovers and will be counted as unemployed until they find
work. A Labor Department
report Wednesday showed that

A t'
his

total job openings remained flat
in June. The department's Job
Openings and Labor Turnover
survey reported 2.6 million jobs
available, roughly the same as in
the previous month. That's
down from 3.9 million a year
earlier.About 14.7 million people were unemployed in June.
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Corn Maze now being shown
at Locust Grove Church

Cnyayemen/

I

Jo's
Moho&

The 8 acre Corn Maze behind the Locust
Grove Baptist Church wW be open from 7 to
9 p.m. tonight (Thursday); from 7 to 10:30
p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and next week
from 7 to 9 p.m. on Aug. 20 and from 7 to
10:30 p.m. on Aug. 21 and 22.
Water is provided free of charge. Drinks
are a 50 cents donation,and donations %Ill be
accepted for the youth ministry and missions.
The church is located on Locust Grove Road,
off Ky. Hwy. 121 South, Murray.

Men's breakfast Saturday

By Jo Burkeen
Blood River Baptist Association Men's
Community
Breakfast will be Saturday at 8 a.m. at Owen's
Editor
Chapel Baptist Church, 6504 Airport Rd.,
Kirksey. Reservations are required by today
(Thursday) by calling 437-4203.

Hospital requesting magazines
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is accepting magazines for
the lobby and waiting areas. If you have any 2009 magazines that
contain appropriate family material and you would like to donate,
drop them off in the front lobby on the magazine cart, or call Gail
Stubblefield, MCCH's librarian, at 762-1572 for more information.

MHS Sports Kickoff Saturday

Greer and 'Rimer

Chambers and Cannon

Jessica Greer and Jesse Rimer will be married Saturday, Aug 15,
2009, at I p.m. at Bell City Baptist Church.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Dwayne Cannon and Sheila Chambers and their families
announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss Chambers is the daughter of Rhonda Eldridge of Murray
and the late Johnny Chambers of Sedalia.
Mr. Cannon is the son of Tonia Williams of Murray and Wayne
Fain of Lexington and the stepson of Jeff Williams of Murray.
The bride-elect graduated from West Kentucky Community &
Technical College and is an RN at Spring Creek Skilled Nursing
and Rehab Center.
The groom-elect attended Calloway County High School and is
a carpenter with Vanover Construction.
The couple will be married Wednesday. Oct. 7, 2009, on the
beach at Gulf Shores, Ala.

IleaWS LIU
Brett S. Welter has been named to the dean's list for the past
semester at Murray State University.
To be named to the dean's list a student must have a grade point
average ranging from 3.5 to a perfect 4.0 to be eligible.
Welter is majoring in occupational safety and health.
His parents are Steve and June Welter of Lynn Grove.

Hazel Summer Cruise-In
Sock Hop Dance
August 15 • 4-9 p.m.
Dance Performed Live By:

TRAK JUNKIES
"Next Generation's Music DI's"
Prize Drawings After 7 p.m. Tickets Available At Any Hazel Store.

,2nnouncemeni

The annual Murray High School Fall Sports Kickoff will be
Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Ty Holland Field. Tickets for parents and
other adult guests will be $3. All athletes, coaches, students and
children under school age will be admitted free. Concessions, Tiger
merchandise, Booster Club memberships and season passes will be
available. Groups to be recognized are MHS and MMS football
teams, MHS boys and girls soccer teams, cross country, golf, volleyball, dance team, swim team, MMS softball, MHS and MMS
cheerleaders and MHS band.

Fish Fry promotion Saturday
Murray Star Chapter #433 Order of the Eastern Star will sponsor
a fish fry on Saturday from 4 to 7 p.m. at the lodge hall of Murray
Lodge #105 Free and Accepted Masons, Ky. 121 North at Robertson
Road North. A donation of $7 will be requested and take outs will
be available.

Reformers'group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Four Rivers Group to meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. All musicians and listeners are invited. For more information call 753-6979.

Gracie May Bond

Brandon Bond and Kristin Campbell are the parents of a daughter, Gracie May Bond, born on Thursday, Aug.6,2009, at 11:08 a.m.
Conyersville Cemetery plans meeting
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Conyersville Cemetery Association meeting will be Saturday at
The baby weighed 6 pounds 15 ounces and measured 19 3/4
9 a.m. at the cemetery, located at the corner of Old Murray & Paris
inches. A brother is Austin.
Road and Conyersville, Rd., Puryear, Tenn., beside Step of Faith
Grandparents are Lisa McCord and Carole Randolph, both of
Church. Donations May be mailed to Jo Vincent, 239 Smith St.,
Murray, Robert Campbell of Newbern, Tenn., and Pat Bend of
Puryear, TN 381251.
Ashland City, Tenn.

Carole Lewis

Lewis will
be featured
at various
area events

WHEN YOU PEEL BACK THE LAYERS OF WHAT BANKS SEEM TO BE, WHAT
you

eventually find is peopk. In the case of HERITAGE BANK, good people. Helpful people. People who

live and work in your hometown. People who are your neighbors. Who else would you want to bank with?

HERITAGEBAN K
WWW.BAN KWITH H ERITAGILCOM

MEMOIR FDIC

fa

101.1AL

LINDEN

YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW. I WE'RE HERE. WE'RE STRONG. WE'RE LENDING.

Carole Lewis, national director of First Place 4 Health, the
Christ-centered healthy living
program and a ministry of
Houston's First Baptist Church,
will be featured at various local
events,
She will be the speaker at the
meeting of the Blood River
Woman's Missionary Union at
New Zion Baptist Church,
Aurora, tonight at 7 p.m. On
Friday she will be on the
Breakfast Show on WNBS
Radio at 8:30 a.m. and have a
book signing at New Life
Christian Book Store, Murray
from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. On
Saturday she will be featured at
t he first Place 4 Health Change
Your Life event at First Baptist
Church, McKenzie, Tenn.
Lewis, a member of the original First Place group that began
in 1981, has seen the program
grow from 12 groups in one
church to thousands of members at more than 12,000
churches throughout the nation
and in many foreign countries.
When Lewis attended the
First Place orientation in March
1981, she was unsure of where

•See Page 5A
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Tom and Mary Beth Carruthers in 1959
Tom and Mary Beth Carruthers of Murray
will be honored by their children and grandchildren with a 50th wedding anniversary
reception on Saturday, Aug. 29, 2009, from
2 to 4 p.m. in the First Baptist Church
Welcome Center.
All relatives and friends are invited to
attend the reception.
The former Mary Elizabeth Furches married Thomas Carruthers, son of the late
David and Vena Carruthers of Lake Charles,

Tom and Mary Beth Carruthers in 2009

La., on Aug. 30, 1959, in the home of her
parents, the late Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Furches of Murray.
Attendants were Henrietta Pinson,
Jeannette Furches, Don Pinson, Don Buxton
and Gail Furches Turner. The late Rev. R.A.
Stinker performed the ceremony.
The Carruthers have been long-time active
members of First Baptist Church and during
several years that they lived in Louisville,
were members of Parkland Baptist Church

there.
Mr. Carruthers, a civil engineer by profession, and Mrs. Carruthers, a former teacher
and a homemaker, also spent many years
behind the counter at Furches Jewelry store
in downtown Murray.
Their children are John Carruthers of
Louisville and Jeffrey D. Carruthers and
wife, Patsy, of Lexington. They have two
grandchildren, David and Rosemary
Carruthers, both of Lexington.

Lynn Grove Class of 1959 holds reunion
The 1950 graduating class of
Lynn Grove High School recently held its 50-year class reunion.
Ten of the original 15 class

members were present for the
event held at Lynn Grove
Country Corner.
Those present were Dale

Spencer, Judy McNeely Darnell,
Jerry Tarry, Judy Pogue Hooper,
James Hooper, Peggy Miller,
Elton Waldrop, Glenda Cooper
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Manning, Glen McCallon and
Rachel Chester Wicker, students, and Bess Kerlick, former
home economics teacher.
Those attending from out of
town were Glenda Manning of
Clarlaiville, Tenn., Jerry Tarry
of Modesco, Calif., and Elton
Waldrop from Charleston, S.C.
Not in attendance were Paul
Black, Jackie Fain, Julia Elkins
Parks of Paducah, Dian Morton
West of Michigan, and Marilyn
Lassiter Herndon, deceased.

Herb and Wanda Edminster
Herb and Wanda Edminster were married in Houston, Texas, on
June 20, 1959. Following careers in Christian ministry in Texas and
Southern Africa, they retired to Murray in 2004.
They recently celebrated their 50th anniversary on a surprise
family cruise to Cozumel and Calica, Mexico.
Their children and their spouses, Warren and Laurie Edminster
of Murray, and Rhonda and Ben Pearce and Mike and Trisha
Edminster, all of Houston, Texas, along with eight grandchildren,
Ashlee, Lauren and Hannah Edminster of Murray, and Ryan, Rachel
and Caroline Pearce and Austin and Quentin Edminster of Texas,
arranged the cruise.
Keeping the details of the family vacation a secret, the six adults
and eight grandchildren shared details of the trip the evening prior
to departure through a medley of songs. The entire family had a
wonderful time while sharing this event together.

Tournament scheduled
The Tri-State Ladies Golf
Tournament will be Wednesday,
Sept. 2, at the Oaks Country
Club, Murray. Registration will
be at 8 a.m. with a Shotgun start
at 9 a.m. Tri-Stitet eqiNfr,i#
.$5, lunch is $7, and cart. ebig
$12, but a player may bring her
own cart.
Entries must be received no

later than Wednesday, Aug. 11.
Send your name, handicap, $5
entry fee and $12 cart fee ti
Carol Robertson, 2721 Palmta
Rd., Benton, KY 42025, phorr
270-471153. Send your iunct
-•tee on -LALleanna 'Thornton. 701i
Ridgwood Dr., Murray K!
42071 or call 270-293-0753.

No matter which doctor you
Photo provided
Pictured are members of the 1959 graduating class of Lynn Grove High School at their 50-

year reunion.

•Lewis ...
From Page 4A
God was leading but said she
knew she needed to make some
lifestyle changes. She joined a
First Place group and soon lost
20 pounds. Learning how to
bring balance to her life motivated her to become a First
Place leader to encourage others
to achieve their goals.
Lewis became the national
director of First Place in 1987,
and is now a speaker and author
of 10 books. She leads conferences, Christian spas, workshops and seminars with an
emphasis on personal and spiritual balance, fitness, encouragement and temperament analysis.

She and her husband, Johnny,
have three children (one
deceased) eight grandchildren
and one great grandchild. They
live in Houston, Texas.
Her books are First Place,

Choosing to Change, Today is
the First Day, Back on Track,
The Mother Daughter Legacy,
The Divine Diet, A Thankful
Heart, Stop It! Living Well, and
First Place 4 Health.

choose, you'll have a combined
270 years of experience right
beside you, every day.
and every night
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Paris Winery and Vineyards holds concert this weekend,
he formed and toured with the
Special to the Ledger
On Saturday from 6 to 8:30 Tennessee River Crooks from
p.m., Pans
Winery and 1972 to 1981. He later wrote
Vineyards is hosting the "Brotherly Love," which was
"Conceit In The Woods" series nominated for a Grammy for
with Jimmy Stewart (formerly Keith Whitley and Earl Thomas
Tennessee River Crooks), Terry Conley. In 1999 Jimmy recordHudson with Mark and Ryan ed his original album, "Live at
Holladay.
Jack's Pool Room in Paris
Songwriter and recording TN", and in 2003 released
studio owner Jimmy Stewart has another album, "How I Spent
written hits for Toby Keith ("A My Summer Vacation."
Little Less Talk and a lot more
Terry Hudson first fell in love
Action"), Shania Twain, Mark with music at the age of four
Chestnut, Hank Williams Jr., with his aunt's jukebox 45s. His
Lonestar,
John
Michael early influences were Elvis,
Montgomery and more. Inspired Jerry Lee Lewis and Fats
by The Beatles at the age of 9, Domino. At the age of 12, he

taught himself to play guitar and Opry," at the tender age of five
soon formed his own band, and is credited with being the
Bitter Tears. After a career in youngest performer to grace that
radio that lasted from 1969 to revered stage. Ryan now has
1993 he later became part of an three albums including the most
acoustic trio "Breathin' Easy" recent, "New Kid In Town" on
releasing their own CD with two Skaggs Family Records. Ricky
of Terry's original songs,"Stand Skaggs distinctly remembers
in The Light" and "Hearts are hearing Ryan sing backstage
Breaking Tonight."
and was astounded by his talent.
Jimmy and Terry have now Ryan has also appeared on
opened their own recording stu- numerous TV shows including
dio on the court square in "The Oprah Winfrey Show,"
Camden, Tenn., "Brotherly "World's Most Talented Kids,"
Love Music."
Nickelodeon's "Figure It Out"
Multi-instrumentalist Ryan and PBS's "Zoom." Ryan has
Holladay first performed on opened for shows and perNashville's historic "Grand Ole formed with greats like Roy

An antique tractor pulled t,
Clark, Lonesome River Band,
Larry Cordle and Lonesome vineyard tour makes the rounds
Standard Time,The Mike Snider every 15 minutes or so to view i
Band, Jimbo Whaley and many the more than 8,((X) vines and ..,,,
more. Including brother Mark berries currently in production.
For more information call ::.
these guys are a show you won't
(731)644-9500 or visit their 1,.
want to miss.
The Paris Winery does website
at p
monthly outdoor "Concerts In www.pariswinery.com. Located
The Woods" out on the beautiful at 2982 Harvey Bowden Rd. in 077
lawns, just before sundown and Paris , Tenn., 28 miles off thee
has quickly become the place to Interstate 40- Exit 126 or Hwy.
be.
641 South from Kentucky.

Murray band to play Lake Barkley Jazz Fest
Special to the Ledger
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park in Cadiz is bnnging the
rhythm and syncopation of
sweet jazz tunes to Barkley
Beach on Sept. 12 for what it
plans to make an annual event.
Closed for the season after
Labor Day, the Beach will re-

open for this festive Saturday the Lakeland Artisan's Guild
from 2 p.m. to sunset showcas- and food vendors. In case of
ing a talented lineup of jazz rain, the date will be Sept. 13.
musicians.
The parks is seeking sponsors
Bring your lawn chair or for the event. For more informablanket, a cold drink and all of tion, contact Nick Edmonds at
your friends for this end-of-the- (270)
924-1131
or
summer jazz sizzle. The event nick.edmondsOky.gov.
will also include a craft fair from
The acts will include Grumpy

Old Men from Murray, the
Alonzo Pennington Band from
Princeton, Kyle Lehning with
Leonard Small Situation from
Jackson, Tenn., Moonglow from
Hopkinsville, New Arts Jazztet
from Carbondale, Ill. and Eddie
Pennington from Princeton.

SPONSORED BY

CARSON CENTER
1704504444

MsIn the Begin
• Bordertown will play tonight
(Thursday) at the Big Apple
Cafe and Jennifer Fox and the
Pillowfighters will play next
Thursday, Aug. 20. Music starts
at 9 p.m. There is a cover charge
and weekend shows are limited
to ages 21 and older.
• Mayfield's Purchase Players
will perform the locally written
play "Looking for Rhett Butler
Friday and Saturday at 7 p.m.
and Sunday at 2p.m. at the
Community Perform;ng Arts
Center. For tickets, call (270)
251-9035.

•Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
presents the *Stars of Tomorrow
Show" at 8 p.m. Friday and The
Wade Benson Landry Show plus
the Kentucky Opry Country
Music Show at 8 p.m. Saturday.
For tickets, call (270) 527-3869
or 1-888-459-8704.

tl

Murray State University's
Cinema International series will
kick off its new season with the
winner
Oscar
"Slumdog
Millionaire" at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 20 in the Curris

Nk411411110/1
dc11111094h,_ elltliucahrt 11111001
Francis PdelMoppoidi "TisertE,'
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. calendar, contact Hawkins
For
more
details,
visit Teague at 753-1916 or
www.maidenalleycinema.org.
hteagueemurrayledgercom.

Photo courtesy of GrumpyjaZZ.00M

Murray's Grumpy Old Men are scheduled to play at V* first
Lake Barkley Jazz Festival on Sept. 12. Pictured (from left to
right): Roger Reichmuth, R. H. Pruitte, Dean Hughes and
Scott Thile.
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TIGER'S LAST SHOT AT
MAJOR BEGINS TODAY

Mar file photo
Calloway County head coach Mike Harlan and rising senior captain Bethany Harlan look on in the Lady Lakers' district tournament loss to Mayfield last season. With seven seniors, Calloway's goal is to advance to the region tournament for the first time
this century.

ALL TOGETHER
Now

rosarleavr adPir Lam.c...SaNarteassrosaitra-,.....a,

LADY LAKERS PUT ISSUES BEHIND THEM,
GET TOGETHER FOR RUN AT DISTRICT UPSET
Sy TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
alloway
County's
nine
returning starters won't come
out and say it, but the fact
that their team's chemistry
left something to be desired
during last season's disappointing campaign is wellimplied.
A small group of seniors
often clashed with a large junior class to
w4lich head coach Mike Harlan had granted
leadership of the program.
The result was a 5-10-3 record and an
early postseason exit in the first round of the
district tournament.
But with graduation came an end to the
L;idy Lakers' internal issues and an
increased focus on escaping the Second
District cellar in 2009.
That's a good thing, considering
Calloway's seven seniors and strong sophomore class give the program hopes of
advancing to the region tournament for the
first time this century.
' "I think the attitudes have gotten a lot
better," said Bethany Harlan, a senior right

COMING
TOMORROW
Ranked No. 22 In the preseason
Mum km sights lot on region
Mb said beyond
wing. "Last year, we'd get frustrated with
each other and just fall apart. Our teamwork
is a lot better this year."
Most members of the senior class have
played together since elementary school and
have been through their share of heartbreak
with the Calloway program.
"The past years, we've had potential,"
said center midfielder Shauna Wicker.
"When I was a freshman, we should have
done better than we did. We may not have as
much talent as some of the other teams in
the district, but we have the ability to stay
with them this year."
The biggest holes the Lady Lakers must
fill are at the forward position. While the
defense and midfield held its own last season, Calloway's offense never developed
and was shut out in six games.
But Mike Harlan welcomes new blood to

CHASKA, Minn. (AP) —
The year's final major is under
way at Hazeltine National.
D.J. Trahan, Keith Dicciani
and Briny Baird got the PGA
Championship started Thursday
morning, teeing off at the first
hole under perfect conditions:
cool temperatures and clear
skies.
Tiger Woods, running out of
time to extend his streak of consecutive years with a major title,
tees off later Thursday morning.
Woods is paired with defending
champion Padraig Harrington
and Rich Beem, winner of the
PGA in 2002, the last time it was
played at Hazeltine National.
U.S. and British Open winners Lucas Glover and Stewart
Cink tee off in the afternoon, as
does Phil Mickelson.
Paul Casey, the world's No. 3
player, withdrew because of a rib
injury' and was replaced by Tim
Petrovic.
Casey, a three-time winner
this year on the PGA and
European tours, first injured
strained the rib muscle a week
before the British Open. He has
tried to let it heal with rest and
treatment, but had to withdraw
early in the first round a week

ago at Firestone.
Casey said after withdrawing
Thursday that he feels fine when
he's taking easy swings. But he
can still feel it pull on longer iron
shots.
"If it is doing that on a fiat lie
on the range, then I can't risk it
on the golf course," he said: "It
seems like there has been a lot of
guys who have had similar issues
in the past, and the advice I have
been given from the experts and
a lot of the players is don't push
it too quickly."
He planned to return to
Phoenix later Thursday and have
tests done to make sure the injury
really is a pulled muscle and not
something more serious, like a
cracked rib.
"I don't think it is that," he
said, "but we have to get it
checked just to make sure."
Casey withdrew about an hour
before his tee time. Meanwhile,
alternates Jason Day and George
McNeill decided not to come to
Hazeltine National. With Casey
withdrawing and being replaced
by Petrovic, Tim Herron, who
grew up 15 minutes away in
Wayzata, became the first alternate.
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Calloway County
At A Glance
Coach: Mike Harlan (4th year)
2004 Season: 5-10-3 (0-8-1, 2nd District)
Who's Beck: Megan Parks (Sr). Bethany Harlan
(Sr.), Ellen Robinson (Sr.), Haley McCuiston (Sr),
Shauna Wicker (Sr). Heather McGinnis (Sr.), Enn
Jones (Sr.). Emily Chnsman (Jr.), Paige Paschall
(So.), Ashley Gullixson (So.), Cheyenne Maddox
(So.), Neely Gallimore (So.), Megan Pittenger (So.),
Kaylee Williams (So.)
Who's New: Sara Wann (Fr.), Aliie Daniel (Fr.),
Beanna Manus (Fr.), Kayla Grady (Fr). Meagan
Winder (Fr)
Outlook: With a large class of seniors and a promising group of sophomores. Calloway hopes to sneak
up on some district toes The challenge will be breaking in brand new sophomore and freshman forwards
LADY LAKERS SCHEDULE
Aug. IS: Thug Co. 20: Lone Oak, 27: Marshall Co
Sep. 1: at Maytreld. 4: vs Ashland Blazer', 10: at Graves Co .
15: Mayfield, 17: at Murray 22: Murray 24: Graves Co 2111: al
Marshall Co 297 Heath
Oct 5: at Caldwell Co . III: at Si Mary

the top of his lineup this season, with sophomore Neely Gallimore and freshman Allie
Daniel penciled in as starting forwards.
Gallimore saw time off the bench last
season, while Daniel is fresh from the junior
varsity ranks.
But Harlan says the transition has been
fluid, and expects his offense to be more
productive.
"I think our offense will be greatly
improved," he said. "Our forwards work
well with the rest of the team and they've

PAUL SANCYA / AP

Tiger Woods stretches before teeing off on the 10th hole during the first round of the 91st PGA Championship at the
Hazeltine National Golf Club in Chaska, Minn., Thursday
morning.

HAVING FUN AT
FORT CAMPBELL

See CCHS,;3
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PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

Lakers, Tigers both Wednesday winners
HARPER FIRES
35 TO LEAD
CALLOWAY
PAST MAYFIELD
Staff Report
Calloway County got back on
the winning track Wednesday.
besting Mayfield by 12 strokes
at Mayfield Country Club.
The Lakers girls defeated
Mayfield but lost to St. Mary in
a tri-mat,h.
Daniel Harper led the boys to
a team 143. firing a season-low
35 to take medalist honors. It
was the first time the former
state competitor shot below 40
in a nine-hole competition this
fall.
No Lake' shot above 40 in

this match, as Hunter Garrison,
Chasten Howard and Matt
McReynolds each shot 36, while
Brock Simmons turned in a 38
and Austin Miles shot 40.
Mayfield shot 155 and was
paced by Trey Whitnell's 36.
On the girls side, Hannah
Ryan fired a personal-best 45 to
pace Calloway. which shot 191
as a team, three strokes off St.
Mary's winning 188.
Mayfield placed third, coming in at 218.
St. Mary's Morgan Bucher
fired a 44 and took medalist
honors.
The Calloway field was
rounded out by Summer
Simmons' 47, Sal iah Hassan's
49, Madison Contri's 50 and
Erica Rogers' 58.
Calloway takes to the course
again Monday when they travel

to Paducah's Silos Country Chih
to take on Heath.
Tigers win second straight
Murray picked up its second
consecutive
victory
on
Wednesday at Paducah's Rolling
Hills Country Club, besting
Hickman County by eight
strokes and Lone Oak by 15
strokes.
Once again. Jordan Smith
was the pacesetter for the Tigers
in the tri match, firing a 39. Only
this time, he had an accomplice
at the top of the leaderboard.
Tiger junior Ian Holmes
matched Smiths 39 to make
Murray the only squad with two
golfers to shoot under 40. Smith
and Holmes shared medalist
honors with Hickman's Brett
Johnson.
Murray shot 162 as a team.
Hickman shot 170 and 1 .one
Oak came in at 177

The Tiger field was rounded
out by Blake Graham's 41 and
Jay Roth's 43.
On the girls side, the Lady
Tigers fell far behind a strong
top-to-bottom showing from
Lone Oak, which fired a team
170 and didn't have an individual shoot above 50.
Hickman County came in
second with a 189 while Murray
finished at 253.
three Lone Oak players
Anna Hack, Makenlye Rouse
and Ashlvnn Becktold
took
medalist honors with 41s.
Beth Graham set the pace for
Murray, shooting a 61, while
Hannah Williams followed with
a 62, Earlena Sheets shot 64 and
Meredith Purdom turned in a 66.
Murray's next match will be
a boys-only affair Saturday at
Dawson Springs.

JOHN BRUSH / MSU Sports Information

The Murray State football team took a break from the rigor
of preseason practice and traveled to Fort Campbell to
participate in activities with the troops. Bryan Cardenas
tries out an assault rifle while members of the Racers
were able to get hands on with the vehicles and even partake in simulated shooting activities. The team also paid a
visit to the Air Assault School to repel down the 35-foot
wall and ended the day with an up close and personal tour
of an Apache helicopter. The Racers get back to the practice field Thursday morning with their second two-a-day
session. MSU will hit the field at 8:15 a.m and then return
to the field at 405 p.m. The afternoon practice will culminate with a short scrimmage.
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NATIONAL ROWS SCONESOAND
PGA Chanipkwiship lie Muss
By The Associated Preto
At HIMON11111 Malone.Gott Club
Cloaks Mk".
AN Prase CDT
Yardage: 7,874; Per 72
•
7liuratby-Frlday
Hole 1-Hole 10
7.:15 s.m -1225
— DJ. Trehen,
'Keith Dior:kink Briny Been
7:25 am -12:36 p.m — Cad
Petsereson. Mach Lows. Paul 00yeCt4
7:35 cm -12145 p.m — Scott Wirplank,
Craig Thomas. Thongchai
745 a.m.-12:55 p.m. — Rod Prompting,
.Acithony Vial, John Maikger
7:* a.m.-1:05 p.m. — Bo Van Pelt.
'Nick Dougherty, Nathan Gruen
8:05 a.m.-1:15 p.m. — Robert Allenby.
Gmems McDowell, Dustin Johnson
8:15 sm.-1:25 p.m. — Chris Wood.
J.B.'Holmes, Richard Sterne
8:25 a.m.-1:35 p.m.— Chad Compd..
Mailw* Goggin, Peter Hanson
_&35 a.m.-1:45 p.m. — Sham Micheal,
Midis.' Campbell, Mark Brood
-845 a.m.-1:56 p.m. — David Small.
Michael Miss, Aaron Beddslay
,01:51 a.m.-205 p.m. — Bden Gay.
Soren Hansen, Sean OH*
'905 a.m.-2:15 p.m. — Michael Bradley.
Brian Gaffney, Michael Sim
fk,18.a.m.-2:25 p.m. — Brett Quigley,
.Todd LanceMer, Kevin Sheetinen
12:25 p.m.-7:15 a.m. — John Menick,
Grant Sturgeon, Woody Austin
12:35 p.m.-725 sm. — Francesco
Wiwi,Lae Rinker, Ftddi duds
112:45 p.m.-7:36 cm. — Charles Howell
111;Flyan Bennet Den'sn Ciotti
12456 p.m.-7:45 a.m. — Anthony Kim,
Rio Ishii:ewe, Adorn Scott
1.:05 p.m.-7:56 sm. — Miguel Angel
Jimenez. Orton Ogilvy, Bubb, Watson
• T:15 p.m.-806 am. — ay Singh,
1)4010 Love dl, Steve Ellington
1;25 p.m.-8:15 sm. — Ian Paulen,
Ende EH. Steve artier
1:95 p.m.-8:25 cm. — Angel Cabrera.
'Lucas Glover, Sftwart Cink
1:45 p.m.-8:35 cm. — Paul Mew"
Phi Mson,David Toms
1:55 p.m.-8:45 cm. — Justin Leonard,
flatlet Gorden. Joey ~a Singh
205 p.m.-8:55 sm. — dny Kily. K.J.
Choi, Woe Donald
2:t5 p.m.-0:06 cm. — Ben Crane, Eric
Upped, J.J. Henry
2:25 p.m.4:15 cm. — John &Monk

Sam Arnold, Jell Overton
icN 10-Hois l<P>
7:15 a.m.-1225 p.m. — Richard Green.
Shingo Kateyerne, Charlie WI
7:25 a.m.-12:35 p.m. — Preyed
Maddalena gaol Hebert, Cameron
Beckman
7:95 a.m.-12:46 p.m. — Roes Fisher.
Pat Perez, Mike Smell
7:45 a.m.-12.56 p.m. — Hiroyuki Fulls.
Nick Weedy. Paul Casey
7:56 a.m.-1:05 p.m. — .1bn Furyk, Rory
Mollroy, Merlin Karver
805 a.m.-1:15 p.m. — Henrik Stempon,
Kenny Perry, likairt Appleby
8:15 cm-1:25 p.m. — Rory Sabbath*
Set* Gelds Tom Lehner'
825 sm.-1:36 p.m. — Justin Rose,
Hunteren. Cdrnio Midges
8:38 sm.-1:45 p.m. — Pedreig
Harlington, Rich Beam. Tiger Woods
8:46 a.m.-1:55 p.m. — Fred COUp1118,
Lae Westwood. ANaro Guiroe
8:56 a.m.-206 p.m. — Mike Weir. Boo
Waked,Zach Johnson
9:06 a.m.-215 p.m. — bind
Sliscblow. Robert Gad Anders
Hansen
9:15 a.m.-2:25 p.m. — Louis
Ocelhulam, Kevin Rom % Mall Kuchiv
12:25 p.m..7:15 a". — John Roans,
Ten Weedier,. Ken Duke
12:36 p.m.-7:26 a.m. — Greg &soon&
&ten Dada. Gonzalo FernandezCasten°
12:46 p.m.-7:36 sm. — WS
MaoKkuis, Mirk Shelia, Oliver WIleon
12:65 p.m.-7:45 am. — Wheal Alen.
John Dak, Sob Tway
105 p.m.-7:56 cm. — Kevin
Sulhedend, Coln Mongorvierts, MTh
Romero
1:15 p.m.-1106 a.m. — John Soden,
Kevin Ns, Ryan Palmer
1:25 p.m.-8:16 a". — Brendan Jones,
Soren psalm, Neve Marino
1:35 pm.-1125 a". — 71m Clad'.
Stephan Ames Marc Aimee
1:46 p.di.436 sm. — Mirk damn.
Chad ectiwartael, Aleilleir Forsyth
1:56 pni.-11A6 ern. — Corey Nei,
Bob Wes,Ben Curie
2:06 p.m.4-66 a". — Thome Ladd,
Y.E. Yang, atm admirer
2:15 p.m-0:06 sm. — Move Floody,
Chad,/ Holman, Move Wobaiiir
225 p.m.4.15 ant —Chris
fasrlilohann, Scat McCanon,Jason
Dottier

Two
for the
show
IOC BOARD
BACKS GOLF,
RUGBY FOR

2016
OLYMPICS
MUM(AP)— Intemationd
Okeepic leaden selected golf and
rugby Thunday for proposed
idesion in the 2016 Stammer
Gan s. rejecting bids nom baieball.softball odd three°dm spats.
The lateausdoes1 Olympic
Camniass enemase bored nor- The Magic softball team went undefeated in six games and took flmt place at I-one Oak's Hot
towed the &id ID two bowel'sof August Bash on Aug. 1-2. Pictured, back row,from left: Whitney Gardner(Calmly/ Co.). At*
sew* Which also included equesb. Mazkuka (Marshal Co.), Stephanie Helton (Marsha)l Co.), Rachel Ootki (Reklend), Lau*
lama and roller erns.
Benson(Cidloway Co.), Kadee Wilson(Calbway Co.), Heather Hayden(ReidiWil). Front tow,
The bond will submit golf and
from left: Kristin Boggess (Calloway Co.), Ashley Don (Marshal Co.),•
Landon Leta*
rugby awes — afasier-pmed version of the doodad 13-a-side (Marshal Co.), Brooke Yates(Hickman Co.). Moo pkgureetar•coaches Ricky Denflp.and Iteld
Lovett and batoirle Lane and Gabby.
ne—krilflcibythsllifl
be
106-member IOC assembly in
•••
Omaha
also pve final
approval to the inclusion of
wonsen's boning in the 2012
Loudon Olympics. Boeing had
bum the only summer Olympic
WM without women competitors.
Pad egpuveiaida two gam
sequire ample melodty vote
by be fell IOC is Octant Ire
wiseitabstar tiny will be voted
ea WW1*orte*...
&AM mid hwd1 had been
seeking a return after being voted
off the program four years ago for
the 2012 London Games.
Attempted— were
!ejected by the 10C in 2006.
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Carpenter sharp
Redbirds' win over Cincy
Ii

-5GiVniner

it LOWS
awagn wide Maas Of en
Cupid" is 7-0 With a 1.67 ibrowns.
BRA in his last elght starts. red
Ilitevedose fiwthisetthe
htlisigry for moue dominate eat.
leet
taw weal. italt Phviklia
in* Be hopes a new wedlibut
.11th
said
asecems."
Wine between sues
help
him day sharp the mat. at the Cargemer said. "The 'grip*
thief that happened tat yew
, Carpenter beat the anoinneti tst're trying to lied •Amy to
Reds for the third consecutive colidave to keep evetrbiag
end Albert Pujols hometed
f.the second straight game in sittlet"
The first four hitters it the St.
the-St. Louis Cardinals' 5-2 viclineup had at least two
LOWS
tory Wednesday night.
with
bits,
Matt Hollidey going 3
An elbow nerve problem
eibiled Carpenter's season early for 4 end conttibuting an RBI
in WM, so he's worked on &Male to a three-run first

•
I
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Limey High Scheel boys
and gide alumni snood pass
ant tonight starling at 6.10 p.m.
The girls gems will be first
the boys to follow. No pre-registration is required.
II Murray High School will
host a three-teem football Wil11map with Lone Oak and
Hopkineville on Friday night. Aug.
14. The scrimmage is scheduled
to start at 6 p.m. and vAl run unn
9 p.m., weather permitting.
Admission Is $3.

The Oaks CountryClièlidd Its Bellek'
alil eleaue Golf Tournament Aug. 8-9. Championship
Right winners were: 1st pima: Sherri Hoek* and Roy Cothran (118), 2nd place: Ashley Yates
and Duane Gdmintatt (120), 3rd place: Jenny and Brad Ciendenen (123); Pete Haywood and
Madd McLeary (123); Josh Burks and Kaysin HutchIng (not pictured; 123).

NFL ROUNDUP

Stallworth suspended without pay for season

The
Murray
Tiger
Quadrate* Club is sponsoring a
Taco Dinner before the MHS
winnow Friday night. Tickets
are $6 and include two tacos and
a &MIL The dinner will be hold
behind Ty Holland Stadium beginning at 5 p.m. AN prooseds will
benefit Murray Middle football.
II Reserved football tickets
will be on sale at Murray High
School Wednesday through
Friday for last years ticket holders. On Saturday, all tickets will
go on sees, as well as AN-Season
Passes, at the Murray High
Booster Kickoff event scheduled
for Aug. 15 at 6:30 p.m. at Ti
Holland Stadium.

NEW YORK(AP) — Cleveland Browns wide
receiver Donte Stallworth was suspended without
pay for this season Thursday after pleading guilty
to DUI manslaughter in June. He cannot participate in any team activities until he is reinstated
after the Super Bowl.
NFL commissioner Roger Goodell said
Stallworth placed a "stain" on the reputation of the
league and all its players.
Stallworth struck and killed a pedestrian while
driving under the influence of alcohol March 14 in
Miami. He pleaded guilty to the second-degree

felony June 16 and was suspended indefinitely by
Goodell two days later.
Stallworth was given a 30-day jai! sentence and
reached an undisclosed financial settlement
the family of Mario Reyes,a 59-year-old construction worker who was leaving his job as a erotic
operator.
In a letter to Stallworth released by the NFL,
Goodell wrote that he didn't take into account the
sentence in determining the 28-year-old player
violated the league's substances of abuse and personal conduct policies.

•CCHS
From Page 1B
played these roles on JV and
done a super job."
Wicker speaks of a transition
to more of a possession style of
soccer that begins with the forwards.
"Last year, ow forwards just
attacked all the time and never
saw the field behind them," she
says. "This year, Neely has
played defense and midfield, so
she knows the field."
The Lady Lakers' biggest
strengths lie with Wicker at the
center midfield position and fellow senior Haley McCuiston in
goal.
Wicker is a two-time AllDistrict selection who has typi-

cally played in the midfield, but
may be pushed up to forward at
•The annual Murray High
times this season to help the
School Fall Sports Kickoff will be
offense along.
Saturday. Aug. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at
Ty Holland Field. Tickets for parIn her first year as starting
ents and other adult guests all
goalkeeper, McCuiston sparkled
be $3. All athletes, coaches, stuin 2008, singlehandedly keeping
dents, and children under school
Calloway in several games,such
age will be admitted free.
as a district contest against
Concessions, Tiger Merchandise,
Marshall County when she
Booster Club Memberships, and
saved 22 of 27 shots on goal.
Season Passes WI be available.
Along with Wicker and
The following groups will be recBethany Harlan, she's one of
ognized: MHS and MMS football
three senior captains.
teams, MHS boys and girls socle Child cannot um 12 before April 1st, 2010.
"Haley gives us great leadercer teams, cross country, golf,
ship on and off the field," Mike
volleyball, dance team, swim
For more information contact
team, MMS softball, MHS and
Harlan said. "The whole team
AIMS cheerleaders, and the MHS
pretty much listens to whatever
Craig Johnson at 278-559-2205
band.
she says."
Behind McCuiston, however,
RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT
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it 2010 11U Tryouts
• Saturday, August 15th •
O
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the Lady Lakers will lack for
depth at the keeper position,
with no experienced backup.:;%F.
,
The defense will be inacleIT
of seniors Megan Parks and Erin
Jones and sophomores Paige
Paschall and Cheyenne Maddox.
The Lady Laker midfield will bc
anchored by Wicker and als6
feature the team's only junior,
Emily
Chrisman. Seniors
Bethany Harlan and Ellep
Robinson will play wing.
The Lady Lakers open the
season with a three-game home,stand, beginning Tuesday
against Trigg County and endins
Aug. 27 when Marshall Calk
comes to Jim Nix Soceer
Complex for the first district tilt
of the year.
On Sept. 4, Calloway travels
to Bourbon County, where
they'll take part in the Kentucky
Bank Lady Colonel Classic and
face 1 I th Region runner-up
Ashland Blazer.
"That's going to be a strong
field." Mike Harlan said. "Most
of these teams are top teams in
their regions, so we'll just go tip
there and see if we can compeo5
with them."
•".
Though Calloway would
love nothing more than to shoCk
the Second District with a run to
the championship, Wicker and
her teammates are OK with taking baby steps.
"We want to get to the regtOn
tournament," she said. "We may
not he district champs, but we
can he runners-up. We have the
toughest district and if we can
get out of it. we can do well in
the region.-
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Looking Back
10 year; age
Douglass High School Reunion
opened Aug 12 with a memoriilt service at the Church of the
14ving God at Second and L.P.
114111er. Rev. Clara Bramley of
Ott Church of the Living God
*ill be the speaker at the dinea on Aug. 14 at Calloway Inn.
WATCH Chanty Golf Tourailment will be Sept. II and 12
it the Oaks Country Club.
Births reported include a gir
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Troy
Odom, July 27; a boy to Mr.
raid Mrs. Jeff Owens, Aug. 6; a
b6y to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Chaptan, Aug. 7..
20 years ago
• Published is a picture of Charlie Powell of Murray banging
itritay at the fireman's bell while
Ilk sister, Michelle, drives the
flit truck at the closing session
of the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair. at the fairgrounds
on Ky. 121 North, Murray.
Also published is a picture of
the Calloway County High School
Class of 1979 at its 10-year
reunion held at the Executive
Ion, Paducah.
.„.Births reported include a girl
to Laynette and Edward Rogers
and a girl to Sue and Mark
Franklin, Aug. 10.
• • 30 years ago
`.
Bowl of Directors of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Association expressed concern over
the problems related to the curing of dark fired tobacco folfoWing a wet and unusual seaten.
' Published is a picture of the
Murray High School Class of 1954
iiC•the 25-year reunion on Aug.
4
.
Birtsh reported include a boy
Mr. and Mrs.Mike Einstbergery July 27. and a girl to Mr.
led Mrs. Ronald Morris King, July

Schools, has announced that
schools will open Aug. 25 at the
six elementary schools at Almo,
Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn
Grove and New Concord Elementary Schools and at Calloway
County High School.at
Arthur R. Hatcher has been
named assistant cashier and manager of the Installment Loan
Department at the Bank of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Atkins
were married for 50 years Aug.
24.
50 years ago
Dr. Walter A. Mitchell discussed the state's mental health
program at a meeting of the Murray Lions Club at the Murray
Woman's Club house. Mitchell is
director of Community Services
for the Kentucky Department of
Mental Health.
Correction of birth published
'Neer:lay should have been a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ilibba at
the Murray Hospital.
Published is a picture of the
Murray High School graduating
classes of 1939 and 1940 at a
reunion featuring a coffee at Kentucky Colonel, lunch at MHS
cafeteria and banquet at Kerslake
State Resort Park Hotel.
68 years age
Mrs. Everett Jones, Murray
High School PTA Safety Chairman, and delegates, Mrs. James
C. Williams lad Mrs.Zeina Carter,
amended a meeting of the Murray City Council and presented
a petition for traffic lights to be
installed at Main and South 8th
Streets and Poplar and South 8th
Streets.
Dewey Uvalde, Calloway
Circuit Court Cletk, urges drivers to purchase their drivers'
licenses. He said about 1,000
persons have failed to purchase
their licenses this year.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "Gun Smuggler" starring
Tim Holt.
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:.:40 years ago
•:. William B. Miller, superinkndent of Calloway County
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•,•• By The Associated Press
:-: Today is Thursday, Aug. 13,
ific 225th day of 2009. There are
90 days left in the year.
-7, Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 13, 1961, Berlin was
4ivided as East Germany sealed
Qa the border between the city's
eastern and western sectors and
building a wall in order to
the
al
: flight of refugees.
• On this date:
In 1624, King Louis 'XIII of
France appointed Cardinal Richelieu his first minister.
In 1704, the Battle of Blenheim
was fought during the War of the
Spanish Succession, resulting in
a victory for English-led forces over
French and Bavarian soldiers.
: In 1846, the American flag was
raised for the first time in Los
Angeles.
In 1910, Florence Nightingale,
the founder of modern nursing, died

in London at age 90.
In 1932, Adolf Hitler rejected
the post of vice chancellor of
Germany, saying he was prepared
to hold out "for all or nothing"
In 1934, the satirical comic
strip "Li'l Abner," created by Al
Capp, made its debut.
In 1960, the first two-way telephone conversation by satellite took
place with the help of Echo 1.
In 1981, in a ceremony at his
California ranch, President Ronald
Reagan signed a historic package
of tax and budget reductions.
In 1989, searchers in Ethiopia
found the wreckage of a plane
which had disappeared almost a
week earlier while carrying Texas
Congressman Mickey Leland and
14 other people — there were no
survivors.
Ten years ago: Gunmen shot
to death Colombian humorist Jaime
Garzon in a killing that authori-
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Wary parents suggest ways
to keep kids safe in public
DEAR ABBY: "Lisa in
Phoenix" (June 12) questioned
whether taking her 7-year-old
son into the ladies room would
be better than having her wait
outside the men's room. You
advised her to stand outside
the
men's
room
and
announce
loudly that
she will be
"waiting
right there."
Abby, chil4.
have
dren
been violated in a matter of seconds in the
By Abigail
play areas of
Van Buren fast
food
restaurants
with the parents RIGHT
THERE!
As a mother, I feel the
advice you gave Lisa will give
her a false sense of security
and put her child in danger. I
would have told Lisa that before
they go anywhere, she should
make sure her son goes to the
bathroom at home. If he has
to go while they are out, she
should go to the men's room,
knock on the door and announce
that she is with a child. If
there is no answer, GO IN
AND BE SURE NO ONE IS
INSIDE. If she's uncomfortable doing it, ask an employee to check. Then wait outside the bathroom. If a man
needs to go in, she can explain
the situation.
Never assume that simply
standing guard outside the door
will deter a molester. They
couldn't care less. -- VIGILANT MOM IN SOUTH CAROLINA

Nor Abby

ties Ister blamed on the leader of
the country's right-wing paramilitary.
Five years ago: A strongerthan-expected Hurricane Charley
roared ashore Florida's Gulf Coast
as a dangerous Category 4 storm,
resulting in at least ten U.S. deaths.
Hutu marauders raided a U.N.
refugee emir in western Burundi, shooting and hacking at least
150 Congolese Tutsis to death.
The summer Olympic games officially opened in Athens. TV chef
Julia Child died in Montecito,
Calif., two days short of her 92nd
birthday.
One year ago: A man barged
into the Arkansas Democratic headquarters in Little Rock and opened
fire, killing state pasty chairman
Bill Gwatney before speeding off
in a pickup. (Police later shot and
killed the gunman, Timothy Dale
Johnson.)
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Dr. Gott

a possible misinterpretation..øloyalties. I realize reps perforate vital function for the medical:
community and patient; howeit--:
er, what I consistently observg.
unsettles me.
Are there any medical-inclik
--:
try guidelines regarding spits:
alliances, so as a patient I "C
receive a prescribed drug die
best fits my need in lieu of a
drug marketed by a sales rep
who may have finished lunch
at the clinic on that day?
DEAR READER: Each
physician has his or her own
policy regarding drug reps being
seen during office hours. Some
don't accept samples. nor do
they allot any time to speak
about products carried. Others,
as you are aware, stock the
larder and often get fed. 1 know
of one surgeon who used to pop
his head out of his office, pick
the reps he would see and have
his secretary usher the others
away for lack of time. His logic?.
Looks. The cute blonde or redhead in the corner was a definite yes. The older (and probably more knowledgeable) balding gentleman in the first chair.
was passed over. This probably:
wasn't the doctor's best means
of selection, but it was his.
You have a legitimate complaint, and I can understand arid
appreciate your frustration, even
though you or someone you know
may benefit by receiving free'.
drug samples. After all, for every.
salesman seen, you sit longer:
and longer before being treat-:
ed.
.
Whatever you decide, it might:
be best to speak with your physi-:
clan and express your concern' s.:

Contract Bridge
South dealer.
West ruffed the second diamond
East-West vulnerable.
but was at a loss as to what to do,
NORTH
next. Forced to lead away from one •
•72
of his kings, and influenced by:
Q 83
South's club discard, he shifted to a •
•AK863
club, and that was that. Declarer took
•1052
the jack with the queen, drew trumps •
WEST
EAST
and conceded two heart tricks to
06
010854
make the contract.
V K6,42
V A9
Of course, if West had shifted to a
•J
•Q109742 heart at trick three, the defense
•K98763
would have collected the A-K of
4.1
SOUTH
hearts and a heart ruff, and West's
•AKQJ93
king of clubs would eventually have
111107
put South down two. The question,
•
05
therefore, is whether there was any
4AQ4
way for West to know he should shift
The bidding:
to a heart at trick three.
South
West
North East
The answer is yes, but it wasn't
1+
Pass
Pass
I NT
West who was at fault. The blame lay
34
Pass
4•
entirely with East, who gave his partOpening lead — jack of diamonds.
ner no help whatsoever on the first
At the outset of play, a defender two tricks. When the second diaoften finds himself in the dark, trying mond was led from dummy. East
to guess how to proceed. Once the knew full well that his partner would
play begins, however, much of the ruff. He should therefore have
guesswork can frequently be elimi- availed himself of the 0.. triunity to
nated if the defenders communicate steer West in the right • irection by
properly with each other.
means of a suit-preference signal: • ,
Here is a cue in poine South
Instead of following mechanicalfy,
reached four spades as shown, and with thc deuce at trick two. East
West led his singleton diamond, should have played a much higher
taken by dummy's ace. Since it was card
preferably the queen. West •
not likely that he would ever reach could hardly have mistaken this,
dummy again, South continued with vociferous signal as anything but a
the diamond king and discarded a request to shift to the higher-ranking
club. Last in the meantime had fol- side suit — namely, hearts — and the
lowed to the A-K of diamonds with defenders would have enjoyed a •
first the seven and then the deuce.
much more satisfying ending.
himorrow: Bidding quiz.

Crosswords
41 German
conjunction
43 Tune
45 Navigator's dir.
46 Bridle path
48 Paris season
49 NFL event
501960s
Chairman
51 Like some raps
53 Univ. preceder
54 Snake-haired
lady
56 Looks friendly
58 Drops
59 Advertising ploy
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My letter is in regards to medical sales
representatives at doctors' offices.
I personally attend or accompany family and friends to approximately 20 different doctors'
offices yearly. While in the waiting room, it
is common to
see four or
five and (as
many as 12)
different
sales
reps
come
through the
door in an
hour.
They typically have a
By
Dr. Peter Gott friendly,
chatty threeto five-minute conversation with
the suddenly available and upbeat
office staff. They discuss such
nonmedical subjects as hairstyles,
vacation plans and upcoming
sales receptions. This is in stark
contrast to the patient welcome
we often receive upon checkin, where minimal eye contact
with the staff occurs, directive
conversation appears blunt, and
the staff appears too rushed to
offer clarification regarding anything.
Often, the reps bring lunch,
balloons and cookie trays. As I
sit in the waiting room. I gauge
the length of time until the reps
reappear in the lobby, to revisit with the office staff about
upcoming weekend plans and
then depart. Most visits average five to 10 minutes. What
concerns me most is the patient
wait time, congestion of public
waiting and parking areas and

004/

1 River transport
6 Fact
11 Sends elsewhere
13 Beginner
14 Ozarks st.
15 — Tin Tin
16 Limb
17 Courtroom VIP
18 Tip of a pen
20 Freight
22 Brief swim
23 Cornfield sight
25 Acquired
26 Hires a lawyer
27 Drinks like a
cat
29 Postponed
action
31 Atom fragment
33— — few
rounds
34 Walked
unsteadily
37 Sedgwick of the
screen
40 Animal fat

)1N 1 )1 1 (10

Drug reps get
preferential treatment

DEAR VIGILANT: Your
suggestions are helpful, and
thank you for offering them.
Other readers volunteered alternative solutions to Lisa's dilemma. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I have a 7year-old son and I do not allow
him to go unsupervised into a
men's room. Anyone could be
behind that door and anything
could happen in less than a
minute's time. We must protect our children even if it
means that sometimes they have
to suffer embarrassment.
A friend with two sons
offered an interesting alternative. She would allow her sons
to use the men's room if they
talked to her while she stood
outside the door. If they stopped
talking, they knew it meant
she was coming in. -- DONNA
IN TYNER, N.C.
DEAR ABBY: Your advice
strikes a balance between commonsense safety and "helicopter parenting." Having been a
teacher for 42 years, I see an
alarming increase in the number of parents who want to
be in lockstep with their children 24/7. It can be stunting,
and it does not prepare them
for life in the real world. Of
course, parents should take
some precautions for the sake
of safety, but don't be so paralyzed with fear that you keep
your children from becoming
self-directed individuals. -MANHATTAN,
KAN.,
TEACHER
DEAR ABBY: When my
son was 7 or 8, he, too, was
embarrassed about going into
the restroom with me. I gave
him a whistle with instructions
to blow it if anyone bothered
him while I waited outside the
men's room. The whistle also
came with additional instructions: "Never blow it as a joke
just to sae if I'll come running, because if you do, you
are in DEEP trouble!" -- LORI
IN TEANECK, NJ.
DEAR ABBY: Lisa should
invest in a pair of two-way
radios. This way, her son goes
into the restroom with an additional layer of protection. She
should also inform him to
always use the stall so he can
lock the door. -- MARK IN
GATOR COUNTRY
DEAR ABBY: Your advice
to Lisa was good, but she should
also discuss personal safety
with her son. He needs to
know exactly what to do if
anyone says, or does, anything
inappropriate. As parents, we
can't be everywhere our children are at all times, and that's
why we need to equip them
with life skills to handle/avoid
dangerous situations. -- A
BOY'S
MOM
IN
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

ACROSS

lack for
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22 Expected
any time
24 Went
undercover
26 Leaves
laughing
28 Earth's star
30 — choy
32 Synapse
neighbor
34 Haphazard
35 Prior to
36 Spiral
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39 Ball game
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the first inserban of their ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
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PULMO
Dose
Pharmacy is now hiring for a Full-Time
Warehouse
Lead.
The Warehouse Lead
Ii responsible for
assisting in warehouse
operations
and
responsibilities as necessary per Warehouse
Manager's delegation.
Experience in mainteand
nance
shipping/receiving Is
required. Ability to
multitask and mangle
time will be qualifies of
our successful candidate.
NI positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
equivalent.
Please
notify us of your interest by emmilkp us at
resume.pulmodoesOr
otech.00m or you can
stop into our facility to
'complete an application. M-F 8.m-5pm,
a1120 Max Hun Drive
Murray, KY 42071. We
an
are
Equal
Opportunity Employer.

ADVIRTIMICENT FOR BIDS
City of Murray
'City Hal
r.O. Box 1238.104 North 5th Street
Murray.KY 42071
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The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS,consisting of Advertisement for Bids,
Instructions to Bidders, Bid, Bid Bond. Agreement, Notice of Award form, Notice
to Proceed form, Construction Performance Bond, Construction Payment Bond,
Sample Certificate of Insurance form, Affadavit of Assurances form, Application
for'Payment form, General Conditions, Supplemental General Conditions,
Change Order form, llichnical Specifications, Addenda, and Drawings, may be
• exemined at the following locations:
Oita( of Murray
GRW Engineers, Inc
City Hall
801 Corporate Drive
P.O. Box 1236
Lexington, KY 40503
.104 North 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071
AGC/McGraw-Hill Const.
Western Kentucky Coma. Assoc/AGe
Dodge Plan Room
2201 McCracken Blvd.
63.30 Knox Industrial Drive, First Floor
Paducah, KY 42001
St. Louis, MO 63139
Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be obtained at the office of GRW
Engineers Inc., located at 801 Corporate Drive, Lexington, Kentucky 40503,
upon payment of $50.00 for each set.
Payment is not rrfundaole.
The General Contractor is required to perform•minimum of 50% of the project
work.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for•period of ninety (901 days after closing
time schedule for the receipt of bids.
,
City of Murray reserves the right to waive informalities and to reject any
and all Ws.
NOTIC1 OF PUBLIC =MUM

Public Hearing on August 24th,2009, at 5:00 p.m. in the Calloway County Judicial
Building, 312 North 4th Seen, Murray. Rentuder regarding proposed 2009 tax
ratan on real geeporty.Tivis purpose of the hearing is to receive comments from the
public.
As requited by the state law, this notice includes the following information:
Max late

per $100
skeemeelitaleii

,(1) Preceding Year Real Property lax Rate
sind Revenue Expected

Revenue
&UMW

.1190

$1,784,919

1190

$1,859,096

(3)Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue

.1170

$1.827,866

(4) Revenue Expected from personal
Property

.1400

$266,910

(5) Revenue Expected from new
property

.1190

$30,763

(2)Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue

The Calloway County Fiscal Court proposes to exceed the general fund compensating tax rate by levying•tax rata of $.1190. Additional revenues, if any, will offset
increased cola for Insurance and road maintenance,
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF
THE ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Iftelaft1011 of
their ad for any
error. May Ledger
IL Times will be
responsible for only
one inconect Insertion. Any error
should be
reported kamediallely so corrections can
be med..

BECKS Oyster Bar &
Grill, Lake Hwy 79
Paris, TN. Carrie
Humphrey's playing
Fri & St nights.
Starting at 6:00
(731)644-9720

Read
All About
It!
subscribe loth,
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Here Delivery
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
Information do so at
their
risk.
own
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
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Submit resume to:
Human Reeouress
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box um
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opporlunlly Employ*,

MCTA is hiring for a Part-time 'fransit
Drivers 7arn to 7pm
Monday — Saturday

Mosey Order
Inireaminc lax AT

i Name

'km WNW& MOT-111
WE ROI MICE

I St Address_

4E0tioir

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpagc at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
wetyAe. not all listings
on eiejobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
jots listings Thank you.

I

Daytime Ph
_
•
Mail this coupon with

payment to•

Murray Lodger & lime.
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (170) 753-1916
I.

Ocarsmien
andt7=_11411-4413

md Fool
White
FOUND
Radioshack handset
for cordless phone on
Rd 759-0690

MARKETING
Pleasant voices for
easy phone work 25
positions available
No selling
Full/Part-time.
Work Monday-Fnday
$7 25-116 per hour
Paid Weekly
762-9900

Fri:party Abrespmens LLC

www.murraykyapartmeuts.com

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included •
Appliances included. No PETS!
;
P.

•
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AMERICAN Duncan
Phyle mahogany drop
dining
loaf
table
(w/protective pads.) 6upholstered
dining
chairs. Double china
cabinet. Loads of display 11 storage. $1,200
759-1884

ELECTROLUX, Kirby
& Rainbow vacuum
cleaners, discontinued
models, save big,
Jerry's
Sporting
Goods, Mayfield

HUSOVARNA lawn
mower, 46" cut, 20HP
Kohler, used very NM
$1,200.
Dixon lawn mower,
14HP Kohler, 40" cut.
$500.00.
Homemade trailer built
In 4'W-8'L-6'H.
$600.00.
Call-753-0955
SEARS 24HP riding
mower, 54 inch deck,
good condition, with
5x8 tilt trailer. $1,100.
753-4895.

2002 Clayton 16x80
vinyl siding, 38R,2BA,
excellent condition.
270-489-2525.
e28R, 2BA 16x70
1998 Clayton home on
1/2 acre near Keniake
SRP. Full refurbishment lust complete.
$29,900.
•48R, 2BA 28x60
2001 Fleetwood home
on
3/4-acre. 10-miles
north of Murray 1-mile
off
Hwy-641. $42,900.
270-791-9792.
MOBILE home on 1/2
acre w/porches, outbuildings & carport, 2
miles from Murray.
(270)293-5670
REDUCEDIl 999
16x70 Fleetwood 2BR,
2BA, all appliances
Included, garbage disposal, covered porch,
metal storage bldg,
carport located Fox
Meadows.
731-247-3046.

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

[71
MOM COMPUTERS
Servloe/Saies
Repairs/lipgrades
759.31N9

7740 Ford Tractor, 4ws
and loader. 293-8989
Rear tractor forts $150
Oft. disk $450
Oft. box blade $400
PTO seed sower $250
PTO Auger $250
Al $1,200
436-2727

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

4od.b:00
4
:1/014r 15711

Zip

DEPENDABLE loving
childcare. 293-9794.

SetteIIV

City

I State

WANTED: Part-time
bookkeeping for meddle-size to small business. Proficient in
General
• Ledger,
AccorRitti RIG5Shible,
Accounts Payable,
payroll, monthly financial
statements,
monthly, quarterly and
annual reports to the
federal government as
well as the state.
The work can be done
in the office of the business or in my home
office.
Computer
knowledgeable. Can
bring records up from
previous
years.
(270)753-8947

E.E.O.

We offer competitive wages and an ex
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britt/lawn of Benton
2607 Main Street Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE

Koi
LARGE
fish
$20.00/es/, small Kol
fish $5.00/oft 2340
Kirksey Rd. 489-6186

CAMOUFLAGE bed,
chest,$175. 227-9027.

looking for a person that has- integrity. a
good work ethic, sense of responsibility.
CDL and Non-CDL positions
Qualifications are.
oblust be at least 21 years old
'Valid KY Driver's License
4E40-School Diploma or GED
'
No moving (traffic) violations in the past 2 years
*No drug or alcohol charges within 7 years.
'
All qualified applicants must pass a pre-employment testing before being considered any further.
*DOT Drug and Alcohol Test
•DOT Physical
.CPR and First Aid
-Criminal Record Check
TITLE VI NOTICE OF PROTECTIONS
AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
Flemee submit application at Murray adknray
Transit Authority located at 1111'frau& Way.
753-972.5

RN — Full Time — Days M — F
RN — Full 71me- Afternoons N — F

Elkins
County Judge Executive

Larry

.

Consistent with its ongoing growth, PTL is
seeidng enthusiastic, career minded individuals
to fill positions in several areas within the
Murray corporate headquarters in entry to
intermediate level, full-time positions. Past
exposure to the transportation industry is a
plus, but, not required. Applicants with
computer (Word & Excel) and telephone sidlls
and experience in customer 901ViCil, and/or
marketing are preferred. Most positions require
attention to detail and ability to work with
management and decision makers. Successful
employees typically demonstrate a strong work
ethic complemented by superior organizational,
written and verbal communication, and
analytical skills. We offer a competitive
compensation and benefits package.

We are

Pursuant to KR8 132_027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly
. IExtraordinary Session of 1979, the Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a

Mese
Pored.

Practical Dente'
Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
ledentaI.co
www.
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

Anises
WAREHOUSE personnel needed Physical
labor
required.
Experience:Forklift,
order
processing,
record keeping. Must
be organized with
attention to detail
dependable & accurate with calculations
Close fast paced environment. Drug testing
& background check
required. Competitive
wages& benefits High
school or GED. Send
resume to Job Posting
P.0 Box 628, Murray.
KY 42071

For Sets
24FT. Pontoon boat,
Wieder weight gym,
massage table &
chair.(270)354-5078
CRAFTSMAN
tractor.

lawn

FRESH milk co-op
293-6989

Motorcyle
helmets,
jackets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry Sporting
Goode, Mayfield, KY

PEARL snare & bell
kit. Perfect for student.
Stands, rollingc.ase &
practice pads. $200.
270-293-4332.
STUDENT saxophone,
$200. 293-3565 after
5:30prn.

**OWNER Fklance**
16x80 3BR, 2Ba on
3.5 acres. $2,950
down, $545 a month.
3380 Guthrie Rd,
Paris. 270-753-1011
1994 16x80, 3-bedroom, 2-bath
$12,000. 293-7567 or
436-2589
1995 16x80 Atlantic,
313R/28A, 4-acres,
Kiritsey area.
(270)559-2861
1996 14x70 Oakwood
Home new carpet &
pad, central air. Deliver
& set $13.995 Please
call 731-584-9429
98 16X80 Clayton.
$10,000-obo
270-226-3021

16X80 3BR, 2BA, al
appliances furnished
including w/d, on private lot. Close to town
& school. $450/mo
plus deposit.
753-7930, 293-1761.
NICE doublewide 7
miles north. $400 plus
despoil. No pets.
753-8582, 227-1935

M

om* Fin Runt

1 & 2 Bdrm Apts very
close to MSU. Laundry
on site. Furnished
units
avail. Contact
978-1123.

2BR, 1BA, near MSU
all appliances fur
fished. $500 plus
deposit. References
required.
270-227-5554.
•4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease,
$760/month, deposit.
•2 BR stove, refrigerator, W&D, no pets, 1
year lease, deposit, 5
miles from town in
Almo $375. 753-4937
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances,
C/H/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
indoor
small
pet
allowed. $675 mo.
293-7404
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, WAD,
$800 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696.
293-4600
NICE 2BR, 1BA
Duplex, stove, ref.
W/D hook-up.. 5 min
North of Murray. $325
deposit, $325 rent.
(270)293-3761
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

1 BR apt, various loacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
2 bedroom, all appliances,
Cambridge
area. 293-6968
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9696
2, 3BR available.
Various
locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR Duplex. C/H/A,
aN appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
NICE 28R duplex.
C/H/A, washer, dryer.
deck A shedNo pets,
1 yr lease.
deposit/$450.
rent/$475. 1811A
Ridgewood Phone
753-7991 or 226-9001

THREE bedroom 2
bath duplex with double waive. All appliances, one year lease,
one month deposit, no
pets. $750.00 Call
270-753-2905.
TOWNHOUSES for
rent. 4 BR 2 5 BA,
refrigerator,
oven,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $650 a
month. Call
270-348-0458.

R

ees For Runt

1BR on KY lake, 2-car
garage, den, sun
porch, deck, washer A
dryer,C/H/A, refrigera
tor, stove, furnished or
unfurnished, deposit
$300 Available now
436-5459
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ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, Aug. 15th, 2009•10 a.m.
At Mr. Thomas Woods Estate - Murray, KY
'Dike 641 North to Flint Road. Follow Flint Road to
Wrather Road. Follow Wrather Road to corner of
Wrather & Short Road. See auction signs.
Air compressor - gristmill - Skil saw - Echo 500 V.L. shop vac
- large shop press - air conditioner - 3 pt. seeder - 2 wheel cart
- I ton cherry picker - Ashley wood heater w/blower - Power
Bolt Glisson gas 5 h.p. wood splitter - B&D sander - 2 extension ladders - 3/4" socket set - shop fan - table top table saw snap on side grinder - saw zall - motorcycle helmets - drill press
- bench grinder - large shop vise - electric motors - wrenches &
tools -3 pi lift pole -8 pt. potato digger - R&D 12" band saw 9 qts. 10W40 Shell motor oil - Rotozip maximum tool versatility - miter box - Century 70 AC Arc welder - battery charger nuts, bolts & screws - Reddy 35,000 BTU - King 4-1/2 grinder
- jack stands - bolt cutter - nice floor jack - tires & wheels - step
ladder - shop benches - small power tools - socket sets - grease
gun - 5 h.p. Charge air compressor vise vertical Ingersoll Rand
-'TO 20 Fergerson new front tires - 4'rotary cutter - 3 pt. blade
-3 pt. pond scoop - 3 pt. bottom plow -3 pt. 2 bottom plow gate and more.

cluded
5!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

219 Woodlavm 38R,
IBA. Move ristrigersaor,
w/d. CAVA. $875/mo,
$875/deposit,
pets
considered. 2274973,
750-1771.
29A, carpet storage
bulking. 407 S. 10th
St. $300 security
d•Pftlit. $425 rent, no
psis. Ideal for couple.
759-1987, 270-2263470.
59A very Noe,Import
herdwood floors. AM°
419R, MIA. Coleman
RE
7534898
31014. 28A, new wit 2csr gangs. 101 East Y
Or. 370Ohno. No pets.
270-2274512.
501 South Oth Si.
Nice
3-OR, 1 BA, dining.
livkig, bonus room,
washer, dryer, refrigerator, stove, dielwrashsr, besuliful hard-

ONE qr two bedroOrn
house for rent in oounby. Comes will appliances, one bath and
carport One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets.
$575.00. Call
270-753-2905.
lit.
lam*
ASF Warehousing
Near WU $20-50.
753-7088

1 Wit'

LOCATED III A REACERA 1151111011110001 CLOSE TO
0111I WM
1 AKE RION AINKAY STAIE UNIVERSI1Y1
REAL ESTATE Betig A 44- 1,886 Sq. R. BriCk /twin Fsehirkg 4 Bedroces,2 Ful Bits, Malden,
Ming Area, Leing Room a Ally Room. Exterior Reams 01 TM Ropey include UndeceML
Wheel Char Romp, Cowed Front Porch.AIDA2'
& A Milli bet M 01716
Situated On A 90Ii183.5'Lot. lissi Ellis
REAL ESTATE - NICE FURNITURE - GUN PERSONAL PROPERTY
RIINTI.1111- Duncan Ph* Drop lot Diring Table, Lego Chins Caine GE IbliWrior. NOW Cum
room seiner, Odd Full Sizo Bid, Cad Tsble, Old Nelms Rslitgiestor, Strite Berirg ilschlnk Zwal
Consols TV, Wry Ornsts Mien Coals TM, 2 End TWIN', NM OW UR ChM OM Couch,2 BusillNI
Meting Chit Cab*,Mtge limp Tads,2 Nice TInsimis Poste
hin Boob Oath BeIJIMIcen Wood Roding Chit Mips Sbign
BM,Oublirdng Arita Osk Dmissr W Bowled Edge Dressing
dna,WW1 Out
OLAWIWARIAINC,- Swart Huns On Tn. NM Woos Sim),8
Place Soap 01 Crsebs Flew Oft Rand
Marrirourn
611.1111k111Lieer. Fer Hind To*. Onside Sulam Foams, Mei
Affirm GE DOM damn,Odd Obwrinre,Polk Pins,Ids& In
*In Nino Ebbw Lamps, PI*0Writy Lamm Cobden Cd
Printings Signed Dsisy Boyd,'Flown8 FM'Signed J. Robe In Nat
From. Linens. Doliss.
auri. Winches*: WWI 74.22 Long Rh.

South Center office/
business for rent.
1,000 sq.ft.., 700 sq.ft.
753-0808

All mai estate advertised hernn
I subiect to the Federd Fria

s Ills A Sesisil

advertise any reinsnot, amotabon or discrimination

Gac
STORAGE and
PROPANE
111I E. Mein
(270)7534288
Calk
2934103
Ver - 4 tme.htiF
I 'v

,11r11

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
ifiALE blood hound, 7
months, papers, $500.
270-2274827.

boarding
Home
$125/mo. Stall or pasture. Located 10 miles
oast of Murray. Call
270-293-7314 or
270-293-7315.
Straw for sale.
293-60e9

YARD SALE

Act which =Iwo a

bred on race coin, orbvon,ses. lusidiap, Q.ulial mabis or Almond oripn, or mention to make any such preferences. timitanons at discruninaSome laws forbid discbminstion
in the Me,lents! at advertising
did estate Need on Melon in
Addition to those protected
under federal Low.
We WU knowingly ham*way
advertising for red Male laid
is not in nolstion 16w let Al
are heeWy iiiiisited
dnichvedings ffletstd wit
available an in equal oppoib!by bulb
For further assitince wUe Pisk
Housing Advertising isquisemenb, contact NM Counsel
Raw P Md... QOM 6111-1000

C

HALEY Real Estate
A270-759-4218

SATURDAY
5:00-2
Too much to
mention.

3-FAMILY GARAGE
SALE
150 METCALF LK
ALISO,
NORTHVILLA SUS.
FRIDAY a
SATURDAY
740-1200 p.m.
Furniture, home
goods, children/adult
clothing. tools, Ilehing
wow.bat loSiP.,
outdoor fUrrillure

1405
CATAUNA OR
OFF S. MTh
FRI & SAT
7:00AM-12:30PN
Men, women a
Idde clothes,
home decor,
too much to Het

YARD SALE
12114 to County
Line, left on
Bendefleld(SO)
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-5:00
Weight machine,
books, kids clothes,
baby items, misc.
women's clothes

WATERFRONT
SALE!
Lalmirent Let
vir/ Dark
only
$40.000
(was $124,900)
Owner
must sell spectacular
lakefront lot w/
boat dock already
built on fabulous
180,000
acre recreational lake
in KY. Paved rd w/
utlis
& new survey.
ExcelleM financing.
Cal now
1400-704-3154, x
3148. tinviticylsicesale.corn

AIN Amp
4.4 acres on 121South, 4-miles from
Munm (Fox Rd)
4924283

NAA LEI

4leecti over 1 mon
readers with one mill
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call ILPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
piecing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
for only $250
BUIPIPMEIMI
SERVICES
'DISH
NETWORK
Satellite TV systems
installed FREE this
week! 100+ Channels
$19.99
No bank
account needed! No
US down needed!
(888)889-0523
Call
now for details!

'SAWMILLS From only
$2,990.00Convert
your logs to valuate*
lumber with your own
Norwood portaible band
sawmill. Log sicidders
also available. norwoodsawmills.conV300
n. Free information: 1800-578-1 383Ext
300-N
FOR RENT

•Try ivivw.kyrents.orga FREE service for
renters and landlords!
Custom
searches,
amenities, photos, drivINSTRUCTIONAL
ing directions, and
-AMERICAN HEAVY
morel
EQUIPMENT TRAINFOR SALE
ING 866-200-5836 To
•A NEW COMPUTER qualify to receive FREE
Equipment
NOWIIII Brand Name Heavy
laptops & desktops Bad Operator Training with
assisor NO Credit- No Employment
Problem
Smallest tance- You must be
weekly payments avail. LAID OFF, Collecting
or
Its yours NOW- Cal 1- Unemployment
exhausted Benefits.
800-816-2843

2.5 story house on.8
was with barn. 111/11h
picturesque view East
of town, less than 1/2
mile from courthouse.
$199,500. 293-7252.
36R, 2 BA now construction,1318
Larkspur, Campbell
Estate.
$229,000.
Call kx appt.
753-3988, 293-9747.
48R, 38A brick home,
2 car garage, approx.
2,300sq.ft. 1523
Oxford Drive in
Carestioury
Subdivision. $155,000.
293-8210.

•ABLE TO TRAVEL
Hidng 8 people. No
evidence necessary.
Traneportaion
a
Lodging
furnished.
Paid training. Work &
Travel entire USA. Start
Today! www.protekchamicaLcom 321-4423257

2000 250 Banshee
FMF exhaust, many
more extras. $3,200.
293-7781

i
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•

f
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"raw L'iur
We Offer:
'All Slue Units
•24/7 Surveillance
•Electricity
• maeCon

,

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
Augusi 29,20096
•
HURRAY KY&
PARIS LANDING, TN
3 Miss From Kodadry USA

160.P4 Atres

REAL ESTATE TRACTS: FARM #1: Tract 1* 24.588 Acres • Tract r 7.867
Acres • had 3* 10.766 Acres •'Net V 58.620 Acres • l'Isct V 8.472 Acres
• FARM 02: Tract r 24.539. Trod r 8.478 • Tract 8.375 Acres • Tract
9' 11 162 Acres

II

"Is ,
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I

S
•4
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1

,

. •,111. ; 1-.1 1

COMMERCIAL property 1 masonry building 1,200 sq.ft. with
attached office & bathroom, 1 steel building
sq.ft.
2.000
with
attached storage & gas
heat, 1 building 2,500
sq.ft. with attached
shed on 1 acre oast of
Murray. Right on Old
Newburg Rd., 1.7
miles on right. Phone
438-2727.

Ft I-Far
sik

1:AI 1:
•

812 Whitnell Ave.•753-3659

ATTENTION: FARMERS,
INVESTORS & HUNTERS.

FARM LOCATIONS- FARM 91: WRY.121 NEW CONCORD, KY 42074 Pim Wang KY.
Tie Hay 121 Sour 27 Miss, Proceed lc FennV Rim Pets,11ilia TN Hay 119 NothaY Hay 121 Nora 6
test Rowed To Fyn • mu In: HENDERSON RDAILLJE MANCH RD. NEW CONIs
CORD,KY 420/4. Pius litovsy, KY: TM lisy. 121 Smat l2.To Itsrdrson IN.(3o *1*06
Biondi Rd hound To Fins /2 From PIM 01: Ms TN Hay 119*OW Hoy 121 Nat6lass To Hmisnin
Road llw Fokrr WU06 Mow To Mit Brant IN Peak To Fora ties NOM
160 ACRES OF OPEN PAST- HIRT
TILL AM E F AWL AND AL PE 'fl ii tg,t I)
TIMBER
E'XCEl LENT FOR HUNTING Gfif

Real Estate Sells
At 10:00 AM!
Regardless Of Price!
REAL ESTATE. 15% Dow DWI 01 Sal
Nino* In 30 Deys A 10% Buysrl Premium
MI Be Added TO Fnal Out And Inckided
The Como Prix
Call or Visit Our Website:
www.hardesuotions.com

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

USED TIRES
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FOR lease 48x40
metal building, 121t.
walls, Insulated, gas
heat. Located at 406
Circle,
Sunbury
Murray. Call
270-436-2935
RETAIL StOris in
Hazel. 2500 SF +/plus 960 SF porch.
Realty nice!
$750.00/month.
Additional 2500 SF
available for only
$400 00 more if
needed.

270-492-8211

1993
Ford
E350
Ambulance.
7.3L
diesel, 109,000 miles.
Ideal for contractors
and farmers, air conditioning break room.
$6,500 obo.
270-978-2111.

20' model with air,
bath, stove, refrigerator,
microwave,
awning, sleeps 6.
$1,800 obo. 293-2161,
759-1642..

Call 753-5606

2007 Chrysler 300C
Herni AWD. loaded,
83k, 517,000
293-1200

OPEN House
Friday, August 14 and
Saturday, August 15
8:00-5:00
Next door to Post

2007 Dodge Ram
1500, reg. cab, 5.71.,
V8, hen* 4x4, Rhino
bed Nner, running
boards, 27,000 miles.
$17,500
neg.
(270)978-1566

Caves

itessomistru to
I

'Attend College Online
from Home! 'Medical
'Business 'Paralega
'Accounting 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial aid
if qualified. Call 8668 5 8 - 2 1 2: 1
*Host Families for www.
CentureOnline;co
Foreign
Exchange
• •
Students, ages 15-18,
TRUCK DRIVERS
have own spending
HELP WANTED
money/ insurance. Call
Now for students arriv•BIH
Trucking
ing Ni August! Greet life Company.
Driver
experience. 1-000-SIBTrainees Needed! No
LING. www.solee.corn
CDL- NO PROBLEM!
•Part-Time,
home- Earn up to $900/ wellk.
endorsed
based
Internet Company
Business. Earn $500- CDL Training. Job
$1000/ month or more. assistance. Financial
Flexible hours. Training assistence. 884480provided. No selling 5639
required. FREE details. •CDL-A Flatbed
Drivers
www.K738.corn
Up to .405. rtiod
'Seeking licensed Ufa Benefits, Home time,
and Health Agents to Paid vacation. Lease
available.
market
voluntary purchase
experience
employee benefits pm- OTR
grime to employers for required. No felonies.
COLONIAL LIFE. Non- 800-441-4271 xKY-100
licensed
applicants 'DriversMiles '
considered. Contact Freight: Positions availCarey Thompson. 502- able ASAP!
CDL-A with
3 1 4 - 7 6 3 5 , tanker
required. 'Epp
Wdliam.Thompeon0col pay,
premium benefits
oniellfe.com
and MUCH MORO Cpu
or visit us online, 6'7MEDICAL HELP
4843061 www.oaWyWANTED
transport.corn
•Ky Health Training:
•OTR
Drivers for PT)...
Nurse Aids Training.
Phlebotomy training. Earn up to 46 cow. 1310
forced Northeast. _ 12
Lexington
experience
Georgetown.
Day, months
Night Weekend doss- required. No fakery or
es. 859-983-2901. 888- DUI past 5 years. 817vraitiAptl2 7 4 - 2 0 1 8 740-6262.
trevny.nurseaidetraining- inc.com
. .
centsr.corn
•RV delivery driVers
•Contractor
needs
skilled workers and
supervisors for prorects
across Kentucky. Most
lobs pay scale. Send
resume to PO Box
23420, Lexington, KY
40523.

HELP WANTED

BEAUTIFUL stately
home, 4t3R. 2BA in
town, great neighborhood, $180,900.
Judith Guplon,
Campbell Realty
978-0859

li 1:1 1 111411\
II

'DIVORCE with or without Children $95. With
FREE name change
documents (wife only)
and marital settlement
agreement. Fast and
easy. Cal us 24 hrs/ 7
days: 1-888-789-0196

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

FRIDAY &

Cal or Viell Ow Websile: weshanissuclionsmai

II 111111S

Maria* Act Notice

1005 IRENE TER.

V*

REAL ESTATE: 15% Dow Day of Sib Balm n 30 Days. Mots
Your ingoodixor Prix To Ow 01 Silk hem NUB.flswied To Sir
A bud Bowl Pitt Watt AlO%BuyiuiPuirNsrMBsAdOedTo
The Fine Bid Md Irdudid N The Contact Prim.
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Cull or Chkit Dry or Sae. van Prop(

Murray Lady,& Tlamaa Pal

4111170

3FAIRLY
YARD SALE

Litt.

I III; III .

room 2
with douAll appli
oar lease,
posit, no
10. Call

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

ftant

Inlerwrollen Of Nary 121
Chestnut St Ibrn Left Onto Chasbort Proceed lb N. 70 hen Right onto N. 7fh
Proceed To Auction SW
PosIeNfl

*fa.

Cal Apts.
ood Dr
ty,
, Friday.
4984.
using
nity
548-6056

2009 G 10

L°7!),ATION. 503 Norti
fr Late Herter 5U1ii

RI/Pr.1

!-1/2
Imes,
sr lease,
deposit.
refrigerapets, 1
eposit, 5
an in
53-4937

°IL

270-761-1317.
NEAR
Southwest
school, 3 BR, 1.5 BA.
garage, central gas
heal/ ac, hardwood
floors, ceiling lam, no
animals, lease, rent &
ileposiL
(270)293-0247.

Not responsibkfor accidents. latnch available.

Thursday, August 13, 2009•5B

2002 Grand Prix SE
Sedan, 74,ocor miles,
3.1 liter V-6, $3,995.
270-293-6166,
270-767-9793.
2002 Nissan Sentra
GXE 107,000k. $4,500
obo. 270-227-7794
87 Volvo, 240-DL,
sedan, runs,
needs/work, $700.

1986 Stratus 150hp
trolling
Evinrude,
motor, new custom
cover, looks & runs
great. $4,250 obo.
270-376-2741,
270-841-1586.

Several nice
bicycles, outside
doors, lots of linens,
all clothes and other
Items 25t or less.
lots more

2003 Yamaha
Roadster, 1600/cc.
Silvered°, garage
kept, 9,700/miles.
S6.500/obo.
759-9305/227-2096

75 3 - 1 9 1 6

•TRUCK
AMERICA
TRAINING 866-2443644 FREE tuition for
CDL Class-A training
and employment. You

must be LAID OfF,
Collect)-ng
Unemployment
Of
exhausted benefits and
meet hiring policy to
quality.

Electric

•

Since 1986 '
24 noun saimme
Res., Corn.. & Ihd.
Licensed & Insured:
All jobs - big or small

5-96
438-2887 Lamb's
Professional Tree.
Service. Complete'
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc,
Insured. Emergency .
293-83T7
438-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, junk
& tree work.

\s1)1I \I I
I',1% 111'4
.11

'

;

-;

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.

\\*k...„ •11.4‘,It
rtc.

Office, New Concord
2BR, 213A. brick,
remodeled, with 3
-7;1 liilh
14•11
room apartment.
ESTATE SALE
293-1524, 293-9913.
227-8021
730 FAIRLANE
1965 El Camino,
Fisher Body, Roadster,
THURS & FRI
327 motor bored 40
AUG 13 & 14
over, Dart heads,
Elderbrock intake &
10:00AM-4:00PM
carb, MSD ignition
box, HFI distributor. 2
EVERYTHING
yr old transmission, 227-0587
MUST GO?
low miles on motor, 753-2353
Griffin 4 core radiator, ALL Carpentry
Auburn gear limited Remodeling
slip(308 Gear). $8,000 •Additions
in the motor, $2,500 •Decks
MOVING Sale: Pool
firm. 270-978-2111 for Porches
table, conversion ping-Pole Barns
pang top, foosball
more info.
laminate Floors
table,
equipment
1964 Cadillac
-Tile
included. Price negoFleetwood, original
-Motile Home-Repair
tiable.
293-3912. New motorcycle scoot- title, $4.500/080
•floof-Overs
Desire immediate sale er need to sell Will (270)978-7225
negotiate price Call
*Underpinning
759-1048.
Larry Nimmo
YARD SALE
2005 Yamaha Zuma
NEXT TO P081
227-9641
scooter, 991-miles.
OFFICE, NEW
NEED a handi-cap
AFFORDABLE
$1,200. 2004 Yamaha van"
CONCORD
,
Carpentry
Zuma
scooter,
10,547
FRIDAY &
Call Ruth* at
-Remodeling
miles, $700.00.
SATURDAY
753-2222
'Screened Porches
(270)210-3237
8:00-7
'Garages
(270)227-5861
GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH

needed. Deliver 'Rs,
boats and trucki for
PAY! Deliver to all MI
states and CN. .P.or
details log on . :to
iwiw.RVdeliveryjobe.co

-Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

Dozer, back hoe, and
track hoe work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping.
978-0404
APPLIANCE RE0iIR
SERVICE & RMITS

(270) 293-8720'70R
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
I k k‘ IS
SI'l I 15.1 I
1,1\

I I: N\ I
1 'I

Hammer,
Painting, fix-Ws &
repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained.. 436-2228.
BRUSH &

McCoy's
Lawn &Irak*

Quality work at
a great price' '
-Mowing -Trimming
-Yard Clean-up
'Free Estimates'
(270)2034604
T&T Lawn Care Call

24/7 270-293-0468
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CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Timm

Jobless claims
up, retail sales
dip unexpectedly

NO 11011111110
111111M01
Moraine lean owe
nth negotiable
priest: Daniel
(11111111104779

INISTOPNER S.
CLI
ARER

Writer
APWAElxwimicSHINGA (AP) — The
number of newly laid-off wasters filing claims for unemployment benefits rose unexpectedly
last week and retail sales disap.
pointed in July. The latest goy.ernment
reports reinforced conDo you nerd MP I do
cerns about how quickly con.
painting. oritiones, oarposery. and meow/
simmers will be able to contribute
won. Hams: 721-247to a broad economic recovery. •
MINI or Cot 731-234"Mare is really no positive
spin to put on these numbers,"
am Noels
Photo ptvAllall Jennifer Lee, an economist with
Mimeo Illeinee
AVVAN011ak Dr. Harry Fannin, omen; professor of chemistry at Murray Stale Universit
ma deemssew
y, was BMO Capital Motets, wrote in
racer* eviarded the Dr. KO F. 14Uesung Outstanding Professor in Chemistr
mews rni tor
y Award. The a research note.'Me U.S. conkes sines*
endowed award was askstriliiied by 1984 WU alumnus Jesse D. Jones of
Baton Rouge, La., sumer remains very weak. The
in Minor GI his leaner chelnisby prtrieseor Huseung,left. The $1,000 annual
award recognizes jobs situation, while slowly
teaching mesellence in the WU Department of Chemistry. Dr. Ricky Cox, MSU
FUTRELL'S Tree
professor of improving, is still dismal."
Sone,
chemistry, was last year's rettiplent Also pictured le Dr. Steve Cobb, right, dean of the
College
'The Labor Department says
.Tdroming, removal,
of Wince,lengimpedng
stump grinding. fire
initial claims increased to a seawood. Insurod.
'usually adjusted 558,000, from
410/MMS.
554.000 the previous week.
Analysts expected new claims to
drop to 545.000, according to
Thomson Reuters.
The ember of people remaining on the benefit rolls, meanwhile, ill to 6.2 million from
6.34 million the previous week.
Analysts had expected a smaller
decline. The continuing claini!'
YEARRY'S
11es
date lass initial claims by on;
13ennos. Free sonPURE breed, Ma*,
week.
Tines. Phone
Great Dank
10
4311-12662. 227-0207
The four-week average of int.:.
months. 9714609
:
tial claims, which smooths out
fluctuations, rose by 8,500 te
":41/
565.000. That reverses *If you t a evriErWtDOMEIn to
Puturray/cailloweey Cie:runty
straight weeks of decline.
NI It
Comfil SYLVIA SANIENT
Meanwhile. the Commerce
AT 750411111111
Department said retail sales fell
ainivres
0.1 percent last month.
c°
=7
"
41/81hatet. WILOOdift
We went to
you gits kern many or our
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Michael Jackson's
glittery glove up
for auction in L.A.

